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ABSTRACT

Recent investigations examining chi ldrens' adjustment subsequent to

parental divorce have demonstrated that chi ldren of divorce, pâFticularly
boys, exhibit more adjustment problems than do children from intact or
widowed homes. The present study attempted

to

systematicaì

ly repl icate

previous findings using a design which simuìtaneously control led for

age

of child, parental marital status, sEs, and elapsed time since
parental separation. The behaviour and environment of a non-clinical
and sex

of J2\ 'l atency

of intact versus divorced f amilies were
evaluated with maternal report on the child Behaviour checklist, the Famíly
Environment scale, the Attitudes Towards women scale, and a Demographic
sample

Data Questionnaire.

age chiìdren

llultivariate analyses tested the fol ìowing

hypotheses:

i) children of divorce are more disturbed than children of intact families,
ii) male children of divorce are more disturbed than females, iii) specific
environmentaì stressors are predictive

of adjustment in

chi ldren of

divorce, and iv) male chi ldren of divorce experience more environmental
stress than females. The first and third hypotheses were supported

outright,

and the fourth was reconceptualized as a generaì

quality of interpersonal relationships in the families of

deficit in

the

male children of

divorce as compared to females'. A non-significant tendency for boys from
both family structures to exhibit more behaviour problems than girls

was

observed. Specific environmental factors were found to be predictive of
behav i our prob ì ems for each group of ch i ì dren, and env i ronmenta I factors

reflecting quaì ity of interpersonaì relationships differentiated

chi ìdren

from intact versus divorced homes, and male versus female chiìdren of
d i vorce.
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NTRODUCT I ON

Within the past two decades, divorce rates have increased dramatical ly,
almost doubl ing since 1970

(Statistics

Canada, 1975,

1985). fiariraì

family rupture has become a fact of life; a child living in
faces about a

and

Canada today

of experiencing parental separation and/or divorce
at some time before he or she reaches the age of eighteen.
3o"a

As the divorce
exposed
fami

chance

rate increases, greater

to the turmoil

numbers

and upheaval consequent upon

ìy structure. Kurdek (ì981) and Cì ingempeeì

that divorce

of children are being

causes many changes

individual, micro-systemic,

a radicaì change in

and Reppucci (1982) noted

to occur in the chiìd¡s life at

and macro-systemic

Ievels.

Foremost

the

of

these

is the transition from a two parent to a single parent home, with
the resuìtant real ignment of the chi ld's relationships with both parents.

changes

While the child may become more dependent on the custodiaì parent (Rutter,
1979a), frequency and qual ity

of contact with the non-custodiaì

parent

almost inevitably decrease, and the chiìd may be placed in a position where
he

or she experiences confì icting ìoyalties to

each parent.

within the famiìy aìter, so do the chiìd's interactions
with his or her extra-fami I ial environment. Divorce often results in
As relationships

to another, thereby initiating a change in schools for
the child, and a ìoss of estabìished social supports including friends and

moving from one home

teachers. With such a move comes pressure to establ ish

new

reìationships;

the child in the midst of family disruption may simply not have the

-l

emotionaì resources
form

to negotiate this transition. 0ther supports in

of relationships with relatives,

especial

non-custodial parent, fiây disappear.
soc i oeconom i c

ly relatives of

the

the

Finaììy, divorce may bríng

changes tn

status and concom i tant change, often reduction, in quaìity of

I i festyì e.

ln view of the array of potential negative stressors involved in

the

divorce process, chiìdren of divorce have been targeted as a population at

risk for psychologicaì disturbance.

A multitude

of divorce related social,

emotional, behavioural, and academic problems in the children of failed
unions have been documented (Atkeson, Forehand, E Rickard, 1982¡

Hetherington, 1979; walìerstein & Kelìy, .l980). chiìdren of divorce

have

consistently been found to have more frequent and more severe problems with
aggressiveness, non-compì iance, pro-social behaviour, academic performance,

affective disorders, and somatic complaints than do their peers from intact
fami I ies. Furthermore, they are overrepresented

in cl inical psychiatric

popuìations (Kalter, 1977; Kalter ê Rembar, l98l).

l'lhiìe the research has indicated that the negative effects of divorce
chi ìdren are multidimensional

in nature, it

has also shown

that the

on

degree

to which the child successfuììy assimiìates and adapts to divorce related
changes depends on

a

socioeconomic status

number

of factors, most notably

of custodial

fami

ly,

age and sex

of child,

and time elapsed since parental

separation. Unfortunately, confounding of these factors in

much

existing research weakens concìusions which might be drawn about

of

the

the

effects of parentaì divorce on chi Idren. Furthermore, few i nvestigators
have attempted

status'

to determine the mechanisms by which age, sex,

and time since parentaì spì

socioeconomic

it mediate the effects of divorce.

This

is a cr¡ticaì oversight insofar as identification of these mechanisms may
be

of major importance in understanding the negative effects of family

rupture on chi Idren, and in planning intervention strategies aimed at
minimizing these effects.
Perhaps one

of the most poor'ly understood mediators of children's

post-divorce adjustment is the effect of sex of child. An overview of the

existing I iterature pertaining to the effects of parental separation

on

children reveals a consistent trend for boys to be more adversely affected

for longer periods of time than are girls (Guidubaldi E Perry, ì984;
Hetherington, Cox, & Cox, 1979, 1982, .l985). This effect is particularly
evident in latency age children; boys from divorced

homes who

are

between

the ages of 6 and l2 years dispìay more aggression, antisocial behaviour,

cognitive immaturity, and academic problems than do female age cohorts,
male children

of other ages, or children from intact or widowed families

(Gudiubaldi, Cìeminshaw, Perry E Hcìoughl in, .|983; Tuckman t Regan, .l966) .
However, much

of the evidence for the conclusion that

more adversely affected by parental divorce than

girls

male children are
has been based

anecdotal observation, on data which was collected as a smalì part

of

on
a

ìarger study of the general impact of divorce, or on methodologically
unsound i nvest i gat i ons. 0bserved sex

as a curiosity, and ìittle

of chiìd

divorce' it

may prove

fferences have been treated ì argeì y

research has been

demonstration and expìanation
sex

di

specifically directed at

of the phenomenon. I ronical ìy,

even though

to be important in mediating the effects of

has been treated

parentaì

with an almost laissez faire attitude, and the

existing research on the topic ìacks credibility.

4

Hypotheses impl

icating both intrapersonal and environmental factors

in

the chiìdrs life have been proposed to account for chiìd adjustment
problems associated

with parental divorce, and for the apparent greater

negative effect on maìe chi ìdren. Hetherington (.l979) postulated that

children of divorce are exposed to a variety of environmental changes whích
contribute significant additional stresses to the normaì process of growing

up.

The presence

of these stressors is thought to be sufficiently

disruptive to the chi ld to

cause muìtidimensional adjustment problems.

Hetherington explains the observed sex differences by arguing that maìe

children of divorce experience more negative stress than do their female
counterparts' and are, therefore, more likeìy to display more frequent
more severe problems than do
based on

girls.

Hetheringtonrs model appears to

the not entireìy justified premise that a direct

and

be

causal

relationshi p exi sts between degree of envi ronmental stress engendered

by

parental divorce and degree of adjustment disturbance observed in the
chi

ld.

As shal

I be argued ìater, the quasi-experimental nature of

research support i ng Hether i ngtonrs hypothes
i

nference
Wal

i

s suggests that a causa ì

of the type under I y i ng her mode ì i s

lerstein and Kel ly (1980),

meanwhi

ìe,

the

unwar ranted

.

have asserted

that

adjustment

in children of divoice are caused by intrapersonal factors such as
age. Specifical ly, they argued that cognitive immaturity in the latency
probìems

age

child renders that chiìd

more vulnerabìe

to the stressors related

to

parental dívorce. ln order to explain observed sex differences in
adjustment, l.lal lerstein and Kelly suggested that ìatency age boys are
developmentalìy more vulnerable than

girls.

While this hypothesis accounts

for the observed greater effects of divorce on ìatency

age children,

part¡cularly boys, it has I Íttle empirical support. ln fact, neither
Hetheringtonrs (197Ð nor l,lallerstein and Kelly's (1980) causal models has
been empi r ical

ln

ly tested.

summary,

the I iterature demonstrating sex differences in adjustment

of children of divorce is

fragmented and, as

wilì be shown later, is

with methodological flaws and empiricaì ly tenuous expìanatory
models. There has been I ittle attempt to empirical ly deveìop and test
plagued

causal models, and much of the relevant research yieìds only descriptive,

atheoreticaì conclusions. These flaws make it very d¡fficult to develop
overal

I conceptuaì

to

ld adjustment disturbance.

chi

an

framework through which parental divorce may be related
The present review wi I I address some of

the probìems in the existing literature by criticaìly examining the
relevant research. Prior to consideration of the research, it will
necessary
use

of

review

to discuss

and

clarify

ambiguous terminology

will

in the I iterature.

arîsing from the pervasive
The remainder

examine studies which demonstrate sex

and emotional adjustment
absence"

some confusíon

of

chi ldren

be

of

the

differences in the social

of divorce, the relevant rrparental

literature, and the literature on how chiìdren

cope

with

the

stresses involved in divorce. The first of these sections will provide

an

of the current status of the research documenting both detrimentaì
effects of parentaì divorce on chi ldren and gender differences in
overview

chi ldrenrs post-divorce adjustment. The second section wi ì I examine the

portions of the I'parent absencerr ìiterature which have compared the effects

of different types of

home environment on

children's adjustment

and which

that sex differences exist in chiìdrensr reactions to
different types of homes. The third section will focus on differences
have indicated

in

the ways that boys and girls experience and cope with divorce related

stressors.

Fol lowing

the review of the

I i terature,

the development of

empirical support for Hetheringtonrs environmental stress modeì

lerstein

Wal

criticalìy
The

and Kel

ly's

and

and

developmental vuìnerabi ì ity hypothesis wi ì I

be

examined.

last portion of this

wiìl describe a study which i)

paper

focussed

directly on the issue of sex differences in children's adjustment to
parentaì divorce' i i) performed systematic, wel I control led repl ication of
the previous findings that latency age chi ldren of divorce, pEtFticuìarly
boys,

exh

intact

ibi t more behaviour probìems than do thei r counterparts from

fami I ies, i i i) tested Hetheringtonrs general hypothesis that

envi ronmentaì stressors are

predictive of level of adjustment i n chi ldren

of divorce' and iv) tested Hetherington's corol ìary hypothesis that maìe
chi ldren of divorce experience more environmental stressors that do their
fema

I

e cohorts.

Problems

in Definition

of the most pervasive problems in the research evaluating the
relationship of parentaì separation and divorce to childrens' adjustment
One

definitions of terms such as temotional
adjustmentr, I latencyr, rseparation','divorcer, and rparental absence'.
problems has concerned operationaì

Variability in the use of these terms, and inexact or absent specification
of operational defin¡tions and evaluation criteria has resulted in
widespread inconsistency and lack

of comparability within the literature.

7

definitional problems is the ìack of a consistent
val id criterion variable to represent the construct of emotional
Foremost among the

and

adjustment. Host studies have examined emotional adjustment as an index of
the impact of parental spìit on children. However, a single operational

definition of the construct

has eluded investigators, and cìose scrutiny of

the reìevant research reveaìs that there exist almost as

many

definitions

of emotional adjustment as there exist studies in the area. Broadly
speaking, the criterion variables representing emotionaì adjustment in

past

to faìl into five major categories - i) behavioural
deviance including acting out, aggression, non-compl iance, and antisocial
research have tended

behaviour, i i) intrapsychic maìadjustment including anxiety and affective
disturbance, i i i) cognitive immaturity with respect to moral development,

iv) social interpersonal difficulties which include

eìements

of

the

previous three categories and, v) psychophysiologicaì symptoms.

0ccasionaìly, the presence of psychiatric diagnosis has been incìuded as

definitional criterion for divorce related emotional disturbance.
most researchers have recognized

a

However,

that a psychiatricaì ly cì inicaì population

constitutes a relatively small proportion of the target group of chiìdren,

that, in many of these cases, psychopathoìogy cannot be directly
attributed to parental dívorce, since pre-divorce indices of adjustment
and

rarely

avai

clinical

labìe. Consequently, conclusions

sample canRot be widely generalized

are

based on data obtained from

a

to the population of chiìdren

of divorce who do not present at psychiatric cl inics.
The

definitional

problem underlying the emotional adjustment research is

twofoìd. First, the construct of emotional adjustment is

inadequately

defined, since there are no universally agreed upon criteria which can

be

sa¡d to be representative of the construct. As a result, the term
emotional adjustment serves as an umbrella for a variety of behaviours
which vary according

to the individual researcherts idiosyncratic
operational definitìon. I n ì ight of the d¡fficulty in obtaining a
consensus of opinion on operational definitions for abstract

multidimensional constructs, it is unì ikely that this probìem wi I I
easi

ìy

be

resoìved.

diff¡cuìty arises from ambiguous use of terminology,
particular'ly the use of the label emotional adjustment in the absence of
A second

of what that term referred to in the study being reported.
and of itself, the use of the term emotional adjustment to denote a
statement

a

ln

specific adjustment behaviour or constel lation of behaviours is not a
problem, provided that the behaviours and the methods used to assess them
are adequately described.
used

to

l.Jhen

assess the behaviour

researchers

fail to specify the criteria

in question, the reader is left

behaviours were evaluated, how, and

wi

th what

resul

t.

wondering what

Furthermore,

sweeping generalizations

in the use of the ìabel emotional adjustment ìead
to needless inconsistencies within the I iterature. Two studies may draw
diametrical ly opposed concìusions about the effects of divorce on emotional
adjustment, when in real ity they have examined completeìy different

criterion variables representing different facets of the construct. The
problem is further complicated by the fact that the chiìdren of divorce
ì iterature spans the discipl ines of medicine, psychology, social work,
family studies, and law, all of which have their own idiosyncratic
definitions of remotional adjustment'. Critical comparison across such
diverse body of I iterature is difficult.

a

9

A

similar

probìem

exists with respect to the use of the term'ìatency

age' to define a particular population of children who appear to be more
adverseìy affected by parental divorce than chi ldren of other ages. Within

the literature, there is considerable confusion about the def,nìnn

of the latency stage. Chi Idren described as latency age have
ranged in age from j to 12 years, but the limits for the latency stage have

boundaries

been i ncons i stent between stud i es. Furthermore, researchers

have

subdivided the latency stage into earìy, mid, and late latency, but

have

frequently fai led to specify the points of demarcation between the
substages. Such inconsistency and ìack of specificity

makes comparison of

different studies within the I iterature extremely difficult.
Definitional problems also exist with the use of the terms separation,
divorce, and parentaì absence. Frequently, reasons for parental separation
and parental absence are unspecified; as
reasons

shall be argued later, differing

for parental split (eS. divorce, death, illness)

differential effects on the children involved, so it is

may have

necessary

to

these parameters expl icit in research reports. The terms separation

make
and

divorce are often equated and used interchangeably, when in reality they
address two

different concepts. D¡vorce is a legal construct obviously

invoìving, but not necessari ly equal to, maritaì separation.
discrepancy between the two constructs

The

is particularly evident

when

temporal factors are considered; by and large, divorce cannot occur until

after a reìatively long period of informal and ìegal separation of the
I itigants. Given the vast number of potentiaì micro-level and macro-level
personal and environmental changes which could occur in the lives of both
parents and chi ldren during the interval between initial separation

and

t0

divorce, it is logÌcaì ly and practicaì ly impossible to equate the

two

terms.

of specificity is aìso evident in descriptive discussions of the
behaviour of children of divorce and of the environmentaì factors impacting
Lack

on them. Frequentìy, behaviour or envi ronmental factors are assessed

solely on the basis of the observations of potentially biased persons,

particularly individual divorced parents.

These parentsr perceptions of

the childrenrs behaviour and environment may be distorted by their
needs and feel ings

related to the divorce. lndeed, Chethik,

Dol

Lohr, and Darrow (.l987) make the argument that divorcing spouses

own

in,

Davies,

may

attribute to their chi ldren the negative characteristics of their
ex-partner ("He's just like his father!") in an attempt to cope with their
own feeìings about the divorce. The child may or may not internaìize these
characteristics, but the parental distortion of the chi ld's
remains and may contaminate data obtained from
Kurdek and Berg (lg8Z) found

behaviour

this parent's observations.

that parentsrand teacherstratings of

internaì izing or externalizing chi ìd behaviour problems were compìeteìy
unrelated to the childrensrbeìiefs about the divorce, thus suggesting that

parentsr inferences about the intrapsychic processes underlying child

reflect what is really going on for the child.
As long as this potential bias is accounted for methodologically, or there
is recognition of the ìimits which it places on conclusions, it can be

behaviour may not accurately

reìatively benign.

Problems

arise

when

parental õbservations are treated

as though they are objective; the researcher and the reader shouìd beware

of the

assumption

that unsubstantiated parental

true state of affairs in the child's life.

assessment

reflects

the

il
The most expedient

solution to the problem of reporter bias appears to

be recognition of the lack of comparabiìity within the existing literature,

specificity of terminology and of source of information
in future research. ln the meantime, problems in definition must be kept

and insistence on

in mind whi le reading and reviewing reported
Sex Differences
A major

in

research.

Adjustment

thrust of the children of divorce research has been the

demonstration that divorce has detrimental effects on various facets of
emotionaì adjustment
ì

iterature is

of the

plagued

chi ldren

invoìved.

Aìthough much

of

with methodoìogical flaws (eg. absence of

the

comparison

groups) and the entire area suffers from construct validity problems with
respect to a definition for the term emotionaì adjustment, there remains

ittle doubt that parental divorce is consistently associated with social,
affective, and behavioural disturbance in chi ldren. The finding that
I

children of divorce exhibit more problems than do chiìdren from intact or
even widowed

families on a wide variety of indices of social, behaviouraì

and academic adjustment, and on measures

of physical

been repl icated on numerous occasions (gui¿ubalAi

and mental heaìth has

et al.,

'|983;

Hetherington, cox, I cox, 1978). A consistent theme throughout most

reports of studies of the emotional adjustment of children of divorce,

of the methodological quality of the research or of whether the
results were quaì itative or quantitative, has been the tangential finding
regardìess

that male children appear to be more adversely affected than their female
cohorts. The first section of this paper will examine the behavioural and
temporaì parameters

of this

phenomenon.
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Emotional Adiustment

ln

one

of the earì iest examinations of the effects of parental

separation on

differentiaì
which

ch i

ìdren, Rutter (1971) reported

impact on boys and

at ìeast one parent

was found

that the

number

of marriages

number

of child

was

girìs.

some evidence

ln a sampìe of

210

for

a

families

in

to in-patient psychiatric care, it

was absent due

of deviant male children varied directly with

assessed as

a function of

the

distressed, and wîthin that group, deviance

amount

of marital discord in the environment.

ln contrast, there þJas no evidence for a relationship

between marital

discord and social deviance in femaìe chi ldren. Rutter also noticed that
boys were

significantìy overrepresented in the subsample of

were considered cì inical

ly deviant.

The

chi ìdren

who

tentative concìusion drawn from

these resuìts suggested that boys were more adverseìy affected by parental
separation than were girls.
However,

The

neither Rutter¡s results nor his conclusions urere unequivocal.

fact that

who were

boys were more frequentìy found

in the subgroup of children

clinicaìly deviant does not necessarily lead to the conclusion

that parental separation

has more severe

effects on boys than on girls.

has ìong been known that males are commonìy overrepresented in clinicaì

populations (G¡lbert, 1957¡ Roach, Gurrslin, 6 Hunt, ì958), although the
reason

for this

phenomenon had never been

entirely clarified.

ln view of

the significantìy higher proportion of males typical ìy found in cl inicaì
popuìations, there is no reason to suspect that the parental separation
experienced by Rutterrs subjects was solely responsibìe
numbers

of

males than females considered deviant.

for the

higher

lt

r3

Furthermore, Rutterrs operational
I

definition of sociaì deviance was

imited to antisocial behaviour, but sex role social ization processes

encourage male

children to express distress in terms of antisocial

and

girls are conditioned to dispìay affective and
(Biller, 1969; Serbin, l98O). Consequentìy, it may

aggressive behaviours, whi le
somatic symptomatology
be argued

that Rutter's

measures were biased

in

such a manner as

to detect

boys' rather than girls' deviance.
Sampì

val

idity

ing problems also have muìtiple impl ications for both the internal
and the externaì val

children in Rutter's

idity of the investigation.

I that

Recal

the

sample were from homes where parental absence was the

result of a psychiatric condition serious enough to warrant in-patient
treatment. A recent study of the psychologicaì adjustment of divorced
parents by Steinman, Zemmelman, and Knoblauch (lg8¡) has pointed to

direct correlation

between

child behaviour

psychopathoìogy' thereby suggesting

a

problems and parental

that parental disturbance is

conducive

to deviance in other fami ly members. This suggests that deviance observed
in the children sampìed by Rutter may have been the resuìt of an inherently
dysfunctional environment, rather than of the parentaì separation per se.
Consequentìy,

Rutter's

sample cannot be considered

to be representative of

the population of children whose parents separate for reasons other

psychiatric

i I lness.

Also, in view of

genetic transmission of

some

than

concordance research suggesting

psychiatric disorders (Rosenthal,

1970)

,

the

possibility exists that the children in Rutter's sampìe were deviant due to
some organic factor prior to the parental separation. ln short, parental
separation was inextricably confounded with psychiatric deviance of one or

both parents. No firm conclusions about the effects of either factor

the chi ldren

may be drawn.

on

r4

Finally,

some

of the children

who

participated in Rutter's study were

sufficiently disturbed as to be considered cl inical ly deviant. There is
recent evidence to indicate that chi ldren from cl inical populations react
differentìy to separation and i ts

sequeìae than do chi ìdren from

inicaì populations (Bray ê Anderson, 1984; Waìker, Rogers, 6
llessinger, 1977). Generalization of Rutter's results to non-cìinícal
non-cl

separat i on groups

i

s, therefore,

contra

i nd i cated.

l'lcDermott's (1968) observations of a non-clinical sample of children of

divorce aged J to ! years revealed that boys consistently appeared

more

disturbed than girls according to teachersr anecdotaì reports of

ity characteristics, play interactions, and interpersonal
relationships. Add¡tionaì ly, boys demonstrated angry outbursts which were

personaì

not character i st ic of

f ema I e ch i

ldren.

that

l'lcDermott acknowledged

the

of his study íncluded unsystematic collection of data, no folìow
up, smal I sample size, and no intact fami ly comparison group. However,

weaknesses

since these data were collected tangentially to the study of an unrelated
hypothesis, it is not expected that they would have been subject to
rigorous experimental controls. Their primary utility

ìies in their

serving as a starting point for ìater systematic study of the effects of
divorce on chi ldren.

ln a

landmark

series of studies completed as part of the

Cal

ifornia

Children of Divorce Project, Wallerstein and Kelly have amassed an
amount

of information regarding the

immediate and long term impact of

separation and divorce on chiìdren (felly 6 Wallerstein, 1976i
1984, 1985, 1987; wailerstein & Ket ty, 1975, 1976,
publ ished work

immense

is descriptive in nature

t98o).

l.Jal

Ètuch

ìerstein,

of rheir

and provides an excel lent
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ìongitudinal qual itative overview of the reaì I ife sequelae of divorce.
However,

this

approach

offers ìittìe in the way of solid empirical support

for the authorsr developmental vulnerabi I ity hypothesis which purports

to

expìain sex differences in adjustment of chi ldren of divorce.
Wal

lerstein

and Keì ìy

097Ð reported an extensive descriptive study of

the responses to divorce of a non-cl inical sample of 34 preschooìers
ranging in age from 2 l/2 to ! years. Observations of the children and
semi

-structured unstandard i zed i ntervi ews wi th them, as

weì

I as i ntervi ews

with parents and teachers have indicated that al I subjects experienced
increased anxiety, acting out behaviour, and affective disturbance
subseguent

group'

to parental divorce.

aì though

No sex differences rÂrere noted

for this

age

there were qual i tative di fferences i n behavioural response

to divorce across age. At a one year follow up, the adjustment of 6j% of
girls in the age range 3 3/\ to ! years had deteriorated, whiìe only 2JZ of
boys in the same age range had worsened. This finding would tend to
suggest

that, in the long run, parental divorce may be more detrimental to

female chi ldren.

ln an attempt to foìlow up and expand upon their earlier study, Kelly
and

l,/aìlerstein examined the reactions to parental divorce of 26 children

in earìy latency

8)

Jì late latency (9 and lO year old)
chi Idren (Ket ty 6 Wal lerstein, 1976¡ Waì lerstein 6 Keì ly, 1976) . Cl inicaì
(ages 7 and

and

interviews with parents and chi ìdren revealed that the younger boys
expressed more anger,

Ioyaìty to father,

and wishes

reconciliation than did femaìe age cohorts.
observed

Gender

for parental
differences were not

in the group of ìate latency aged chiìdren.

range assessed, boys stated more

entire age
need for parentaì (particularly paternal)
Over the

t6

discipline than did girìs, thereby leading the authors to conclude that
latency age boys have a higher need for

same sex

role models than do

females, and that boys have a greater intrapsychic fear of spending time
aìone

with the opposite sex (Oedipal) parent.

evidence was presented

No

empiricaì or theoretical

to support these conclusions.

ìy, l.lallerstein (t984, 1985, .|987) reported the resuìts of ten year
follow ups of the children incìuded in the original sampìe. At the time of
Final

the most recent assessments, the'children' ranged in age from 12 l/2 to

years.

Unstandardized

self report by

aì

significant anxiety about relationships

29

I participants indícated that
and feel ings

of sadness, resentment

and rrparental deprivationtr had persisted throughout the

years. Host

differences with respect to affective disturbance were reported to

sex

have

largely disappeared by adolescence. However, boys in mid to ìate
adoìescence continued

than did girìs.

to express a much stronger

ln early adulthood,

more anxiety about

need

for the absent father

femaìe respondents expressed somewhat

the possibility of the occurrence of unhappy or

broken

relationships in their futures than did maìe subjects. Apparentìy, the
passage of time had ameìiorated many of the more pathologicaì responses to
parental divorce. The mechanism of this lessening of symptomatology was
not clear and was not addressed within the parameters of the investigation.
Potentiaì explanatíons could incìude changes in cognitive maturity, changes

in social supports,

and changes

in

environment.

While the studies of Keììy and Waììerstein are clinicalìy valid

and

provide an impressive amount of descriptive information, their empirical

vaìidity is dubious.

No attempt was made to

controì for elapsed time since

parental separation or for remarr iage of custodiaì parent. Both factors
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have been shown

to be infìuential in mediating childrens'

responses to

parental separation and divorce (Hetherington et al., 1979; Kalter, 1977;
llcDermott, 1968; Santrock, Warshak, &
comparison group

Eì I

iot,

1982)

of chiìdren from intact families

. Furthermore,

was included

in

no

the

study, thus rendering the results open to alternative explanations. ln the
absence

if the

of an intact family

observed

Wal

it is impossible to

determine

diff¡culties of the chi ldren of divorce were unique to that

population or if they are
by Kel ìy and

comparison group,

common

to aìl children in the age groups studied

lerstei n. Another problem concerns the fact that the

authors neglected to specify their criteria for evaluation of the
participantsr remotional adjustmentr. Consequently, the results have
I

ittle construct val idity.

behaviour were avaiìabìe,

Furthermore, since no pre-divorce measures of

it is

reasonabìe

to argue that the disturbed

behaviour exhibited by the chiìdren may have been

existing prior to the parental divorce.

a long standing

problem,

Under these circumstances, the

conclusion that the change in fami ly structure caused the observed
behaviour problems must be considered speculative.

lnternal val idi ty and reì iabi I ity were also suspect, since al I
information on which the authors' conclusions were based was obtained
through the subjective reports of parents and teachers and on observational
data

wh i

ch was

qua I i

tat i ve rather than quant i tat i ve. The argument that

this data may have been contaminated by selective

memory and

biases is

consistent with the findings of Santrock and Tracy (1978) which indicated

that parentaì divorce results in teachersrand parents'stereotyping of the
chiìd as emotionaììy maìadjusted. lf any indices of reliabiìity of data
were used, they were

not reported.

t8

There r^/ere also signif icant problems

with Kelìy

subject sampìe. The sample size was reìativeìy

and Wallersteinrs

smal

I and

independence of

observations was severely compromised by the fact that the l3l children
stud¡ed came from only 60 fami I ies. General izeabi

Ii

ty of the

resul

ts

was,

therefore, limited. Finally, Kelly and f,/allerstein asserted that their
subject sampìe was drawn from a non-cl inicaì population. Superficiaì ìy

this

appears

to be true, but closer examination of the sampìe reveals that

the chiìdren were selected from a community mental health clinic to

which

they had been referred for preventative counsel ing. Referral sources
included parents, lawyers, juveni le authorities, and other community

agencies. lt can be justifiably argued that the chi ldren's prior contact
with social service agencies

may have been

indicative of aìready existing

disturbances unrelated to the parental divorce. The sample cannot,

therefore, be said to accurateìy represent the population of children
r^rere

not

di

Kalter

stressed pr ior to d ivorce.

(1977) reported one

of the reìationship
children.

who

of the first empirically

sound demonstrations

between parental divorce and adjustment problems in

He assessed

a

random sampìe

of i\J children presenting at

an

outpatient psychiatric cl inic. The sample included chi ldren from intact,
divorced, remarried, and widowed families, and the children ranged in

age

from I'under 7" to l7 years of age. Trained objective raters assessed the

children on the basis of presenting behavioural
i

symptoms presumed

to

be

ndicative of emotional maìadjustment.
The

results of Kalter's investigation indicated that parental marital

status was predictive of adjustment probìems.

Chi

ldren who had experienced

parental divorce or separation were overrepresented in the sample,

and

ì9

dispìayed more adjustment problems and more severe problems than did
ch i

ldren f rom intact or widowed

whose parents had divorced,

f ami I

ies.

l,Jith

in the group of

but not remarried, complaints

JO ch i ldren

incìuded

aggressiveness, antisocial behaviour, somatic disorders, and academic

problems. Furthermore, age and sex of chi ìdren of divorce were associated
w¡th psychoìogical or psychophysiological disturbance. Specifical ly, boys

in the 7 to lì year age range were found to display significantìy more
symptoms than girls of the same age, while girls appeared more distressed
than did boys during adolescence.

Qual

itativeìy, the disturbed behaviours

displayed by the children from separated or dívorced homes were consistent

with sex role stereotypes; boys tended towards aggression and antisociaì
behaviour, whi le girìs had more problems with truancy, drugs, affective
symptoms, and

promiscuity. simi lar findings with respect to

stereotyped maladjustment

in

chi ldren

sex

of divorce were reported

by

Hetherington (1972), Hess and camara (197Ð, and Kaìter, Reimer, Brickman,

(1985). Finalìy, Kalter also found that, at adolescence, chiìdren
were affected by specific types of home environment and, in particular,
and Chen

that chiìdren from stepparent

homes showed more symptoms

intact homes. Later work by Santrock

than those from

and Warshak (1979) and Santrock et

al. (ì982) supported and extended this hypothesis by demonstrating that
girls brere more adverseìy affected by custodial parent remarriage than were
boys.

Kalter's results

suggested

that

age and sex

of child are predictors of

the chi ìdrs adjustment to parental divorce. However, his design confounded

chiìd's

age

with elapsed time since parentaì spìit, thereby

weakening his

conclusions about the reìationship of child's age to level of adjustment.
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validity of the study was ìimited by the lack of
inical comparison group. The results were, therefore, not

Furthermore, the external

a non-cl

general izeable outside a pathological

population. Lastly, Kalter's

study

to a 'chicken-egg' problem insofar as it was not cìear
whether the subjectsrpsychopathoìogy was present prior to the change in
family form or whether the onset occurred subseguent to and, presumably, as
was vulnerable

the resul t of the parental spl i t.

ln an attempt to rectify the

confounds

in Kalter's earlier study, Kaìter

and Rembar (1981) systematicalìy tested the hypothesis

at the time of parental divorce

that the child's

age

significantìy associated with ìater
and forty four chi ldren of divorce,

was

emotional adjustment. One hundred

ranging in age from 7 to l7 years, were assessed for behaviour probìems

and

presenting complaints using a checkl ist developed for the study. Sex of

child

and

childrs

age both

assessment were found

at the time of parentaì split

and

at the time of

to be predictive of post-divorce behavioural

disturbance. With respect to gender, boys appeared to be more adversely
affected than did girìs. A descriptive anaìysis of the data revealed an
age by sex interaction where boys

to

have more problems

tended

with aggression, sleep disturbances, toi leting,

relationships with parents,
academic and impulse

at latency age during assessment

whi

le adoìescent girls

demonstrated more

control probìems than did their maìe peers. Final ly,

the type of problem exhibited by boys who were at latency age during
assessment varied

with the timing of parental divorce in their lives.

Divorce prior to age 6 was associated with interpersonal relationship
problems, whi

le Iater divorces

probìems.

is

Th

and

were predictive

progress ion r,Jas not f ound f or

g

of school behaviour
ir ls or f or pre or post
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latency boys, and no reìationship between age of chiìd at time of
separat i on and sever i ty

of

di

sturbance was found.

Rutter (1979a) has postulated that divorce is a process resuìt¡ng in
cumulative stress on the chi ld as time progresses. This model would
predict a direct relationship

between time elapsed since parentaì

split

and

severity of chi ld's adjustment disturbance. Since the only reìationship of

this sort

observed by Kalter and Rembar was

quantitative, Rutterrs hypothesis

was

qualitative rather than

not empirical ly supported. ln fact,

such a hypothesis may even be challenged by the work
Rhem (1987) which demonstrated

of Huntly,

that only child gender

was

Pheìps

and

predictive of

of maternal depression and time elapsed since
irrelevant to chi ld behavioural disturbance.

adjustment probìems; level

parental spl it appeared

Kalter and Rembarrs observation of an interaction between sex of chiìd
age

at

and

that adjustment to divorce is
developmental factor. Wal lerstein and Kel ly

assessment suPports the argument

mediated by a sex dependent
(1980) have suggested

that latency age boys are developmentalìy

more

vulnerable to current or residual stresses resuìting from parentaì divorce,
regardless of the point in the child's life at which the divorce occurred.

l'lethodoìogicalìy' f laws in Kalter and Rembarts design and analysis of

the study cast

some doubt

on the validity of the results.

Generaìizeability was ìimited by the lack of intact family or non-clinical

groups. Reliability of data was also suspect due to use of
unstandardized criterion measures and to variability across persons and
comparison

professions (medical, psychology, or social work personnel) of the

evaìuators. The ìack of internal consistency of the data was particularly
damaging to the quantitative analysis of the data, since a regression
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ana

lys i s ut i I iz ing both Pearson Product lçloment correlat ions and part ia

correlations

b/as empìoyed

to determine the predictive relationship

I

between

of the subjects and the criterion variables of emotional
adjustment. ln particular, stabi I ity and val idity of the correlation
age and sex

coefficient

and associated regression weights

is

ly

heavi

dependent on the

reliabiìity of the measures used to obtain the data. Since Kalter and
Rembar did not assess the rel iabiì ity of their measures, âñy conclusions
based on thei

Kalter's

r correìational anaìysis are questionable.

(1977) demonstration

of

gender stereotyped sex differences ín

emotionaì adjustment between maìe and female chi ìdren

of divorce was

supported by Bonkowski, Boomhower, and Bequette (ì985) who qual
analysed the themes expressed

their parents.
group

itativeìy

in letters written by chiìdren of divorce to

As an exercise completed during a process oriented support

for chiìdren of divorce, the children were

asked

to write

open

letters to their parents expressing their feeì ings about the divorce.
Boys' behaviour during group sessions was more overtìy aggressive than

girlsr,

and boys expressed more anger and more u/ishes

reconciliation in their letters.
frequently than did girls.

Boys expressed

parentaì

fear and sadness

Girìs, on the other hand, urere

and emotional during group sessions, and
more themes and more

for

was

much less

more compliant

in their ìetters, they expressed

affect than did the boys.

Bonkowski and associates

took these findings to indicate that female children were more in touch

with their affect than were boys, who were thought to be unable to
emotions other than anger. This conclusion may to some extent be
challenged by the findings

of Bilìer (lg0g)

and

Biiler

access

and Bahm (197ì)

which indicated that maìe children of divorce are encouraged by their
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mothers

to express high levels of aggression. specifical ly,

Bahmrs data support

Bi I ler and

the argument that the findings of Bonkowski et aì.

reflect boysr ìearning history, rather than an inabi I ity to

access or

express emotion.

ln recent years, severa'l

exemplary studies

of adjustment of children

of

divorce have been reported. Hetherington, cox, and cox (197Ð and Brady,
Bray, and Zeeb (.l986) disposed of many of the confounds apparent in earl ier

investigations,

whi

ìe Block, Block, and Gjerde (.l986) reported the first

study to folìow a sample of chiìdren through the divorce process from its

beginning, thereby al lowing causal inferences to be drawn.
Hetherington

et al.

(1979) provided strong evidence

of child mediates the relationship

gender

ld adjustment

to indicate that

between parental divorce and

sturbance. Forty eight chi ldren of average age 3.9
years were observed in free play and sociaì interactions, and were rated
chi

di

teachers on a variety

of standardized behavioural rating scales.

Hetherington and associates demonstrated

that pìay and sociaì relations

both sexes were disrupted in the first year after divorce, but that

in

boys

affected. Furthermore, the negative effects on girìs
dissipated after about two years, whereas boys continued

were more adverseìy
appeared

to

have

to be less mature,

more

rigid in fantasy, more

non-compl

iant,

and more

did their counterparts from intact families. Aìthough the
size used in this study r^/as relatively smaì.I, the design was

dependent than
sampìe

otherwise excellent in its control of age and sex of chiìd and of elapsed

time since parental divorce, and in its use of highly reliable, objective
methods
fami

ly

by

of observatíon. Furthermore, the simple inclusion of an intact

comparison group was

of profound methodological significance

in

2l+

terms

of demonstrating that

chi ìdren who have experienced parental divorce

display behaviour different from that of chi ldren from intact fami I ies.

ln a methodological ìy

excel

ìent study, Brady et al. (.l986) examined

the

post-divorce adjustment of 703 children drawn from a private mentaì heaìth

clinic.

Subjects ranged in age from 2 to ì7 years, and came from intact,

divorced, separated, and remarried families. Unìike many investigators in

the area' Brady and associates control led chi ld's age, sex, socioeconomic

status, and time elapsed since parentaì split, and they used a sampìe síze
large enough to justify their method of statistical anaìysis. Previous
findings that chiìdren of separation and divorce are overrepresented in
cl inical population and have more frequent and more severe adjustment
problems than do children from other home environments were

differences in adjustment between chi ldren from separated

repìicated.

control led. Furthermore, age and sex of target chi ld proved to
probìems

in

chi ldren

No

homes versus

chi ldren from divorced fami ì ies were observed once socioeconomic status

significant predictors of behaviour

the

was

be

of divorce.

Consistent with previous research, male chi ìdren exhibited more probìems

I than did girìs, and, qual itatively, the disturbances displayed by
the chi ldren of divorce brere largeìy sex stereotyped. Boys showed more

overaì

problems

with conduct disorders, hyperactivity, aggressiveness,

toi leting,

whi

disorders.

le girìs

Qual

were worse on

and

maturity, anxiety, and sleep

itative differences existed

between

pre-latency, latency,

and adolescent age groups; pre-latency age chi ldren tended to
aggressiveness and conduct disorders, whi le adolescents had more problems

with social and academic related behaviour.
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Bìock, Block, and Gjerde (1986, .l988) have taken an innovative
perspective on studying the behaviour of chi ìdren of divorce. A major

in much of the children of divorce ìiterature concerns the fact
that estimates of pre-divorce chi ìd adjustment are rareìy avai lable,

weakness

thereby leaving research results and conclusions vulnerabìe to the

criticism that any emotional disturbance observed in the chi ìd subsequent
to parental separation may have been present prior to the split. lnference
of a causal relationship

between parental divorce and chi

ìd

adjustment

disturbance is, therefore, impossible. Block et aì. reported

a

longitudinal study wherein they assessed personal ity and behaviouraì
characteristics of approximately l0O children of intact families every 2 to
I years over a period of nearly 20 years. When some of the families
divorced, pre-divorce indices of adjustment were aval iable, so the
researchers were abìe

to directìy

observe changes

in

chi

ld

behaviour,

presumabìy resuìting from the divorce, as the separation and divorce

process occurred.

l'lithin the sample of divorced families, consistent

differences, with boys displaying worse adjustment than girls,
apparent both before and

after divorce.

were

No sex differences were

chiìdren of famiìies which remained intact. The argument that

sex

evident in

sex

differences in adjustment of chiìdren of divorce are an artifact of
pre-existing psychopathology intrinsic to the male child is weakened

by

Block et al.rs results. They found that the maladjustment exhibited by the
group of maìe chiìdren in the divorced sample seemed to be strongìy reìated

to

of parentaì conflict both prior to and subsequent to the
divorce. Girls appeared less affected by parental conflict thereby
measures

vulnerability to this type of stress on the part of
chi ldren. consequently, ít may be argued that sex differences in
suggesting greater

male
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adjustment are not necessari ly functional

ìy related to the divorce itself,

but to an interaction of gender mediated vulnerability to stress associated
wi th the degree of conf I i ct surround i ng the parenta I separat i on. Th i s

will be developed further at a later point in this paper. The
contention that it is not the divorce per se, but sustained high ìeveìs of
interparental confì ict which adversely affects the chi ld is supported by
the work of lrlarren, I lgen, Van Bourgontien, Konanc, Grew, and Amora (1987).
argument

This group of researchers found that children who experienced conflict
between

terms

their divorced parents differed from intact

of behaviour probìems. Furthermore,

chi ìdren

fami

ly counterparts

in

of divorce whose

parents did not engage in overtly confì ictual interactions were not

distinguished from the chi ìdren from intact

homes.

ln one of the few studies to directly address sex differences in
emotional adjustment of chi ldren of divorce, Hodges and Bloom (1981+)
examined

the

parents' subjective percept¡ons of their chi ldrenrs adjustment.

One hundred and seven

children of separation or divorce, ranging in

age

from I to l8 years, were assessed with a chiìd behaviour checklist designed

for this study.

Eìapsed time since

last parental

spl

it

was wel

I

control ìed, although socioeconomic status of custodial fami ìy was ignored.
Boys were found

to be more depressed, disruptive,

at 2 months and at 6 months post-separation.

The

and agitated than

results were,

girìs

however,

subject to bias from two sources. First, since the data was obtained

largely through unstandardized subjective parentaì report, it may have been
affected by the tendency to perceive chiìdren of divorce as being
maladjusted (santrock 6 Tracy, .|978). second, Hodges and Bloom did not
make clear whether they used the reports of both parents or only the
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custodial parent. Recent research by Fulton, Lawrence, Thomas, and Wersh
(.l986) has indicated

that it is extremely difficuìt to involve

non-custodial parents in research about chiidren of divorce. Non-custodial

fathers were particularìy resistant to participation. lf

Hodges and Bìoom

ìar difficuìties, their data wouìd have been heavi ly
mothersr perceptions. Since Fulton et al. demonstrated that

encountered simi
towards

biased

divorced mothers and fathers have different concerns about the behaviour of

their chiìdren, a sample which is biased towards mothersr reports of
concerns could not be considered representative
chi ldrens

I

of the full

range

of

the

behaviours.

ln a study notable for

excel

lent methodoìogy,

and Pedro-Carroll (1985) demonstrated

wyman, cowen, Hightower

that ! to l2 year old chiìdren of

divorce experienced lower perceived cognitive competence, higher anxiety,
and fewer sources

of sociaì support than did their intact family

counterparts. Furthermore, by us i ng standard i zed ch i I d report
Wyman

and associates circumvented

measures,

the issues of potential parent/teacher

bias in reporting observed chiìd behaviour and of inference of

emotional

of behaviour probìems. Consequently, ¡t
can be said that, within the ìimits of bias in the childrens' seìf report,
problems based on parentaì report

their scores on the measures added vaìidíty to the assessment of
adjustment to parental divorce.
while there appears to be a substantial body of literature
suggests

that

emotional

which

boys are more adversely affected by parental divorce than are

girls, there is

some evidence

to refute

such a

conclusion. Specifically,

studies by Reinhard (1977), Kurdek, Bl isk, and Siesky (198ì) ,
(1985a) and Hoffman and Zippco (,l986)

Copetand

did not support findings

which
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in the emotionaì adjustment of

demonstrated sex differences

chi ìdren of

d i vorce.

Reinhard (1977) fai ìed to demonstrate a relationship between parentaì

divorce' sex of child, and post divorce adjustment in a group of
adoìescents between the ages

of l2 and 18.

administered a questionnaire assessing
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The participants were

initiaÌ reaction to divorce,

feeì ings about ìosing a parent, acceptance

of parents,

changes

in

fami ly

relationships, schooì probìems, behavioural and affective
reactions, and post-divorce interparental confl ict. No sex differences

and peer

were observed on any

of these

the participants' responses,

dimensions and,

Rei

after qualitative anaìysis of

nhard concluded

not affected the subjects in a negative

that parental divorce

had

manner.

Reinhard's observations and conclusions lose credibiì ity in the face of

a

of methodologicaì flaws to which his study was vuìnerable. First,
no intact family comparison group was used, so it was impossibìe to
number

determine whether

or not the subjects

were deviant from the

norm.

Second,

observations were not independent due to Reinhard's sampl ing of several
chi ìdren from each part¡cipant fami ìy.

This problem

compromised the

statistical conclusion vaì idity of Reinhardts results insofar as
non-independence violates one of the major assumptions underlying the
of the t statistic.
Reinhardrs use

report' it

A third and reìated issue concerns the manner of

of the t statistic.

appears

use

that

he made

Although it is not cìear from his

multiple comparisons using the t statistic

but without controlling for the resuìtant inflation of Type I error rate
(Harr

i

s,

designed

197Ð

. Fourth, the

questionnai

specificaìly for the study

re used to assess adjustment

and neither

was

validity nor reliability of
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the scale was provided. Finaì ly, since previous research has indicated

that sex differences in adjustment to parental divorce are most prominent
in chiìdren under the age of l2 and are minimal thereafter, it is not
surprising that Reinhard's sample of adoìescents failed to demonstrate

differences.

sex

Consequently, Reinhardrs study does not constitute a serious

chalìenge to the hypothesis that ìatency age boys and girls respond

differentialìy to their parents' divorces.
Kurdek

et al.

(1981) examined locus

of control, interpersonal relations,

divorce adjustment scores, and parental ratings of behaviour in a sample of

!8 chiìdren of divorce whose parents had been divorced for at least four
years. Correlational analysis indicated that increased age, internal ìocus
of control, infrequent visits by the non-custodial parent, and high qual ity
of interpersonaì relationships

were associated

adjustment

of the

literature

reviewed by Lamb (1977), sex

chi

with positive

emotional

ìdren. Surprisingly, in view of the father
of child

and sex

absence

of custodial

parent failed to reach statistical significance as predictors of
adj ustment

.

l'lajor methodological f laws threatened the val idity of the Kurdek et al .

results. Small

sample

size in comparison to the

number

of predictor

variables used, and dubious rel iabi I ity of the psychometric instruments
from which data was obtained limited the

interpretability of the

regression

analysis of the data. Furthermore, subjects in the sampìe ranged from age

8 to l/ years, but previous research has indicated that sex differences in
the adjustment of children of divorce are most prominent at the latency age
range (Kaìter ê Rembar, l98l; tJallerstein E Keìly, ì980). Kurdek and
associates'sample covered only the ìatter half of the ìatency age range,
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and most

of the subjects

were adolescents, so the

overall

sampìe was

heaviìy weighted towards a group of children who were unlikely to display
sex differences

in adjustment to divorce.

Copeland (.l985a) also

of divorce exhibit

failed to repìicate the finding that

more behaviour probìems than do

their

male chiìdren

female

counterparts. l'laternaì report on the child Behaviour checkìist
ê Edeìbrock' 1983) failed to

show any gender

behaviour probìems scale, and
competence

related differences on the

chiìd report on both a standardized

perceived

scale and a standardized interview about reactions to parental

separation produced a simi lar result.

for both

(Achenbach

sexes

of

lnterestingìy, it

chi ldren, maternal report

highly with negative maternaì

mood

of child

was found that,

problems correlated

state. This finding suggests two

possible explanations. First, perhaps there exists a direct and reciprocaì

reìationship between child behaviour and maternaì
behaviour/mood

of

one person infìuences

direction. Alternativeìy,

mood

state such that

the

that of the other in the same

mothers experiencing mood disturbances

may

perceive and evaìuate thei r chi ìdrensr behaviour more negatively, perhaps
as a function of a generaì tendency to perceive the whole world in

a

negative manner. This hypothesis r^rould be consistent with work summarized
by Beck, Shaw, Rush, and Emery (1983) which indicated that depressed
persons may

interpret their environments negativeìy. ln any case, within

the present context, Copeland's finding suggests that reported chi ldrens'
behaviour probìems are,

to the

at ìeast in part, a function of factors extrinsic

chi ld.

Final

ly,

Hoffman and Zippco (.l986) used standardized

achievement measures

to

self

esteem and

assess chi ldrenst emotional adjustment and found

3ì

that a group of children of divorce did not differ from a group of peers
from i ntact fami ì i es on these measures. However, th i s study was poor ì y
controìled in terms of tíme elapsed since parental split, sex of child, and
family socioeconomic status, and the statistical analyses appì ied had ìow
power.

briefìy recap, it is apparent that children of divorce are at a
disadvantage with respect to adjustment when compared with their peers
To

other types of

home

environments.

Chi

from

ldren of divorce, pâFticuìarìy boys,

tend to be reported to exhibit more sociaì, emotionaì, and behavioural
problems than do comparable chi ldren from
Probìems

with adjustment

socioeconomic status

have been I inked

of custodial

fami

ly,

intact or

widowed homes.

to sex and age of child,
and elapsed time since parental

separation, but there does not appear to be a clear and consistent

theme

within the mediating factors which might suggest an explanation for the
observed adjustment difficulties and sex differences among latency age
chi ldren

of divorce.

Kaì

ter

and Rembarrs (ì981) work

age boys may be especiaìly prone

to adjustment

hints that

latency

problems and, indeed, most

of the research indicating adjustment disruptions in chi ìdren of divorce
has found the Problems to be more evident in latency age children. This
may suggest

a developmentaì mediating factor. However, the fact that

sex

differences are consistently observed indicates that the infìuences of
genetic and social/environmentaì processes must also be considered. l.lhiìe
environmental factors have been investigated and
th i s paper, genet

i

c factors have been i gnored.

wiìì be discussed later

in
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Lonq Term Effects

Despite the methodoìogical flaws in the existing literature on chiìdren
and divorce, there appears

is associated with

to be a general

immediate and

consensus

significantrremotionaì maìadjustmentl of

children, and that the negative effect is frequently
boys than

for girls.

that parental divorce

The ìogical extension

more pronounced for

of this conclusion ìeads one to

ask exactly how long do the postuìated negative effects

of divorce persist,

and are sex differences

in adjustment maintained over time? There is
little currently available Iiterature examining the long term effects

of

divorce on children, but recent efforts by Guidubaìdi et aì. (.|983),
Guidubaldi and Perry (1985) and Herherington

et at. (t985) suggest rhat

both the adverse effects of divorce and the sex differences persist for
extended periods

of time.

part of a nationwide study of the effects of divorce on children,
Guidubaldi et al. (.l983) demonstrated sex differences in the social and
As

academic adjustment

of affected

of its Iarge

size

sampìe

chi

ldren.

(34.l children

The study was unique by virtue

of divorce,
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chiìdren of intact

famil ies), its use of a wide range of rel iabìe criterion measures, its

trained evaluators (psychologists), its exceì ìent methodologicaì controls

for parentaì marital status and age, sex, and socioeconomic status of the
chi ld, and its thorough statistical analyses. Specification of age was
inexact inasmuch as school grade, rather than chronologicaì age was used as
the criterion variable. ln a nationwide study of the sort completed

by

Guidubaldirs research group, there may be a significant degree of

variability of the actuaì ages of chiìdren who are in the same school
grade. However, since the children were sampled from grades 2 to 5, it

is
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reasonably safe

to

assume

that they were within the latency age range.

Results indicated that sex differences were present in children of divorce
on ìì of l6 behavioural, affective, and personality reìated measures of
adjustment, on the Vineìand Social l'laturity Scaìe, on parent and teacher

ratings of peer interactions, and on all wide

Range Achievement Test

scores. G¡rls consistentìy were superior to boys on the measures.
Furthermore, previous
wel

results indicating that

I adjusted than chi ldren of intact

fami ì

chi ldren

of divorce are

less

ies were repì icated.

At a two year folìow-up of the children in the original

sampìe,

Guidubaldi and Perry (.l985) reported that al ì initial findings had been
maintained, suggesting that hypothesized overal I and sex specific effects

of divorce persist over relativeìy long periods of t¡me. Simi lar,
qual itative observations were reported by l.Jal lerstein (.l985, ì987). t.lith
respect to the issue of sex differences in the persistence of effects of
divorce, Guidubaldi and Perry noted that the correlation between

mental

health measures at the first assessment and those at the folìow-up were
higher for girìs than for boys, thereby suggesting greater consistency of

girlsr reactions over time.

An

alternative exp'lanation is suggested by

the

Hetherington research group's evidence indicating differential rates of

post-divorce adjustment between male and female chiìdren. lf there did

exist systematic differences in time since parentaì split between the male
and female chiìdren in Guidubaldi and associates' sampìe and ¡f, as
et aì. (197Ð argued, girls recover from divorce faster than
boys' ¡t is entirely possibìe that the girls might have reached a pìateau
Hetherington

in emotionaì adjustment at initiaì

assessment, while the boys were

transition at that time and over the fol Iowing two years.

still

in

3l+

A recent investigation by Hetherington et aì. (lggl) supports this

argument. ln a six year ìongitudînal study of behavíour problems in the
children of divorce observed in their 1978 and .l979 studies, Hetherington
and assocíates

(lgg¡) found that external izing behaviour was more stable

for boys, whi le internal izing
aggressiveness and generaì

to

was more

stable for girls.

deficits in prosocial behaviour of boys tended

remain constant over time, whereas aggression

time.

Unl

Specifical ly,

in girls

decreased over

ike many previous investigators, Hetherington and associates

control led for time elapsed since divorce in their initíal sample.
Consequently, male and femaìe subjects were known

to be comparable on this

factor, thereby rul ing out temporal confounds. Furthermore,
Hetherington

et al. follow-up

the

extended past the two years found by

Hetherington and associates (197Ð

to be required by girls to attain a
plateau i n post-divorce adjustment. I t may be assumed, then, that female
chiìdren had attained

maximum

emotionaì recovery by the time

of the six

year fol low-up. Consequentìy, sex differences observed at that point could
be said, with some degree of certa¡nty, to reflect a differential rate of
adjustment between boys and

girls.

Results of the Hetherington et al.

(.l985) study suggested that boys are more adverseìy affected by divorce

than are girls, and that they take ìonger to regain their pre-divorce
emotional equi I ibrium.
The hypothesis

that effects of divorce

have

particularly long standing

ramifications for males is supported by the work of Borduin and

Henggeler

(ì987) who found divorce-related earìy father absence to be a factor in
teen age del inquency and poor qual ity mother son relationships.
Standardized observational,

self report, and personal ity

measures revealed
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higher degrees of interpersonal confl ict and ìess warmth in divorced
mother,/son dyads than

in intact famiìy pairs; consistent with Kalter

Rembar's (1981) f indings,

this effect

where the divorce had occured

v,/as

especialìy pronounced in families

earìy in the childrs life (prior to

Behaviour problems were functional

and

age

!).

ly reìated to difficulties in mother/son

relations, thereby suggesting that incidence of teen del inquency shouìd be
high in the more confl ict laden divorced fami I ies.
l'lethodoìogicaì inadequacies notwithstanding, the research leaves I ittle
doubt that parental divorce is associated with a wide spectrum of short
term and long term adjustment probìems

boys. That the

in children, especiaììy latency age

phenomenon has been observed

consistently in the face of

a

variety of threats to the internaì, external, and statistical conclusion
validity of the research indicates that it is sufficiently robust as to be
considered a systematic rather than a chance effect.
The demonstration
probìems than do

that

chi ldren

of divorce exhibit

more adjustment

their intact family counterparts raises a number of

interesting questions, one of the foremost of which is'Does parental
divorce cause adjustment probìems in chi ldren?'. llany researchers

and

reviewers have made the mistake of inferring a causal reìationship between

parental divorce and chi ld adjustment difficul ties on the basis of

or quasi-experimental research. Given the lack of
experimental controì in such situations, attribution of causaì ity and
non-experimental

statements about di rection

of

causaì i ty are unwarranted. However, i t can

justifiably be argued that the research indicates reasonabìy conclusiveìy
that parental divorce is associated with or even predictive of a
constel

ìation of behaviouraì adjustment problems in chi ldren.
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The

logical extension of the conclusion that an association exists

between parental divorce and chi

ld adjustment

problems questions the exact

nature of that relationship. This issue has been superficial ìy addressed

by those studies which have demonstrated age, sex, and socioeconomic status

of child, and time eìapsed since parentaì split to be mediators of
adjustment in children of divorce. However, the mechanisms or means by
which these factors influence chi ld adjustment remain uninvestigated
unknown. Perhaps the most fruitful

I

and

ine of research which addresses the

question of the nature of the association between parental divorce and
child adjustment problems has been the rParent Absencer ìiterature. This
body

of research

addresses the

critical question of whether child

adjustment problems are associated

with the experience of having only one

parent, or with the transition from two parents to a singìe parent family,

or

some combination

thereof. As shall be seen in the next section,

of adjustment, environmental, and intrapersonaì factors between
children of intact, divorced, and bereaved famil ies has been usefuì in
comparisons

determining the variables which are uníque to different types of
env i ronments

home

.

Sex Differences

in

Response

to parental

Absence

For many years, the developing

child's identification w¡th the same sex
parent has been held to be a critical factor in the development of his or
her later emotional and sociaì adjustment (serbin, l98o) . chi ldren of
divorce are in a position where they are more likely than other chiìdren to
experience, for at least some períod of time, the absence of a parental

role

model who

is intimately involved in their daily lives.

S¡nce child
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custody is more frequently awarded to mothers than to fathers, the Iack of

a

same sex

ch i

I

dren

of

parental role model is most prevaìent in the population of
di

vorce

(Derdeyn

,

1976)

male

.

Serbin (1980) argued that sex role and generaì social behaviours are
acquired through either a social learning or a cognitive deveìopment

process. ln support of the social learning perspective, f.iischel (1966,
.l970) postulated
the acquisition of sex typical and social behaviours
through a simple operant paradigm. Attitudes and bel

iefs, and ¡nteì lectual

of one's social and sex roìe identity are said to folìow
the acquisition of specific sex role and social behaviours. Those

understanding

behaviours are thought

to be ìearned through

particuìarly parents, in the environment.

modelíng

upon

of other individuaìs,

The opposing cognitive

viewpoint, represented by Kagan (1964) and Kohìberg (.l966), suggests that
the social ization process acts in the reverse manner of that proposed by
l'lischeì and the sociaì learning theorists. Specif ically, the cognitive
development modeì argues

for the

deveìopment

of intel lectual, social,

and

sex typicaì beliefs and attitudes (schemata), followed by the learning of
sex typicaì behaviours which are compatible with the child's perception of

his or her sex roìe. serbin (.l980) argued that it is impossible to
determine the sequence of acquisition of sex typicaì and social attitudes
and behaviours,

but that it is

more productive

simultaneous and interactive learning
However,
whose

of both attitudes

all three perspectives share the

sociaìization

may be

to view the process as a

common

and behaviours.

contention that children

disrupted by the ìoss of a parent to death or

divorce are at high risk for

some form

of psychoìogical disturbance.
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of the exact sequence of the socialization process, it is
generaììy agreed that sociaìization is a function of a number of different
Regardless

influences. Peers, teachers, chi Idren's ì iterature, and the
media all serve to teach social behaviour to young children (Serbin, l98O).
0f particular importance within the present context is the role of the
environmental

parents.

By

virtue of the

amount

of contact between parent

and

chiìd, it

that the parents may act as the primary source of sociaì and
sex roìe modeling for the developing child, and as the primary source of
can be argued

reinforcement for a variety of behavíours and bel iefs.
Pederson, Rubenstein, and Yarrow (191Ð, the presence

a family limits the

number

interests, and attitudes

of socialìy

avai

According to

of only

one parent in

and sexualìy appropriate behaviours,

labìe for the chi ld to model. Since chi ldren

of divorce experience the absence of one parent and, therefore, the absence
of one major roìe model, it may be argued that divorce shouìd affect
emotionaì, social, and behaviouraì adjustment through the absence of that

role model. Consequently, a number of investigations have

been

directed at

determining if the absence of a parenta'l same sex roìe model in the daily

ife of the child is associated with
disturbance in chi ldren of divorce.
ì

award custody

to mothers,

emotional

/sociaì, or cognitive

G¡ven the overwhelming tendency to

most studies have concentrated on the

father absence, particularly on boys.

However,

a

smal

I

body

of

effects of
recent

research into the effects of the awarding of joint custody rather than the

traditionaì single parent maternal custody has shed some light
the issue. Each of these dimensions wi ì I be addressed separateìy.

more

onto
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Emotional and Social Adiustment
I

n an ear I y study, l'lcCord, I'tcCord, and Thurber (1962) demonstrated that

paternaì absence as the result of death, desertion, mental i I lness, or
divorce was highìy correlated with social and sex role deviance in

children between the ages of l0 and ì! years. The !0 boys from
homes examined

in the study dispìayed

more feminine

broken

identification,

antisocial behaviour, and anxiety than did a comparison group of
chi ldren from

intact homes. The authors concluded that paternal

was responsible

male

for the deviant behaviour observed in boys from

l50
absence

broken

homes.

Several methodological flaws threatened l'lcCord and associatesl

conclusion about the relationship between father absence and psychoìogical
disturbance in boys. First, the divorced and ¡ntact family groups were of
unequal sizes and the divorced families were not necessarily comparabìe
age

of chiìd

and duration

of father absence.

on

As has been mentioned

previousìy, the latter factors have since been found to have a significant
mediating effect on the impact of divorce on children (Hetherington et al.,
197Ð

.

A second and cr i t i ca I threat concerns the

f

act that

I'lcCord and

associatesrdata were not broken down and anaìysed by reason for father

absence. lntuitiveìy, it

seems reasonabìe

environmental differences could

exist

to specuìate that

between homes

systematic

with differing

reasons

for paternal

absence, and

uncontrol ìed

variation into the data. lndeed, Rutter (.l971) and Santrock

that

such differences could have introduced

0975,1977) reported that boys from widowed

homes

are significantly less
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disturbed in terms of both moral development and aggressiveness than are
chi ldren from separated

Biller

or divorced homes. Furthermore,

Bi I

ler (i969),

and Bahm (.|97.|), and Santrock (197Ð have found divorced mothers to

be more supportive

of the

exaggerated sex stereotyped behaviours

sons than are widowed mothers. Final

ìy,

of their

Emery (1982) argued that

interparental conflict is at higher levels in divorced homes, both before
and after parental separation, than in widowed or intact fami ì ies.
Col

lectively, these resul ts suggest that

cannot be treated as a homogenous

chi ldren from parent absent

group. Given the reìativeìy

simpì

homes

istic

analyses appl ied, l'lccord and associates' subject sample was too

for

to be drawn about the effects of
father absence on children. The results would have had greater credibiìity
if reason for father absence had been included in the data anaìysis.
heterogeneous

sweeping concìusions

ln a study similar to that of

l,lccord

et

al

. (j962),

Tuckman and Regan

(ì966) sampìed a psychiatric poputation of chi rdren and anaìysed

differences in behaviour as a function of type of family

home

(intact,

separated, divorced, widowed). The 1767 children ín the sample ranged in
age from

6 to l7 years, and the majority of broken homes involved paternal

rather than maternal absence. chi ìdren from divorced

homes were

in the sample, as \^/ere chiìdren in the 6 to ì ì year
(latency) age range. Data were anaìysed separately by sex, but no direct

overrepresented

male femaìe comparisons were made; Tuckman and Regan inferred sex

differences through broken

home

versus intact

home comparisons

within

sex

groups. Anaìysis as a function of age and sex indicated that pre-ìatency
males from single parent homes were more antisocial than comparable
children from intact homes. S¡milarly, adolescent boys tended to be more

4t

aggressive if they came from widowed or divorced fami I ies. No such

differences were found for female chi ldren at any age.

The

generaìizeabiìity of the conclusion that father absence is predictive of
adjustment problems

in maìe chiìdren is limited by the nature of

subject sample used by

Tuckman and

the

Regan. Specificaì ìy, the results cannot

be extended to the non-psychiatric popuìation of chi ldren from singìe
parent

homes.

Biller

and Bahm (197.l) reported a number

of interestíng findings

relating father absence to perceived maternal behaviour and mascul inity
self concept în 40 junìor high school boys. Average age h/as about l4
years.

Compared

torrfather presentrrboys,

to death or divorce prior to

age

!

boys who had

demonstrated

of

lost their fathers

significant deficiencies

in

inity of self concept. This result supports the generaì contention
that the absence of a same sex parental role model is necessary to

mascuì

appropr

i

ate sex rol e deveì opment.

in view of the evidence indicating that
chi ldren of divorce display inflated levels of aggressiveness, is
Perhaps more important

and Bahmrs

finding that perceived maternal encouragement of

maìe

Bi I ler

aggressiveness

with increased mascuì inity of seìf concept in chiìdren of
divorce. A similar finding was reported by Biller (i969) who examined sex

was associated

roìe preference as a function of maternal encouragement in kindergarten
aged boys. The concìusion that divorced custodial mothers encourage
aggressiveness

in their

male offspring may account

for the increased levels

of aggression in children of divorce as compared to same sex intact family
cohorts. Furthermore, if maternal encouragement of aggression is equated
with traditional stereotyped sex role attitudes, it may reasonably be

\2
argued

that the

custod

¡

a

I parent's

pos i t

i

on on the

traditionality/ I iberal ism continuum may be predictive of the male chi ìd's
emotional and social adjustment as reflected by commonìy seen problems such
as aggression and antisocial behaviour. Clearly, research is needed to

investigate this hypothesis. lf degree of traditional ity of custodial
parent proves to be a predictor of chiìdren's adjustment, the mechanism of
the effects of of parentaì traditionality on child adjustment must

be

investigated. Specifical ly, it is not clear whether tradítional ity would
act as a stressor when the chiìd would be under pressure to take on a
proscribed' exaggerated sex role, or if it would simply act as a relatively
i

nnocuous cr i ter i on

for

parenta

ì

re i nforcement

of sex stereotyped

behav i our

by the chi ld.
Further to observations of exaggerated aggressiveness on the part of
male chiìdren of divorce, it might be specuìated that the phenomenon is

related to the time spent with the non-custodiaì father. Since children of
divorce often spend protracted periods of time (eg. weekends) with their
non-custodiaì parent, it can be argued that the contingencies for behaviour

within the non-custodiaì

environment also

affect the chi ìd's actions

outside that setting. The cl inicaì observations of Fulton et al. (1986)
have indicated that children are more aggressive, more angry, and less

iant after a visit to the non-custodial parent. Aìthough the reasons
for this phenomenon are not cìear, it is possibìe that the father may
compl

reinforce such behaviour during the chiìd's visit with him. 0n the other
hand, perhaps a change in response contingencies from a lenient paternal
environment which reinforces a wide range

of behaviours to a more

authoritarian maternal environment which differentíal ly reinforces only
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to a behavioural contrast effect as postulated
(.l981, .l982). These authors contended that r^/hen

aggressiveness ìeads
Gross and Drabman

by

the

child returns to the maternal home, reinforcement for all behaviours but
aggression is functional ly wi thdrawn, so the frequency of the aggressive
behaviours rewarded by the mother increases
reinforcement obtained by the chi
comparisons

ld

remains

in order that the
constant.

Unti

amount of

I empiricaì

of the environmental contingencies existing in the custodial

and non-custodial homes have been completed, these explanations must remain

speculative.
Santrock (1977) examined the effects of father absence on sex typed
behaviour in 45 ìate ìatency age (lO to l2 years old) male children as

a

function of the reason for parental absence and the age of the child at the
onset of parental absence. Teacher ratings were used as indices of
mascul

ini ty-femininity, aggression and dependency. Results repl icated

previous findings which indicated that chi ldren from father absent

homes

to be more aggressive, disobedient, and independent than their
counterparts from intact homes. Within the father absent sample, direct
tended

comparison between boys from divorced homes and boys from widowed

homes

revealed that the children of divorce were more aggressive in terms of
teacher rat i ngs and exper i menters ' observat i ons of

behav i our

Recent research by Amato (lgaZ) may provide some

.

insight into

the

factors underìying the higher incidence of chi ìd behaviour problems in
parent absent fami ì ies. Amato examined chi ìd report of fami ly processes in

single parent, remarried, and intact

homes and

found that children from

maternaì custody divorced fami ì ies experienced higher degrees

of sibl ing

confl ict, less fami ly cohesion, and less paternal support and involvement
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than did chi ldren from two parent fami ì i es.
dysfunct

i ona

ì process may contr i bute to

i

I

t

can be argued that

ncreased env i ronmenta

through decreased emotional support for the

I stress

child, thereby resulting

in

emotional upheaval and misbehaviour.
A

significant gap in the parent

absence I iterature

relating to divorce

concerns the effects on

child adjustment of maternaì rather than paternal
absence. The scarcity of empirical research on this issue is most likeìy
to the disproportionately smaìì number of divorce cases in which child
custody is awarded to the father; in Canada, only 12.\Z of divorce cases in
due

which children were invoìved resulted

in paternal custody, while 69.)Z of
cases ended in maternal custody (Statistics Canada, l9B5). The smaì I
numbers of father custody homes notwithstanding, existing research on the

effects of maternal deprivation suggests that the impact of mother absence
on chi ìdren of divorce may equal that of father absence. Rutter (.l979b)
reviewed the maternal deprivation I iterature and concluded that separation
from mother

ís associated with a constelìation of psychological

symptoms in

the chi ìd. lncluded were acute distress, affectionless psychopathology,
conduct disorder, and

intelìectual retardation. The latter two syndromes
appear very similar in nature to the problems in emotional, social, and
behavioural adjustment, and deviations in cognitive development observed in

of divorce ì iving in father absent homes. Cìearly, research is
in order determine if and how maternal absence due to divorce is

chi ldren
needed

associated with chi

ld adjustment

The hypothesis which contends

problems.

that child adjustment is

dependent on the

of a same sex parental role model would predict that female
chíldren of divorce in paternal custody homes would exhibit more adjustment
presence
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problems than

their male counterparts. lnterestingly, santrock

and

l.larshak's (197Ð and santrock, litarshak, and Eìliotts (1982) studies of the

cognitive maturity of children of divorce Iiving with

same sex versus

te sex parents has tentatively supported that prediction. Research
is also needed to determine if the hypothesized effects of maternal absence

opposi

to divorce are comparable with those of father absence, and to
determine if various reasons for mother absence are differentiaì ìy
due

predictive of chi ld adjustment.

ln

summary, the

father absence ì iterature demonstrates that latency age

boys in maternaì custody homes are more poorìy adjusted than girls in
simi

lar situations or boys from other

home

environments. Bi I lerrs (ì969)

clearìy indicates that boysr learning history
may be a major factor in the deveìopment of their overly aggressive
behaviour. The fact that the research consistently indicates that latency
and Santrock's (197Ð work

age children are more poorly adjusted than children

of other

ages suggests

that deveìopmentaì factors play a part in mediating adjustment to divorce.
wal lerstein and Keì ly (.l980) have postulated that deveìopmental

vulnerability in the form of cognitive immaturity of ìatency age children
accounts for the greater number of adjustment problems observed in these
chi

ldren. This hypothesis

deveìopment

to father

has been supported by studies

relating cognitive

absence.

Coqnitive Deveìopment

A large proportion of the father absence research has focused on the

relationship of father absence to chi ìdren's cognitive deveìopment.

Unl ike

the emotional adjustment investigations which rel ied heavi ly on qual itative
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and subjective measures, the cogni
based on

tive

development I i terature has been

quantitative outcome as measured by highly reì iable standardized

intel ì igence and achievement measures. Consequently, provided that chi ld¡s
a9ê, sex, socioeconomic status, and parental marital status are control led,

studies in this area tend to have greater internal and statisticaì
conclusion val
ì

idity than do reports on emotional adjustment of

iving in singìe parent

chi ldren

homes.

Shinn (lgZA) reviewed the existing I iterature on father absence
chi ìdren's cognitive development, and concluded

associated with reduced socioeconomic status

that poor

and

performance

in single parent

h/as

fami I ies,

poor parent-chi ld interactions, and high fami ly anxiety ìevels. Contrary

to the predictions of the sociaì learning hypothesis
sex role identification was not highly predictive of

was the
cogni

finding that

tive functioning.

With respect to sex differences, Shinn noted that cognitive deficits
associated with father absence were more evident

for boys if the loss of

the father occurred before the chiìd was ! years of age; there did not

to be any evidence that timing of father ìoss mediated cognitive
development in femaìe chi ldren. This concìusion is consistent with the
appear

findings of Kalter and Rembar (.l981) which suggested that timing of divorce

in the male child's life is predictive of specific
adjustment.

Sh i

nn

aI

probìems

so noted that boys from father absent

in

emotional

fam i I i es

displayed patterns of intet lectual performance thought to be characteristic

of

ldren. Specificaì ly, verbal reasoning was found to be better
than visuo-spatial reasoning în boys from father absent homes. lt was not
femaìe chi

cìear from the evidence reviewed whether the observed verbaì/performance
difference in father absent male chiìdren reflected a deficit in
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visuo-spatial ski I ìs, an increase in verbal reasoning abi I ity, or both.
Furthermore,

it is

conceptual

ly not clear that males' higher performance on

verbal tasks shouìd be considered to refìect emotional disturbance.
such performance does not

fit with

common

stereotypes of males

Whi

le

as

visuo-spatial processors who are general ìy deficient in ì inguistic ski ì ìs,
recent investigations utilizing the WISC-R as a criterion measure have
found

that

subscales

normaì maìes

routinely perform better than females on the verbal

of that test.

An examination

of correlates of

chi

ldren's adjustment to parentaì

divorce by Kurdek and Berg (1983) reveated that ) year oìd girls were
superior to boys on parental ratings of emotionaì adjustment and that they
had greater cognitive maturity with respect to understanding of their

parents' divorces. This trend was found to be consistent across age,
leading the authors to the conclusion that female children of divorce are,
in generaì, better adjusted and intellectuaìly more mature than their male
counterpar ts

.

ln contrast to investigations which assessed only academic aspects of
cognitive functioning, Hoffman (ì97ì) attempted to relate father absence to
conscience development in early adolescent chi ìdren. Significant sex
differences b/ere observed. Boys from father absent

homes were more

with respect to moral judgement, remorse, and
acceptance of blame than were boys from intact fami I ies. No differences
were found between girls from intact versus father absent households.
aggressive and less mature

Hoffman's research was methodoìogical
groups matched on

family which have

ly

sound

in its

use

of

comparison

factors such as age of child and socioeconomic status of
been shown to be salient to the emotional adjustment of
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father absent children (CuiduUalai 6 Perry, ì984; Kalter E Rembar, .l98ì;
I'taxweìì, 1961; Sutton-Smith, Rosenberg, 6,Landy, .l968). However, no
attempt was made to differentiate particípants on the basis of cause of

paternal absence or to determine if any systematic variance within the

father absent group occurred as a result of that factor.

ln a study similar to that of

Hoffman (1971), Santrock (197Ð examined

the effects of father absence versus father presence on moraì development

of

120 latency age

fourth and fifth grade boys. Results indicated that

children from intact hones scored higher on moral judgement scales than did
boys from widowed or divorced homes. Both

social learning

of socialization, with their

development theories

and cognitive

emphasis on the presence

of the same sex parent in the home as a role modeì, would predict that with
aìl other factors being equal there should be little or no difference
between boys from widowed and from divorced homes. To

Santrock found

that the children from divorced

the contrary,

homes were more poorly

adjusted with respect to moral development than were children from widowed
homes. This phenomenon is not surprising in light of findings which

indicated that divorced mothers encourage aggressiveness in their

male

chiìdren (Biller,1969; Biller E Bahm, 1971; Santrock,1977). Aìthough no

direct examination of

spontaneously occurring

differential reinforcement of

specific behaviours has been attempted, it might be speculated that
development, dependency, and emotional expressiveness are

moral

differential ìy

extinguished by divorced mothers who reward only aggressive behaviours.
Al

ternativeìy, i t

may be argued

that Santrockrs observation of greater

dÌsturbance in moraì development in children of divorce as compared to

children from widowed homes is a function of interparentaì conflict prior

\g

to the parental separation. ln a review of the relevant literature, Emery
(.l982) noted that marital discord has been consistently associated with
in children of both broken and intact homes. This
suggests that environmental conflict, rather than divorce per se, may be a
emotional disturbance

causative factor in the observed probìems of chi ldren of divorce.
Furthermore, Emery's conclusion may account

for the apparent differences

Ievel of adjustment between chiìdren of divorce and children of

in

widowed

conflict existed prior to father absence in homes
which were broken due to divorce, than in homes where parental absence was
the result of death. ln ìight of the research findings on the effects of
homes; presumably, more

maritaì discord, it would be expected that more child deviance would be

in

with higher levels of environmentaì confì ict. lndeed,
this was the case in Borduin and Henggeìer,s (lggZ) ìong term study of

observed

homes

adol escent del

i

nquents.

Th i

s

poi

nt

wi I ì be el aborated

I

ater.

Finally, a serious criticism of Santrockrs investigation arises from the
findings of wallerstein and Kelìy (.l980), Kurdek, Blisk, and siesky (l9gl),
and Hetherington

et al. (1979, 1985) which

that the amount of
time eìapsed since parental split is a critical factor in predicting
childrenrs emotionaì adjustment to the change in famiìy form. Two thirds
of Santrockrs children of widowed or divorced fami. lies were comparable with
suggested

respect to time since departure of father (ranging from 6 months to

years).

The remaining

third of the father absent

boys whose parents had been divorced

4

sample was comprised of

! to l0 years prior to the

assessment.

did the children of divorce outnumber the orphaned group by a
ratio of two to one, but the overalì sample of subjects was comprised of

Not onìy

two populations

distinct with respect to time eìapsed since fathers'
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departure. ln view of t^lallerstein's (1985, 1987) observations

which

indicated that the negative impact of divorce dissipates over time, it is
possible that the group of boys whose parents had been divorced for

more

than 4 years had naturally returned to their pre-divorce ìevel of

adjustment. Any deviance on the part of the boys from the recently
divorced group could, therefore, have been masked when the two divorced
groups were combined

for

comparison

with the

orphaned group.

results of the father absence'literature support the prediction that
father absence is detrimental to the general adjustment of male children,
The

but refute the specific corollary argument that latency age boys require
the presence of a
mascul

same

sex role model in order to ìearn traditionaìly

ine sex role behaviours. Contrary to the latter contention, the

research indicates that male children from father absent famil ies tend to

display increased stereotyped sex role behaviours (e.g. aggressiveness) to
the point of being deviant from the norm. Although the reasons for this
phenomenon are not entirely clear, there is some evidence to suggest that
d i vorced

their

mothers re i nforce exaggerated stereotyped sex ro I e behav i ours

maìe

offspring,

perhaps

at the

expense

of other behaviours

moral development. Furthermore, consistentìy poorer adjustment

of divorce

when compared

such

of

in

as

chi ldren

with chiìdren from widowed homes suggests that

the

in the chiìdren of divorce may be related to
factors other than just the trans¡tion from a two parent to a single parent
home. lf the change in family structure was the key mediating factor, then
observed adjustment problems

I

ittle difference in adjustment would be expected

between chi ldren of

divorced and chiìdren of bereaved homes. Since this appears not to be the

case, it may be speculated that environmental factors unique to the

5t

divorced home are responsible for the more frequent and more severe
adjustment problems exhibited by these chi ldren.

Custody Type

Tangentiaììy related to the issue of parental absence has been the
recent upsurge in interest in the effects of differing types of custody

on

the emotional adjustment and sex roìe behaviour of children of divorce.
The law defines two major types

of custody: single parent custody in which
one parent is ìegally responsible for aìì major decisions in the upbringing
of the child, and joint custody in which the legal responsibility for child
rearing is shared by both parents. ln generaì, but not always, joint
custody involves more frequent and better quality contact between the chiìd
and both parents than does single parent custody. When custody is awarded

to

one parent, the nature and degree

of contact between the chiìd

and the

non-custodial parent may be largely dependent on the amount of residual

hostiìity existing

between the divorced

couple. ln a situation

where the

relationship between the parents remains cordial or co-operative, single
parent custody may be functional ìy indistinguishabìe from joint custody,
since parents may voluntarily share child raising responsibilities. Where

parental relationships are hosti ìe, the chi ìd's contact

wi

th

the

non-custodial parent may be minimal and of poor quality. As shall

be

in a later section of this paper, the latter situation may have
pronounced stressful negative ef fects on the child. l.J¡thin the present
argued

context, discussion shal I be I imited to research examining sex differences
in chi ìd adjustment as a function of custody type.
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The parental absence

I

iterature has examined in great detai I

adjustment

of

comparison

of chiìdren living in mother custody

the

of divorce living in maternaì custody homes.
The logicaì extension of this ì ine of research has led to empiricaì
male chiìdren

in father custody homes. This

body

homes

versus those living

of research tangentialìy

addresses the

issues raised earl ier about the need for empirical investigation of the

effects of

d i vorce

re

I

ated materna I absence.

Lowenstein and Koopman (.l978) compared the

self

esteem

of 40 boys

of I and 14 ìiving in maternal custody homes with that of
simi lar number of boys I iving with single parent fathers. Contrary to

between the age

a

predictions of the sociaìization hypotheses, no differences were found

the two groups of chiìdren, although boys who had frequent contact
with the non-custodial parent had higher self esteem than the boys who
between

rarely (less than once a month) saw the absent parent. These results
suggested that the presence or absence of a same sex roìe modeì in the home
does not seem to mediate emotional adjustment

of latency age boys,

but

rather, that interactions with both parents promotes healthy adjustment.
finding is consistent with other research
indicating that chiìdren from functional two parent families are better
Lowenstein and Koopman's

adjusted than those from singìe parent homes (cuiauoaldi et aì., ì983;

Wallerstein 6 Keìly, 1980). lt aìso suggests that joint custody, with its
inherent assumption of freguent contact between chi ldren and both parents,
might maximize the probability for positive outcome vis a vis the child's
emotional adjustment. This conclusion
(1977) which indicated

is

supported by the findings

that conventional sex roles, abilities,

of

Lamb

and

behaviours were also associated wi th frequent contact between chi ldren

and
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both divorced parents, and by Hether ington et al.'s (1978) conclusion that
cogn i t

i

ve performance of

frequency

ch i

ì

dren of divorce is directìy reìated to

of contact between the

Warshak and Santrock

chi

ld

and both parents.

(lgA¡) examined the issue of father custody versus

mother custody from the chi

ld's perspective.

Unì

ike many other

investigators who uti I ized onìy parental report of chi ldrens' adjustment
and behaviour, Warshak and Santrock also assessed the chi ldrensr views

about the effects of their parents' divorces. Sixty-four children between

the ages of 6 and ll years were evaluated through structured interviews

and

projective story tasks. lnterestingly, girls appeared to be more adverseìy
affected by living with the opposite sex parent than did boys. Regardless

of sex of custodial parent,

most boys

identified with their fathers, while

girls were found to identify with their

mothers more strongly when they

were in mother custody homes than when they were living with their fathers.

Girls also expressed more separation anxiety in father custody fami I ies
than in mother custody homes, while there was no difference between the
groups

of

boys on

this factor.

in light of previous

These results were not

evidence which indicated

are encouraged to display exaggerated

mascul

girìs are encouraged to express affect.

surprising,

two

however,

that maìe chiìdren of divorce

ine sex role behaviour, whi ìe

Consequently, Warshak and

Santrock's apparent sex difference may have been due to environmental

rather than intrapsychic factors.

that environmentaì factors mediate sex differences in
adjustment of children of divorce was supported by the work of Santrock
The contention

Warshak (197Ð and Santrock, Warshak, and El I iot (.l982) which indicared

that

same sex

custodial parent and child combinations were found to

be

the
and

5\
associated with more positive outcome than opposite

pairings.

itative

Quaì

description of the chi ldrens' I iving environments in these studies revealed

that levels of situational stress were ìower in
child

were

of the

same

sex. Specificalìy, the

homes where

parent

home environments

and

with

same

sex pairings were more supportive and less confl ictual, suggesting that

ly stressfuì environment is predictive of positive

minimal

chi

ld

a

adjustment

outcome.

Wolchik, Braver and Sandler (1985) and Shilter (1986) directìy

compared

the emotional adjustment of male children of divorce living in maternaì
custody homes with

that of children ìiving in joint custody homes.

and associates examined behavioural symptoms, number

Wolchik

of positive

experiences, and seìf esteem in a group of I to lj year old boys and girls
from maternaì versus

joint custody homes. Like

Koopman

and Lowensteinrs

subjects, the two groups did not differ on behavioural or affective
symptoms. However, the chi ldren from

joint custody

homes

reported higher

positive life experiences, and more frequent contact with
their fathers than did the children from maternal custody homes. Using a

self

esteem, more

sìightìy different subject pooì (6 to ll year old males), Schiìler
that boys from maternal custody

found

homes demonstrated more emotional and

behavioural disturbance than did boys from joint custody situations. Both
groups

of children of divorce were found to be more disturbed than

the

test used was standardized. Schi ì lerrs
finding suggests that, although joint custody may not totally el iminate
normative sample on which the

adverse

extent.

effects of divorce on male children, it

may

alleviate

them

to

the

some
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Since

joint custody is a relatively

been done

to

compare

new

concept, ìittle

it with single parent custody.

research has yet

However,

results of

the few avai labìe investigations indicate a strong tendency for joint
custody to be somewhat less detrimentaì to chi ldren's adjustment,

especially for boys, than is singìe parent custody. Such a result is not

in ìight of i) social learning theory's contention that
of same sex adult role modeìs are necessary to healthy

unexpected
presence

the

social ization, i i) Emery's (1982) finding that degree of parental confl ict

is predictive of children's adjustment, and ¡¡i)
argument that the presence of two parents in the

pederson
home

et aì.rs

(.|979)

provides a wider

of appropriate behaviours for the chi ìd to modeì. Furthermore, the
active invoìvement of the father in child rearing may counteract or prevent
range

the divorced mother's encouragement of excessive aggression in
chi

ldren. Clearly, further comparative research

between

male

singìe and joint

custody is needed.
Both the parent absence research and the

joint custody literature

that factors specific to the environment of the divorced home
appear to mediate the relationship between parental divorce and chi ld
suggest

adjustment. Since there is no reason to suspect that children of divorce

are innately

more prone

home environments, and

to adjustment

problems than are children from other

since the parent absence research demonstrates that

a general change in family structure does not appear whoììy responsible for
the difficulties experienced by chi ldren of divorce, the logicaì conclusion

is that the pre or post divorce

home must

contain unique environmental

factors which are associated with chi ldrens' adjustment problems.
Extrapoìation of the joint custody research provides some insight as to the
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exact nature of these defining factors. According to steinman et al.

(ì985), â high degree of interparental cooperation is necessary to maintain
successful joint custodY, whi ìe high residual interparentaì confl ict is
counterproductive to successfuì outcome and usuaì ly results in singìe
parent custody arrangements. As described earl ier, it has also been found

that children in joint custody

homes

display fewer adjustment problems

than

in singìe parent homes. clearly, the covariate in this
situation is degree of interparentaì confì ict; children in homes with
minimal conflict (joint custody) appear to be better adjusted than do
do chi ldren

children living with

more

conflict (singìe parent custody).

A more general

version of this postulate b/as constructed by Hetherington (197Ð who argued

that high leveìs of any sort of environmental stress are predictive of poor
child adjustment. The presence of environmentaì stress in the lives of
children of divorce, and related sex differences in
experienced and

amount

of stress

in coping style will be considered in the next section.
Sex Differences

in Stress

and Coping

There is ìittle doubt that chiìdren of divorce experience higher levels

of stress than do children of intact families. Changes in home, school,
and social environment, and in socioeconomic status may aìì contribute to
cumulative stress in the ìives of these children (Clingempeeì E Repucci,
1982;

Rutter, 1979a).

One

of the major contributions to the

exaggerated

stress ìevels thought to be experienced by children of divorce is
intrafami ì ial confl ict, particularly that engendered by interparent
hosti I ity (Hodges, Wechsìer, 6 Bat lantine, 1979 Jacobson, .|978). lluch of
the reìevant research has attempted to determine the nature of the
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relationship between degree of parental díscord, chi ìdrens' coping

strategies, and children's adjustment.
I

Emery (.l982) reviewed the

iterature on interparental confl ict and concluded that maritaì discord

both before and after parental separation is detrimental to the chiìdrens'
emotionaì, social, and behaviouraì adjustment. 0f particular interest

within the present context

was the

finding that sex of child and type of

coping response were included in the parameters thought to mediate the

effects of interparent hostility on children,s adjustment.
Envi ronmental Confl i ct and Ad iustment

of investigations to date have demonstrated a differential
effect of marital discord on boys and girls in divorced families. Recall
A number

that Rutter
degree
Wal

(1971) found a

significant positive relationship

of marital distress in a famiìy

ìerstein and Kel ìy's (1980)

qual

and

between the

social deviance in

itative observations

boys.

suggested a simi lar

conclusion; the more confl ict subjectively reported by parents, the greater

of disturbance observed in the children, especiaìly the
boys. Hether¡ngton et al. (.l978) found that, as intrafami I ial confl ict

was the degree

increases in the first year after divorce, rate of behavioural disturbance

in boys aìso increases. Finally, Block, Block,

and f.lorrison (ì981)

reported that parentaì agreement was reìated to ego development in

male

chiìdren from highìy discordant famiìies.
Hess and camara (ì979) reported

that, for a non-clinicaì

sample of

children of divorce between the ages of ! and ll, boys appeared more
vulnerabìe to fami ly process related stress than were girls. Chi ldren of
divorce were found to be inferior to chiìdren of intact families on social
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and academic

indicators, and this discrepancy was found to be more

significant for boys than for girls on measures of aggression and stress.
l'loreover, it was found that child outcome was negativeìy reìated to
assessed levels

of parental harmony. Unfortunateìy,

Hess and Camara

specified neither the nature of the measures used to assess stress, nor the
operational definition and criteria by which stress was evaluated.
Porter and 0rLeary (1980) and Emery and 0'Leary (1982) attempted to

relate leveìs of parentaì discord to chiìd adjustment in a sample of
chi ldren of divorce presenting at a psychiatric cl inic. Porter and 0rLeary
reported that, w¡th respect to overa'lì psychopathoìogy, boys under the

of l0

were more affected

age

by interparental hostility than were oìder boys,

or girls of any age. Also, consistent with findings indicating exaggerated
leveìs of aggression in latency age male children of divorce, it was found
that a significant positíve relationship existed
and conduct disorder
Emery and

chi

in boys under l0 years of

between

maritaì hostiìity

age.

0rLeary (ì982) assessed the impact of marital discord from the

ld's perspective.

chi ldren aged

8 to l/ presenting at a regionaì

psychological services center were asked to rate their parents'marita'l

discord on a checklist of statements reìating to
env i ronment. The ch i

I

on a standardized I ist
between chi

dren

themse

I

home and school

ves were assessed through parenta

I

repor

of behaviour problems. Significant relationships

ldrensr ratings of parental confl ict and parentst ratings of

child adjustment were found for boys, but not for girts.

A similar

correlation was found between parentst evaluation of discord and their
assessment

of child behaviour.

t
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F

inal

ìy,

Warren

et aì. (.l987) compared

chi ldren

of divorce to

chi ldren

of intact families on a variety of well standardized behavioural scales
found no systematic group differences except

in

cases where the

divorce witnessed high ìeveìs of interparentaì confl ict.

unfortunately, not broken

down

to divorce is

child of

This effect

was,

by sex of child, but the conclusion that

parental conf I i ct may be an important factor
adjustment

and

med i

at i ng general ch i ld

val id.

The research on parental

conflict

intuitive hypothesis that hosti ì ity

and children
between

of divorce validates

the

divorcing parents can have a

serious detrimental impact on the chi ldren. The logical extension of this
concìusion, based on boys'. reports of increased occurrence of negative life
events subsequent to parentaì divorce (Hetherington et aì., 1982)

and

Santrock and Warshak's (1979) and Santrock and Tracy's (.l978) observations

that male chiìdren of divorce are exposed to

more environmental stressors

than are females, would suggest that a full array of environmental

stressors may contribute to adjustment problems in chi ldren of divorce.
Future research should be directed at identifying the nature of such

stressors. As shall be seen in the next section, the postulated
environmentaì stressors on chi ldren
dependent on the eff i cacy

Cop i

nq Strateq

Wal

of the

of divorce

appears

impact of

to be directìy

ch i I d's cop i ng manoeuvres.

i es

ìerstein

(1983) has proposed

to parentaì divorce is

that the

dependent on

chi

ld's successful adaptation

his or her mastery of six hierarchical

coping tasks. The chi ld must acknowledge the reaì ity of the marital
breakup, disengage from parental confl

ict, resolve the ìoss,

resoìve

6o

feeìings of personal gui lt, accept the

of the divorce,

and

achieve real istic hopes for future relationships for both parents

and

chíldren. Hastery of

each

permanence

of these steps requires sufficient cognitive

maturity to be able to identify and assess the issue to be coped with, to
develop and evaluate a range

effective strategy for

of coping options,

deal ing

and

to

chose the most

with the targeted issue.

Wal

ìerstein

has

that children of divorce who are deficient in cognitive maturity
wììl be unable to negotiate the coping tasks and wiì1, therefore,
suggested

experience adjustment problems. Since latency age male chi ldren
have been shown

to be more cognitiveìy

immature than

counterparts (Hoffman, 1971; Santrock, 1977),

l.Jaì

their

lerstein's

of divorce

female
argument would

predict sex differences in both level of emotional adjustment and use of
coping strategies. ln the general population, gender mediated differences

in types of coping strategies

employed by boys versus

girls

have been

repeatedìy documented (Dweck ê Bush,1976; Dweck, Goetz ê Strauss, ì980;
Dweck, Davidson, Nelson 6 Enna, .l978; Compas,
1987).

Plunkett and Kalter

of

chi

(.l981+)

reported on coping strategies as a function

ldrens' bel iefs about reactions to hypothetical parental divorce.

One hundred and

their ìevel of

sixty-six third

agreement

and

fifth

grade children were asked

to rate

or disagreement with a variety of hypothetical

reactions to divorce. The reactions tapped dimensions of Sadness, Active
Coping' and Abandonment. l'laìe children scored higher on the Active Coping
preference scaìe than did girls; no other sex differences were observed.

This resuìt may suggest that boys bring with them into the divorce

situation a more adaptive perspective on dealing with parental divorce
do girls. This conclusion would predict superiority of emotional

than

6t

adjustment

of

male chiìdren

of divorce.

However,

research which demonstrates poorer adjustment
such a conclusion might be

disputed. lt

in ìight of the

in male

chi ìdren

can be argued

body of

of divorce,

that, while

boys

may

take a more active coping strategy than girls, malesr coping mechanisms

may

be ineffective.

Wal

lerstein and Kel ly (1980)

have qual

itatively

examined

coping styles of children of divorce, and found that boys tend to make use
of a rrìayered response" involving simuìtaneous denial and distress. Whi le

this pattern

may

reflect an active coping styìe, it is unlikely to

effective in promoting good emotionaì
The issue

of

amount and type

be

adjustment.

of coping strategies actualìy utilized

by

children of divorce, and the effectiveness of those strategies with respect

to emotional adjustment

outcome measures has

yet to be addressed

empiricalìy. lt would be interesting to extend Pìunkett and Kalter's task
to a group of children of divorce and to qual itatively compare the
responses between the sexes. Unìike the study done by Pìunkett and Kalter
which invoìved a sampìe of children from intact families, such

an

investigation would access information about coping preferences from
group

of children

who have

a

actuaììy experienced parental divorce.

Further evidence to support the contention that boys react differently
than girìs to the stress inherent in parentaì divorce was provided by the
work

of

Hess and camara

(1979). ln addition to the finding that

interparental confl ict was associated with emotional maìadjustment in
latency age male children of divorce, Hess and camara reported that
parental discord b/as positively reìated to uncontrol ìed behaviour in these
boys, and only sl ightly (but not statistical ìy significant) to
overcontrol led behavíour

in girìs.

Since uncontrol led behaviour

is I ikely
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to el ici t negative

responses from aduì

t caretakers thereby creati

ng

additional stress and confl ict in the environment, the male chi ld's
uncontrolled response to stress may act to perpetuate a vicious circle of
confl ict and misbehaviour in his home. Ultimately, this dynamic may become
functional ly independent of the interparental confl ict from which it

originaì ly was thought to have arisen.
A study demonstrating sex differences

in cognition

and adjustment of

children of divorce was compìeted by Krantz, Clark, Pruyn, and

Usher

(lgA¡). A sample of late ìatency age (8 1/2 to l2 years) chiìdren of
separation and divorce were asked to appraise parental divorce

and

potentiaì coping behaviours, whi ìe parents and teachers rated the chi ìdren
on prosoc

ia

I

behav

iour and academ i c

perf ormance.

were defined as those which indicated pessimism

l'la I

adapt

ive

responses

or catastrophizing

about

divorce outcome, non-acceptance of the divorce, or negative evaluation of
the divorcíng fami ly or situation. Adaptive appraisals and strategies
assumed

to be reflected by active coping, optimism,

and objectivi

ty.

were

Data

indicated that, for boys, adaptive appraisal of divorce and choice of

an

adaptive coping strategy was found to be positively correlated with
appropriate behaviour in the home and at school, aìthough it was unrelated

to

academic performance. There was no consistent pattern

between cogni

tive

apprai saìs and behaviouraì

or

of.relationships

academic adjustment for

girìs.
The

results of Krantz et al.'s study supported Pìunkett and Kaìter's

(1984) conclusion

that male chi ldren prefer active coping strategies

over

passive acceptance of parental divorce. Further, these resuì ts suggested

that,

when boys choose adaptive coping

rather than the maladaptive

6l

strategies demonstrated by Wallerstein and Kelly ('l980), sex differences in
adjustment may disappear. lnterestingly, the lack
between coping

of a relationship

strategies and adjustment in girls suggests that, perhaps,

girls do not require structured coping behaviours in order to maintain
reasonable degree of adjustment in the face of parental divorce. The
observed sex differences

in adjustment as a function of the use of

strategíes tentatively suggests that boys

may

wi

coping

be less able to cope with the

stresses engendered by parental divorce than girìs.
need the added structure provided by coping

a

Consequently, boys

strategies in order to

may

deal

th the divorce.
The ìogical extension

of therrenvironmental stress and copingrrresearch

supports Hetheringtonrs (1979) hypothesis that high leveìs of environmental

stress contribute to adjustment probìems in children of divorce, and that
maìe chiìdren

of divorce dispìay

more adjustment problems than do

because they experience higher levels

lerstein

of stress. This hypothesis,

girls
and

ly's (ì980) alternative hypothesis which postulates that
adjustment problems of chi ldren of divorce are due to developmental

Wal

and Kel

vul nerabi ì i ty wi I I be exami ned next.

Theoret i ca I Expì anat i ons

Aìthough a substantial body

of

of research

Sex

D

i

fferences

has demonstrated

that

sex

differences in adjustment of children of divorce are a relativeìy reìiable
phenomenon,

there is I ittle empirical work investigating the factors

underìying these differences. Two major hypotheses, one postulating the
dominant

roìe of intrapersonal factors and the other suggesting that

environmental variables and stresses

lie at the root of sex differences,

6\
have been developed
af

to explain the

fected by divorce than girls.

tendency

for boys to be more

adversely

l.lallerstein and Kelly (1980) argued for

the individuaì istic perspective, suggesting that male chi ìdren are
developmental

are girìs.

ly

more vulnerable

to the stresses inherent in divorce

0n the other side of the coin, Hetherington (1979,

than

.l984)

that the male child of divorce suffers a higher level of
environmental stress than does his female counterpart. lt is critical
contended

to

note that, while both of these arguments have been developed from the

existing literature on sex differences in the adjustment of children of
divorce, neither has undergone empirical trial.

Since the modeìs lack

scientific support, they must be considered speculative.
Envi ronmental Stress

Herherington (1979, 1984), Herheringron et at. (t978, 1979, ì982),

and

Peterson, Leigh, and Day (1984) have proposed a general crisis mode'l to
account

for childrensr reactions to parentaì divorce. 0n the basis of

work

by Felner, Stoìberg, and Cowen (191Ð, Rutter (1979a), and Hodges,
wechsìer, and Baìlantine (lglÐ, Hetherington et al. have argued that

divorce is a process involving multiple stressors including inter and intra
personal confl ict, loss of significant others, and physical and social
environmentaì change. Long term stresses were thought

or aìterations in sociaì

to involve loss

of

financiaì support, increased salience in

the

childrs ìife of the custodiaì parent, and decrease in availability of
non-custodial parent. s¡nce divorce may be presumed to be a process

the

spanning

and

a temPoraì continuum rather than a discrete time limited crisis

event, Hetherington and associates suggested that the stresses inherent in

6S

the situation build up to a cumulative stress. lt was the

combined

stressor effect which was postulated to result in emotional, social,
behavioural, or somatic disturbance in the child. With respect to the

sex

differences observed in the emotional adjustment of chi ldren of divorce,
Hetherington (1979, .l984) has argued that boys experience more frequent
more severe environmentaì stress than do

girls in divorced

and

househoìds, and

therefore, that boys have hígher levels of cumuìative stress. since
emotionaì maìadjustment was postulated

to be a direct function of

amount of

cumulative stress present in the chiìd¡s ìife, it follows that more boys
than girls shouìd be observed to have adverse reactions to divorce,

that boys should exhibi t

and

more severe behaviouraì di sturbance.

Although Hetherington's model has not been subjected

to empirical

validation, the existing research on children of divorce suggests that it
is a viabìe explanation for the behavioural anomaìies often observed in
these chi ldren. The argument that divorce is a muìtidimensionaì process
has been supported by the foregoing review

differences.

The work

of Kalter

of the literature on sex

and Rembar (198.l), Guidubaldi

et al.

(.l983), and Hetherington et al. (ì985) ctearty demonsrrared that the
hypothesized effects
parameters inherent

split,
split
how

â9e

of divorce on children
in the situation.

of child at time of

Age

may be mediated

by the temporaì

of child at time of

parental

assessment, and time eìapsed since parental

to be predictive of children's adjustment. Exactly
in time these effects persist is not yet known. lt is

have been shown

far

ahead

equally difficuìt to pinpoint the exact beginning of the divorce process
and

to determine at what point the parentaì divorce began to

have

detrimental effects upon the chi ldren. Certainìy, the award of the final
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divorce decree does not define the beginning of the process; it

intuitive

sense

makes

to argue that the divorce process extends backward in

time

at least as far as the time of parentaì separation. However, even this
point does not adequately define the beginning of the divorce process for
the chiìd and the family. Hodges et al. (197Ð have demonstrated that
interparentaì conflict prior to the separation is an accurate predictor of
the childrs later adjustment to divorce; it is rareìy possible to specify
when

the confl ict which led to divorce began. lt

seems

clear, therefore,

that divorce is a process which extends for an undefined period of
into the past and future of the chi ìd of divorce.
Research evidence aìso supports
mul

the contention that divorce is

tidimensional in terms of both stressors and effects. The stressors

inherent in divorce have been shown to take many forms. Overaì
i

time

nterparenta

I

conf I i ct both before and

after

ì

separat i on contr i butes to

stress in the chiìd's life (Emery, 1982), as do disputes surrounding
custody (Hauser,'1985; Johnston, Campbell, ê llayes, ì985; Steinman et al.,
1985), changes

in

socioeconomic status

of the custodial family (Colletta,

1979; Hetherington, 1979; Hoffman,

i980), changes in the childrs
relationships with one or both parents (Amato, .l98ì; Copeìand, 1985b;
Jacobson, 1978;

Kelly, l98i),

lowered cognitive and

sociaì stimulation in

divorced famiìies (l'tacKinnon, Brody ê stoneman, 1987), and changes in the

physicaì and sociaì envi ronments of both chi ldren and parents (Saunders,

'|983). Furthermore, the nature of these stressors is such that they cannot
easily be deaìt with singly. By virtue of the fact that all are process
rather than discrete variables and thus
related stresses may indeed

may have enduring

become cumulative even

effects, divorce

if the individuaì

6l

stressors do not manifest simultaneousìy. Rutter (.l979a) and Hodges et aì.
(1979) have demonstrated that cumulative stresses
more strongìy associated wi th psychopathology

in

of the sort described

chi ldren

of divorce

are

than

are single discrete stressors.

l.lith respect to the issue of multid¡mensionaìity of divorce in terms of
effects, it is apparent from the previous review of the I iterature that
parental split is associated with childrenrs disturbance at the social,

cognitive, emotional,
personaì

ity factors

and behaviouraì

levels. Additionaììy, it

and physicaì health may also be

longitudinal evidence by Block et al. (1986)
personal

ity characteristics of

change subsequent

chi ldren

seems

of divorce

to divorce. Guidubaìdi

affected.

seems that
Recent

to suggest that
ly boys) may
(lggl) have

(especial

and cleminshaw

related parentaì divorce to the classic stress literature of

Holmes and

Rahe (1967) by demonstrating a relationship between parental divorce and

physical health of chi ldren. lt may be concluded that divorce is
associated with disturbance
ì

at aìmost every level of the child's daiìy

ife.
ln an effort to explain the

observed sex differences

in the adjustment

of children of divorce, Hetherington et al. have extrapoìated their general
stress model to specuìate that male children of divorce may experience
higher levels of stress than do females. Given that no existing

investigation has dírectly

for

boys and

measured and compared environmental stressors

girìs, Hetherington

and associatesr argument

is empirically

tenuous. Their contention is supported most directly by the work of
Santrock (lglÐ and Santrock and Tracy (ì978) which indicated thar boys in
divorced househoìds receive less nurturance, support, and positive regard
from teachers and custodial parents than do girls.
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Further support for the notion that male chiìdren of divorce experience
more stress than do females

is offered by Hetherington et al.rs

(i978)

finding that divorced mothers of boys tend to express more depression
dissatisfaction with their I ives than do divorced mothers of female
chiìdren. No data was reported for the mothers of children of both
As Hetherington (197Ð suggested,

this

phenomenon may expose boys

and

sexes.

to

more

parentaì aggression and frustration than is witnessed by gírls, thereby
providing a negative coping model or el iciting retaì iatory aggression from
the maìe chi ìd. A simi ìar finding by Hetherington et al. (lg8S) indicated

that' in the six years after divorce, divorced mothers and sons report more
negative life changes which appear to be unrelated to the divorce than do
comparable

intact

fami ì

suggests the presence
I

ies or divorced fami ì ies with female chi ldren. This

of an inflated leveì of

ambient general

stress in

the

ives of male chi ìdren of divorce.
Finaì

ly, Hetherington et al. (ì978) noted that

problems between mothers and sons were found

intact

more relatíonship

in divorced

fami ì

ies than in

ies; these differences were not as prominent for girls. A
related issue is specific to maternal custody families where the male chiìd
fami I

may be under pressure

to

assume

the role of the'man of the houserand to

take on the responsibilities of the absent father. This is not
inconsistent with the finding that divorced mothers reinforced their

children for exaggerated sex role behaviour (Biller, 1969¡ Biller 6
1971; santrock,

pressure
boy.

197Ð. ln either case, it

may be argued

that

male
Bahm,

parentaì

for the male child to 'be a man' is I ikely to be stressful for

the

6g

lndirect support for the contention that maìe children of divorce suffer
more stress than female children is provided by the marital discord
I i terature.

Studies by Block et at. (t981) and Hess and camara (1979)

indicated that male children react to mar¡tal turmoiì with undercontroìled
behaviours such as aggression and non-compliance, while

girìs

cope by

overcontrolled. lntuitively, it would seem'ìogical that the
inappropriate and antisocial behaviour exhibited by boys is I ikely to

becoming

el

icit

more censure than sympathy from parents and

conc ì us i on i s cons i stent wi

th Santrock's

(.l978) finding that maìe children

teachers. This

(l 975) and Santrock and Tracyrs

of divorce receive littìe

emotionaì

support from others and are Perceived negatively by parents and teachers.
Hetherington

et al.

(1978) and Emery (1982) have contended

that the

key

in determining the degree to whích interparental conflict affects
chiìdren of divorce is the amount of hostility actually wítnessed by the
element

chi

ld.

simi

larìy, Rutter (l97ga)

witnesses overt

later

conflict

psychopathology

specuìated

that, since

has argued

that unless the

between the parents,

chi ld

confìict is not predictive of

in the child. lf this logic is reversed, it
male chi ìdren

may be

of divorce display more

psychopathology than females, perhaps they witness more confl

ict

between

parents.. Gassner and l,lurray (lggg) reported that, in a group of neurotic
children from intact homes, boys (who displayed more disturbance

than

girìs) witnessed more confl ict than did girìs. Repl ication of this finding
in a sampìe of children of divorce wouìd lend a great deaì of credibil ity
to

Hether i ngtonrs

stress

ln conclusion, it

modeì

appears

.

that Hether¡ngton¡s

argument

that

children of divorce experience more stress than do girìs has

male

been

7o

tentatively supported by some situation specific I iterature. Whi ìe the
contention that stress may be a contributing factor to the maìadjustment of
children of divorce is logically sound, the extension that boys are more
stressed cannot be accepted until a specific empirical test of that
hypothesis has been made. Furthermore, the body of literature indicating

that intrapersonal factors

such as age and sex

of child also act to

mediate

the effects of parenta'l divorce, suggests, that characteristics unique to
the children themselves must also be considered. As has been argued by

þlallerstein and Kelìy (.l980), intrapersonal factors specific to the child
may play a críticaì role in mediating his or her adaptation to the change

in family structure.
Developmental Vul nerabi I i ty

lncreased developmentaì vuìnerabi I ity

of

males as compared

to females is

consistent across a wíde range of physiologicaì and psychologicaì
parameters. l'lale children are known to be at higher risk for a variety of
Pre, peri, and post natal complications and for the fulì range of chiìdhood
diseases (Rutter, 197O). From a psychologicaì perspective, boys are at

higher risk than girls for infantile autism, chiìdhood psychoses, learning
disabil ities, and a pìethora of other psychologicaì disorders as reflected
by their overrepresentation in clinical psychiatric populations (OSt't-¡1,
l98o).
wal

lerstein and Kel ìy

(.l980) extended the notion

of greater

vuìnerability in males to the chiìdren of divorce literature
by postulating that sex differences observed in the emotionaì adjustment of
developmentaì

children of divorce reflects yet another dimension of the vulnerability
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factor.

They argued

that the latency age chiìd is functioning at

the

pre-operational or concrete operational ìevel s of Piagetian deveìopment.

At those stages of development, chiìdren are egocentric and unable to think
in terms of abstract concepts (Ginsberg 6 Opper, 197Ð. This developmental
lack of maturity is thought to result in the child having a limited array

of coping responses avai lable when confronted by stressful situations such
a parentaì divorce. The lack of avaiìable coping mechanisms presumabìy
the chi ld more dependent on parents. Any subsequent disruption of
the parent child relationship at this time ís, therefore, likely to render

makes

the chiìd vuìnerable to stress. ln the case of divorce, one parent is
absent and the other may be preoccupied with coping w¡th
adjustment

to the separation

and may

his or her own

not have the time or the emotional

to provide the child with the support needed, so the child
left with his or her own inadequate and immature coping mechanisms.

resources

To

this point,

Wal

ìerstein and

Keì

lyrs

model accounts

quite

is

reasonably

for the finding that children of divorce as a group exhibit more problems
than chiìdren of intact families. To argue further that latency age boys
show more adjustment probìems because

is

of greater developmental

immaturity

of a quantum ìeap, but some of the sex differences reported
the chiìdren of divorce literature suggest that the notion might not be
ent i reì y unreasonabìe.
something

The deveìopmental immaturity model

in

as i t is applied to children of

divorce in general was supported by Felner , Sol ner, and Cowanrs (1975)
f i nd i ng that more d i srupt i ve behavi our i s observed in latency age chi ìdren

of divorce than in

chi ìdren

of other ages,

and by l.lallerstein and Kellyrs

OglA, 1980) observations that adolescents do not appear as

adversel

y
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affected by parental divorce as are latency age chi ldren.

Kelly argued that adolescents are cognitívely
chi ldren and can, therefore make more real

situations and choose from a variety of

Wal

ìerstein

and

more mature than latency age

istic appraisals of their

methods

of coping.

Because of

their greater cognitive maturity, they were thought to be less

dependent on

parents and, indeed, the rel iance of adolescents on peer groups for support
and

validation is a well

1976)

documented phenomenon

.

ln support of their hypothesis,
and

(Erickson, 1963; LeFrancois,

Keìly

Keì

ly

(1976) have found latency age

and Wallerstein (1980) f.lalìerstein

children, especiaìly boys, to

be

less able to appraise and choose coping strategies from the ìímited array

of options open to them. Boys, in particular, tended towards

more

self

recrimination, less self esteem, and more expressed need for father or for
parentaì reconciliation than did girls or children above or below ìatency

age.

These observations were consistent

with the notion that cognitive

immaturity is associated with ìess adaptive coping behaviour and greater
dependence on

parents. Furthermore, reports of

qual i tative

differences in

adjustment probìems across age groups (Brady et al., 1986; þJallerstein ê
.l980)
Keì ly,
also suggest that chi ldren at different developmentaì levels

differently to the stresses of parental divorce. The fact that
more boys than girìs were observed to dispìay adjustment problems
respond

presumably mediated by deveìopmental

and Kel

ìy's

argument

level lends credibiì ity to

that boys are ìess

V./allerstein

mature.

0ther research which supports the contention that latency age boys have
more problems

with parentaì divorce as the result of cognitive ¡mmaturity

includes the children of divorce investigations of Hoffman (1971), Santrock
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(197Ð, and Kurdek and Berg (lg8¡). Recall that, in the ìatter study,
ìatency age boys were found to be inferior to girls on cognitive appraisals

of parental divorce,

whi

le the former two investigations

demonstrated

cognitive ¡mmaturity vis a vis moraì deveìopment in latency age male
chi ldren
made

of divorce. ln the

only

among maìe chi

Hoffman and Santrock

ldren from differing

Conseguently, these investigations are

specific part of

that girls

show

in Waìlerstein

studies, comparisons

were

home environments.

not in the position to support

the

lerstein and Keì ly's hypothesis which wouìd predict

Wal

greater cognitive maturity than boys. Furthermore, nothing

and Keììy's model can account

for the fact that there were

discrepancies in cognitive development between boys from different types of
homes. The model predicts differences in measures of adjustment, not in

cognitive maturity which, presumably, shouìd be reasonably consistent
across a sample

final

of latency age boys, regardless of parental marital status.

of research which lends credibility to Wallerstein and
Kellyrs hypothesis is that of Plunkett and Kalter (1984) and Krantz et al.
(.l985) which indicated that boys and girls do indeed tend to use different
A

coping

body

strategies.

boys tend

to

lerstein and Kel ìy's

Wal

show more

modeì wouìd

infer that,

since

overt adjustment disturbances in response to

famiìial stress, the coping strategies which they use must be less
effective than those

employed by

girìs, thereby refìecting lesser cognitive

matur i ty.

It

appears

that there is empirical evidence on which to

base Wallersteîn

and Keìlyrs expìanation

of sex differences in adjustment of children of
divorce. A major criticism of the model, aside from its ìack of direct
empirical support, is that its ìogic borders dangerousìy near circularity.

7\

Specifical Iy, developmentaì vulnerabi I ity is inferred from observed

cognitive immaturity, but cognitive immaturity is said to result
developmental vulnerabi ì ity.

A

third criterion variable against which both

of these constructs may be defined would be usefuì in breaking
tau to I ogy

A

from

the

.

finaì issue to consider with respect to the explanatory

adjustment problems and related sex differences

that the two existing

hypotheses are not mutual

models for

in children of divorce

ìy exclusive. I t

is

is

entirely possible that both may be valid, or that the apparent negative
effects of parental divorce on children are a function of an interaction of
deveìopmentaì vulnerabi I ity and high stress levels. The latter notion is
appeaìing insofar as it accounts for individual differences in response to
parental divorce; not all latency age boys exhibit behaviour problems in
the wake of parental divorce, and

some female

children appear more

adversely affected than males. I t may reasonably be argued that differing

leveìs of deveìopmental vulnerabi ì ity

among these chi

ldren interact with

differing leveìs of stress associated with parental divorce to

produce

individual variation.

Concìusion: The State

of the Art

of literature has demonstrated that, on a wide
variety of social, cognitive, emotional, and behavioural measures, chiìdren
A substantial body

of divorce perform significantìy worse than their peers from intact
fami I ies (Hetherington et at., 1979, 1982, 1985; Wat ìersrein 6 Ket ty,
.l980). Specificalìy, the group of children
of divorce has been shown to
display more aggression, antisocial and

non-compl

iant behaviour, anxiety,
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affective disturbance, and physical disorders than the general popuìation
of children. Such children perform less well in schooì and on measures of
i

ntel lectuaì functioni ng and achievement, and the deviant behaviours often

observed

ì983).

in the

home

freguentìy transfer to the school (Guidubaldi et al.,

They are overrepresented

in cl inical psychiatric populations

within the non-clinical population, chiìdren of divorce have
found to exhibit more adjustment problems as compared to children
even

intact homes.

l4any researchers have taken these

and,

been

from

results to indicate that

the optimal situation for child deveìopment is a two parent family and that
parental divorce is a causal factor in chi ldrens' adjustment problems.
Comparative studies

of the adjustment of

chi ldren from divorced, i ntact,

separated, widowed, and remarried homes have tested

0verall, chiìdren of divorce

have been found

that conclusion.

to be more disturbed

chi ldren from other home environments (Tuckman ê Regan,
absence

of

in general, particularly father

when

1966). parental

absence, appeared

chi ìdrens' adjustment problems, although greater

than

to be predictive

effects were

observed

parental separation was the resuìt of divorce. The fact that children

of divorce consistently displayed more adjustment
children from other types of broken

homes

problems than did

invalidated the notion that the

in family structure per se is the major mediating factor in
psychological disturbance of such chi ldren. Rather, it impl ied that
change

the

divorced home environment contains specific elements conducive to the
development

of adjustment difficulties in the affected chi ldren.

Further refinements in research sought to identify environmentaì

individuaì factors which distinguished the divorced
Envi ronmentaì

fami

and

ly as unique.

stress, most notably problems wi th interpersonaì
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relationships within the custodial

fami

ìy and interparental confl ict,

were

found to be critical factors (Emery,1982; Farber, Feìner, t primavera,

.l985).

a resuìt of this finding, it was suggested that the probabiìity
of positive outcome in chiìd rearing was maximized if the child was raised
As

in a stable two parent family wíth minimal environmental stress (Emery,
.l982)
. Since divorce is general ly the resul t of increased environmental
confl icts and stresses in the home, children of divorce can be argued to

at a disadvantage even before the parental
and the resuìting upheava'l
preci pi

tate adjustment

The degree

in family ì ife

spì

it.

The act

may compound

be

of separation

the stress

and

probìems.

to which the child is disturbed by the parental divorce

to be associated with a variety of intrapersonal and
environmental factors. The critical elements of divorce adjustment appear
process has been found

to be age of chiìd at time of divorce, elapsed time since parental split,
sex of chi ld, and socioeconomic status of the custodial household
(Cuiau¡alai 6 Perry, .l984; Hetherington et aì., t97g, 1982, t985; Katrer,

1977). To briefìy

summarize

the impact of these factors, it

seems that

poor adjustment tends to be most prominent in the first year to two years

after the parentaì separation and is associated with divorce occurring
early in the chiìd's life. lt has aìso been found to be related to a
in

to the child's being male. l.Jith¡n
present context, sex of chi ld is of particular importance. l.Jhile few
decrease

socioeconomic status and

the

studies have directly tested the hypothesis that male children of divorce
are more poorly adjusted than are their female counterparts, analysis of
the data by sex has consistently demonstrated that boys are at

a

disadvantage. 0n al I measures which have been used to evaluate the
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of chíìdren of divorce, boys appeared to be more adversely
affected than girìs. Furthermore, significant interactions with age have
been observed (Kaìter, 1977); ìatency age male children appear more
adjustment

disturbed than boys of other ages or than girls of any age. Qualitative
analysis of the data has indicated that adjustment problems are sex
stereotyped,

wi

th

boys exh ibi t i ng exaggerated mascul i ne sex rol

e

behaviours, pâFticuìarìy aggression. Final ly, boys appear to be less

affected by parentaì divorce if post-divorce custody is awarded to the
father or jointly to both parents (clingempeeì ê Repucci, 1992 shiller,
I

986)

.

of expìanations have been advanced to account for sex
differences in the adjustment of chi ldren of divorce. Research evidence
A number

has indicated that maìe chi ldren experience less nurturance and posi tive
regard than do femaìes (Santrock, l9lÐ, that they witness more parentaì

confìict (Santrock t warshak, l97Ð, that they are unabìe to
emotions other than anger (Bonkowski
encouraged by custodial mothers

access

et al., 1984), and that they are

to display aggressive behaviour

(Bi I ìer,

ì969; Biller ê Bahm, 1971, santrock, 197Ð. From this array of results
have emerged two theoretical models

to account for sex differences.

Hetherington (.|979) has postulated that boys in divorced fami I ies
experience higher levels

of environmental stress than do girìs, while

Wallerstein and Kelìy (1980) have suggested that male children of divorce
are developmentally more immature than females and are, therefore, more
vul nerable

to the stresses inherent in parentaì divorce.

these modeìs has a certain amount
has been empiricaìly tested.

Al though each of

of support from the literature, neither
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A singìe major

criticism of the entire

research casts doubt onto almost al I

of children of divorce

of the related observations,

ions, and hypotheses . l'luch of the

conc ì us

body

ex i st i ng

research

i nvo

lves

serious methodoìogicaì weaknesses and confounds which threaten internal,

external, and statistical conclusion val idity.

Study

of the effects of

divorce necessitates the use of quasi-experimental design and correlational

analyses. ln order for correlation coefficients

and associated regression

weights to be statisticaìly valid, large sample sizes in comparison to the
number

of predictor variabìes used, and stable and reìiable

mandatory (Lord 6 Novick, .I968; lt1osier,195l; Tabachnick 6
However' most

of the research

examiníng chi

measures are

Fidell, i983).

ldren's reactions to parental

divorce has utilized small sample sizes, large numbers of predictors,
outcome measures which were gual

psychometric

itative, unstandardized, or of

vaìue. l^lith respect to internal validity, few of

and

unknown

the

investigations reported have control ìed for age, sex, or socioeconomic
status of the child, either simultaneously or singly. Confounds of these
variables and of temporal factors such as elapsed time since parentaì spìit

ity of any results or conclusions obtained from the
affected studies. Finalìy, generalizeability of the research is poor due
reduce the credibil

to ìack of intact family
samples

in the

absence

comparison groups, and frequent use

of

non-cl

of clinical

inicaì controls.

ln concìusion, the gaps and f laws în the ,rchildren of divorce,'
literature suggest several directions for future research. since
methodological flaws

in the existing

body

of I iterature

undermine the

validity of the research, it is imperative that well designed and
controì ìed investigations

the

of the effects of divorce on chi ldren be
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conducted. Given the ì imitations in the type of statistical manipulations

to naturalistic research, it is necessary to ensure
the validity of correlational analysis by utilizing large sample sizes and

which can be applied

reliable measures. Another factor to be considered in the design of future
research is the control of mediating factors such as age, sex, and
socioeconomic status
Confounding

of

chi

ìd,

and eìapsed time since parental spl

of these variables has rendered

many

it.

potential ly vaìuable

investigations functional ly uninterpretable. Systematic, wel I control led
repl ication of previous findings would contribute greatìy to the

credibility of both previous results
resu ì ts

and explanatory models based on these

.

a theoretical standpoint, it is important to verify that chi ldren
of divorce are more disturbed than children of intact families, and that
the identified mediating factors are indeed predictive of chi ld adjustment.
From

Later research should attempt to investigate the mechanisms by which these
factors are presumed to infìuence behaviour. Sex differences in the

of children of divorce should be systematically replicated and
future research shouìd attempt to explain this phenomenon. With respect to
the issue of explanatory modeìs, a major gap needing to be addressed is the

adjustment

lack of empirical support for Hetheringtonrs and

Wal

ìerstein and Kel ìy,s

theories of the causes of adjustment problems of chiìdren of divorce in
general, and in male children of divorce specifically. Hetherington's
model begs

for

comparison

of

amount

of environmentaì stress experienced

by

children of divorce versus children of intact famiìies, and by male versus
femaìe chi ìdren in both types of home envi ronments. Wal lerstein and
Kellyrs hypothesis

may be more

difficult to test

inasmuch as measures of

8o

deveìopmental vulnerabi I ity do not

exist.

However, systematic and

exhaustive testing of Hetherington's hypothesis may have impì ications for

ìerstein and Kel ly's arguments. Specifical ly, if environmental factors
are found to be unrelated to childrenrs post-divorce adjustment, it may be
inferred that intrapersonal variables or the interaction of intrapersonal

Waì

and environmental variables mediate adjustment.

The Present Study
The present study attempted

to address some of the issues outlined

above. First, it attempted to systematically replicate the findings that
children of divorce experience more behaviour problems than do children
from intact families, and that male children of divorce are more poorìy
adjusted than their female counterparts. lt further attempted to test
Hetherington's environmentaì stress model by determining which of a variety

of environmental factors predicted chi ld behaviour across groups of
and female children of divorce and of intact famiìies. with due

male

consideration to methodological criticisms of previous research,
appropriate control for age and sex of child, and time eìapsed since

parentaì split were employed, as were large sample size and standardized
and reliabìe
chi

criterion

ld behaviour

and predictor measures. However,

and environmental conditions were obtained through maternal

report' so any conclusions
I i ght

of

potent

alì evaluations of

i

drawn from

al reporter bi as.

this data

must be interpreted in

8r

Hvpotheses

The previous research and fìaws
number

that,

of

hypotheses

in the existing I iterature supported a

within the present context. First, ít

coì lapsed across sex, chi ldren

was predicted

of divorce would display more

behaviouraì problems on the criterion measure Chi ld Behaviour Checkì ist

6 Edelbrock, .l983) than would children of intact families.
Furthermore, it was expected that this effect would be found to be more
(Achenbach

pronounced

for boys than for

A substantial proportion

adjustment

gi

r I s.

of the I iterature on correlates of

chi ìdren's

to divorce and Hetherington's (197Ð stress model suggests that

environmental influences acting as negative stressors in the chi ld's ì ife
wouìd be more predictive

of behavioural disturbance than would factors
which cause minimal or positive stress. Emeryrs (1982), Hetherington et
aì .'s (lglg, .l982, ì985) , and santrock and lllarshak's (1g7Ð observation of
environmental stresses
Conf I

ict

in divorced

and Controì scales

of the

homes suggested
Fami

ly

that high scores on the

Environment Scale

(l'loos

,

1g7\)

and low scores on the Cohesion, Expressiveness, and Organization scales,

tradi tional i ty on the Atti tudes Toward VJomen Scale (Spence, Helmr iech

E

Stapp, 197Ð, and singìe parent custody indicate the presence of negative

stressors. I t

was expected

that

mul

tivariate regression analyses would

indicate a significant predictive relationship between these factors
the dimension of behavioural disturbance on the

lf l.lallerstein

and

Kelly

(1980)

and

ld Behaviour Checkì ist.
are correct in their assumption that
Chi

parental divorce renders ìatency age chi ldren more vulnerable to stress
because

half of the buffer

would be expected

system

for coping with stress is absent, then it

that the reìationship between environmental stressors

and

g2

of intact

adjustment in chi ldren
group

of children

The

fami I

have both parents

final hypothesis

ies wouìd be minimal since the latter

availabìe to buffer such stress.

was less empirical than

exploratory.

previous

investigations and speculations by Hetherington et aì. (197Ð, Hetherington
(197Ð, and Hess and Camara (1g7Ð hinted that male children of divorce
experience more environmental stressors than do

their female cohorts.

Empirical testing of those speculations was functionally equivaìent to
testing Hetherington's corollary argument that male chiìdren of divorce

exhibit

more behaviour problems than do

env i ronmenta

I stress.

Based on

developed her stress model,

it

girls

because

the research from

was predicted

wh i

of higher levels of

ch Hether i ngton

that male and female chi ldren

of divorce would be differentiated by the negative environmental stressors
on the Family Environment Scale and the Attitudes Towards V,lomen Scaìe.
Furthermore, the absence of sex differences in the adjustment of children

from intact fami I ies would, according to Hetherington, suggest that no
differences exist in degree of environmental stress experienced by maìe
versus female children in such

ln

homes.

the hypotheses tested by the present study were:
l) chi ldren of divorce were more behavioural ly disturbed than were children
summary,

of intact families
2)

male chi ldren

of divorce brere

female children
3)

4)

more behavioural

of existing environmental stress
adjustment of chi ldren
of divorce

female chi ldren

were

of divorce

degree

male children

ly disturbed than

was di rectly

predictive of the

experienced more environmental stress than did

of divorce.

IlETHOD

Sub

i

ects

Participants were recruited from

among

parents of chiìdren seen at the

pediatric department of the t'lanitoba Clinic, a private general health
clinic in winnipeg, iïanitoba, canada. ln order to sampìe the entire
population of families of children who were at least 6 years but not yet
years oìd (ìatency age target range) r QUêstionnaire packages were

distributed to alì parents
any

accompanying

of six pediatricians at

12

a child of that age on a visit to

Clinic. lnstructions contained within
the questionnaire package designated the chiìd being seen by the physician
on that occasion as the target child, and the mother as respondent.
lnstructions further specified that if two children of the specified age
È'lanitoba

in on that visit, the child cìoser to age 6 was to be
the target child. Particípation, as defined by the compìetion and return
of the questionnaire package, was voluntary.
range were brought

Eight hundred and thirty-one questionnaire packages hrere distributed
401 were

returned. This represents a

48.262 response

rate.

and

The returned

questionnaires were screened into four groups: divorced fami ly with male

target chi ld, divorced fami ly

wi

th female target

chi

ld, intact

fami

ìy wi th

child, or intact family with femaìe target child. Respondents
were matched on age of target child and, within the divorced sample, on
maìe target

time elapsed since last parentaì separation. For the purposes of matching,

-8¡-
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of divorce were arbitrari ly selected as the criterion

male chi ìdren

subjects.

Comparison subjects from

criterion children to within

the other groups were matched with

one month

of

age and

to within one year of

last parentaì separation.
Previous research has demonstrated
chi ldren from

intact, divorced,

that systematic variance

among

widowed, and remarried homes (Tuckman

Regan, 1966), and physical, mental,

or neurologicaì dysfunction

contribute to chi ìdrents exceptional ity

(swanson

6 t./i I I is,

197Ð

ê

may
.

of the folìowing factors were considered to be potential
confounds and served as criteria for exclusion from the data pool: l)
target child assessed as or referred for assessment of learning disability,
Consequently, any

2) target child with physical or intelìectuaì

J) target child of
a single parent who has never married or whose partner is deceased, 4)
target children who are not the biologicaì chiìdren of both parents, !) any
member of the famiìy having previously experienced marital separation or
handicaps

divorce, 6) the existence of a new I ive-in reìationship in the custodiaì
7) male custodial parent. The finaì sampìe of target children
was' therefore, from intact first marriage homes or divorced,/separated
home, and

first marriage homes.
and children

that,
a

No

distinction

of separated parents

when time since parental

homogeneous

extraneous
Caucasians

between chí ldren

was made, since

of divorced

the literature

parents

suggests

split is controlìed, these chiìdren

comprise

group (Kalter, 1977; Tuckman ê Regan, 1966). To avoid

variation due to I inguistic, ethnic, or cuìtural factors, only
whose native language was English were selected for this study.

Twenty-six protocols were rejected on the basis of the foregoing exclusion

criteria.

An

additional seven were discarded because the questionnaires

8¡

were incomplete or incorrectly completed. A breakdown of rejected

protocoìs by reason for rejection is shown ìn Table l.

viabìe 'divorced parents,/maìe chi ldt profi ìes, a final
124 protocols were

obtained.

to ll years li

months

months

separated/divorced fami

Age

of target chiìdren

for rejection
ly

ranged from 6 years

of Rejected Protocols

of protocols rejected

handicapped chi ld

I

Single parent, never married

I

Widowed parent

3

Adopted

child

l+

Remarr i ed fami I y
l1a ì

t0

e respondent

Non

Eng

2

I i sh speak i ng fam i I y

Non Caucas i an fam i I y
ncompl

I

ncorrect

ì

y

ranged from

compl

I

4

eted protocol

month

2

3

ete protocol

I

spl

I

Number

8l

matched sampìe of

ly sample, time elapsed since ìast parental

Breakdown

Physical

of

with a mean of I years 4 months. l,lithin

TABLE

Reason

0n the basis

3

to 8 years, with a mean of 2 years J months.

the

it

O
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l'laterials
The quest i onna i re package cons i sted

of an i ntroductory

cover

i

ng I etter

outl ining the purpose of the study and containing instructions for
completion

of the

(Achenbach

t Edeìbrock, 1983), the Attitudes

encìosed questionnaires, the Chi ld Behaviour Checkl ist
Towards l,Jomen Scale (Spence,

Helmreich, E stapp, 1973, ì978) , the Famiìy Environment scaìe

(l'loos

, l97\) ,

the Thoughts About self scaìe, and a demographic information sheet
assessing age and sex

of target child, maritaì status of parents,

of custody arrangement.
Posi

tion

The Hol I ingshead Two Factor lndex

(¡tol l ingshead, 1957

of

and type

Social

¡ Hoil ingshead 6 Redì ich, l95B) was

incorporated into the demographic information sheet. All materials may be
found in Appendix A.
The Child Behaviour Checklist (CBCL)

is a ll3 irem checktist

which

chiìd behaviour problems on a 3 point Likert type scale
ranging from 0 (not true of my child) to 2 (very true or often true of my
chiìd). lt yieìds T scores assessing dimensions of Sociaì Competence and
assesses common

Behaviour Problems.

Add¡tionally, it provides scores indicating the degree
to which the target chi ìd internaì izes and externaì izes problems, and
separate scores tapping schizoid, depressive, uncommunicative, obsessive
compulsive, sociaì withdrawal, hyperactive, aggressive, and deì inquent
behaviours and somatic complaints.

l.lithin the present context,

Behaviour Problems T score was considered
dimension and was used as the

anaìysis.

the

to be the major relevant

criterion variabìe in the quantitative

Subscale scores were used

in qualitative profiìe analysis.

data
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The

CBCL h/as

standardized on a sample

of ìJ00 children from a clinical

population and ì100 children from a non-cìinicaì popuìation, all ranging in

4 to

years.

is provided in terms of T scores,
and is broken down by sex and by age (\-5, 6-ll, 12-16). W¡th respect to
psychometric criteria, Achenbach and Edelbrock (ig8¡) report excel lent
age from

16

Normative data

short term test-retest reliabiìities for the major dimensions of the

At intervals of I week, test-retest reliabilities for the total
Problems scale ranged from 0.89
mean

test-retest rel iabi ì ity

to 0.!/

was

Construct vaì idity

of the

0.9ì. ln the

combined sample, Behaviour

to 0.!6. lnterrater

Problems scale was acceptable

CBCL

Behaviour

depending on age and sex group;

Problem subscale rel iabi I ities ranged from 0.61

reliabiìity for the Behaviour

at

0.64.

has been establ ished through

cross-instrument val idation with the Connor's Parent Questionnaire
Connors,

CBCL.

(Ceq;

ì970). For boys in the 6 to ll years age range, a correlation of

0.77 was reported between the

equivalent

cPQ Probìems

CBCL

Behaviour Problems Scale and the

scaìe. For girls in the same age range,

correìation between the two instruments

vJas

0.9i.

Al

the

ì rel iabi I ity

and

validity data reported were statistically significant at p < 0.05.
The Atti tudes Towards women scal e (A|.JS) short f orm

is a 15 item

questionnaire which evaluates the respondent's sex roìe attitudes aìong

a

of traditional ism/l iberaì ism. A four point Likert type scale
assesses the individualrs degree of agreement with each of the statements
continuum

comprising the scale; each statement makes an assertion

reflecting

traditional perspective or a ì iberal, pro-feminist viewpoint.
total scores range from 0 (traditional,/conservative) to 45
(egal i T.arian/ I iberal).

Total

AWS

a

Possible

score for the custodial parent was

used
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as an index of the degree to which the target childrs home environment is
sex stereotyped, and was used as a predictor
The

AWS

was standardized on

of childrs

adjustment.

a population of 527 college students.

Factor analysis with principle axis rotation has shown the

Al.lS

to

be

unidimensional, and internal consistency, as indicated by a Cronbach's
alpha

of 0.89, is

excel lent.

The Family Environment Scale

is a l0 item checklist which utiìizes

a

True/False format to evaluate three major dimensions of the familyrs sociaì

environment. The Retationship dimension yields scores for Cohesion,
Expressiveness, and confl
Achievement

ict, the Personaì Growth dimension taps

0rientation, lntellectual-Cultural 0rientation,

lndependence,

l'loral-Religious Emphasis, and Active Recreation 0rientation, and the
llaintenance dimensìon assesses Organization and
scores were used as pred i ctor var

Control.

statistic,

internal consistencies for the lo subscales ranging from

lndependence

whi

reported

0.64

I

ndependence and Cohesiveness,

le test-retest rel iabi ì ity varied from 0.68

on

to 0.86 on Cohesiveness.

The Holì ingshead Two Factor lndex

of Social Position

determined

socioeconomic status score based on education and occupation
b/age

subscale

to 0.79 (Horal-Rel igious Emphasis). ltem subscale

correlatíons ranged from 0.45 to 0.58 for
respectively,

I l0

i ab ì es .

l'loos (1974), using the Kuder-Richardson Formuìa 20

(lndependence)

Al

System

a family

of the primary

earner in the household. The primary wage earner is defined as the

individual

who

brings the most money into the home. The Hoì I ingshead

procedure assigns a numerical vaìue

to

each

of

seven positions on both

8g

occupationaì and educational continua. 0ccupations are divided into l)
executives and major professionals, 2) managers and minor professionals,

3)

administrative personnel or semi-professionals, 4) cìericaì and saìes
workers and technicians,

5)

ski I led workers,

6)

semi-ski I led workers,

and

7) unskilled workers. Executives are assigned a score of 7,and the score
is decremented by one unit per occupational position untiì a score of I for
is reached. Educational level is evaluated in a I ike
manner and is hierarchical ly arranged as fol lows: l) graduate degree
unski I led workers

of 7,2) undergraduate degree or technical diploma, 3)
partial coì lege or university training, 4) high school graduation, 5)
partiaì high school, 6) junior high school, and 7) less than seven years of
assigned a score

schooling, assigned a score of l.
which categories
ear ner

of education

Respondents are simply asked

to indicate

and occupation characterize the primary

wage

.

of social position is calcuìated by multipìying factor scores
with factor weights and summing the products. Social Position lndex may be
The index

interpreted along a continuum ranging from a score of ll indicating lowest

sociaì position, to 77 which represents the highest possible social

position. Alternatively, the continuum may be subdivided into five social
classes. social cìass I is defined by scores in the 6l to 7j range, class
I by scores in the 44 to 60 range, class I I I by scores in the z8 to 43
range, class lV by scores in the 18 to 2J range, and class v by scores in
I

the ìl to ì7 range. W¡thin the present context, statistical anaìysis was
facilitated by using the continuous rather than the discrete class scores.
The Demographic Data Sheet designed

for this study eìicited information

about the target chiìdrs age and sex, parental marital status, type of
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custody and time elapsed since
were entered

ìast parentaì separation.

These variables

into the data anaìysis as predictors of chiìd adjustment.

Also, guestions about occupation and education of the primary
were incorporated

the

into the Demographic Data Sheet,

Hol I ingshead lndex

wage earner

and were used

of Social Position for the respondent

fami I ies.

ly' the questionnaire also served a screening function by

Final

to derive

requesting

information which aìlowed the scorer to determine if the respondent or the

target child met any of the exclusion criteria outlined earlier.

It
way

was decided

that the questionnaire

that questions about ch¡ìd

at the end.

that placement of the child

set up in such

demographics would be found

of the battery whi le information about
would be requested

package would be

fami

ly

The rationaìe

at the

a

beginning

and respondent demographics

for this organization

demographics questions

was

at the beginning of

the

battery wouìd serve to create a cognitive set focusing on the target child

rather than the famiìy or the respondent. For the
respondent-focused Thoughts About

same reasons, the

Self questionnaire

was aìways pìaced near

the end of the package, just ahead of the famiìy demographics section. ln
order to control for possible order effects, the remaining questionnaires
(Fami

ly

Women

Environment Scale, Chi ld Behavior Checkì

ist,

and Attitudes Towards

Scale) were completely counterbalanced with respect to the number of

questionnaire packages distributed. Given the need to meet the other
primary subject matchíng criteria outlined earlier, it was not possible to

ful ìy counterbalance order of the returned questionnaires across the four
groups

of chiìdren. That is,

groups were not matched on order of

quest i onna i res. However, repeated measures ana l ys i s

of

var i ance performed

on the data of those subjects used in the study indicated that order of
presentation of questionnaires had no effect on FES, CBCL, or

AWS

scores.

9l
Des i qn

A quasi-experimental design was empìoyed

in order to obtain data on

chi ìdren's emotional adjustment and on

occurring in the environment
crossed sex
Problems

l8 predictor variabìes naturaì ìy
of the target chi ldren. The design completely

of target child with marital status of parents.

The Behaviour

T score served as the criterion variable, and predictor variables

included age and sex of target child, marital status of parents, time

spìit, type of custody of target chiìd, the
Attitudes Towards Women traditional ity score for the respondent parent,
elapsed since parental

maternaì score on the Thoughts About Self Scaìe, the Hollingshead lndex of

Social Position (tSe¡, and alì ten subscales of the Family Environment
Sca ì e.

P

rocedu r e

Prior to implementation of the investigation, the cl inic receptionists
who were to distribute the questionnaire package were briefed as to the

to be followed, and they were gíven written copies of procedural
details and exclusion criteria for reference purposes. Receptionists
distributed the questionnaire packages to each parent bringing in a child
procedures

at least 6 uut not yet l2 years old, unless that child or the
custodial parent was known to meet one or more of the exclusion criteria
outl ined earl ier. 0nly those individuaìs known by the receptionists to be

who was

in violation of the

or exclusion criteria did not receive the
questionnaire package. lf there was any doubt, the receptionist was
age

instructed to err in favour of maximizing the potential subject sampìe and
to give the package to the parent in question. The compìeted demographic
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data sheet included in the returned packages contained information which
aìlowed inappropriate respondents to be screened out upon receipt of the
compìeted

questionnaires. ln order to give the parents

some

context for

the study, receptionists were asked to inform parents that the survey was

part of a University of I'lanitoba research project and that further detaiìs
were to be found in the introductory Ietter contained in the package.
Parents r^/ere also prompted
them

to complete the questionnaires

via the enclosed stamped,

and

to return

addressed enveìope as soon as possible.

Questionnaire packages were numbered and a master ì ist kept against
which returned packages were checked, thereby alìowing the calcuìation

of

a

rate. Given the sensitive nature of the information
requested, it was felt that absolute confidentiality of respondents was of
first priority, so there was no master I ist of which questionnaire package
percentage response

went to which fami

ly,

and no personal

identifying information

was requested

from respondents. Al ì potential respondents were verbal ly prompted by the

receptionísts on subsequent visits to the cl inic, but otherwise, unreturned
quest i onna i res were cons i dered I ost.

RESULTS

Analysis of variance was used to test the hypotheses that (i) children

of divorce, as a group, display more behaviour

probìems than do chiìdren

from intact families, and (¡ i) male chiìdren of divorce exhibit

more

behavioural disturbance than do their female counterparts. The first

ly supported; main effects for marital status of
parents was significant at F (1,320)=16.39, p <. OOl. The main effect for
hypothesis was unequivocal

sex

of child

neared but

did not achieve significance with F (1,32o)=3.37,

p=.067. Tabìe 2 dispìays group mean

for

males

to

CBCL

show more behaviour probìems

scores and

reflects the tendency

than females. lnteraction of

sex

of child by parental marital status did not reach significance with
F

(ì

'320)

=1.67, p=.196, thereby fai I ing to support the hypothesis that

male

children of divorce are more disturbed than female chiìdren of divorce.
Examination

of

group mean CBCL scores

reflects a non-significant

TABLE

llean Group

Ch

2

i ìd Behav iour Check I ist

Di

vorced

T

scores:'r

I

ntact

Itla I e

57 .t+3

52.19

Female

54.36

51.65

¡'rcìinical cutoff score =

63

-93-

tendency

9\

in the predicted direction.
Separate stepwise multipìe regression analyses using a forward stepping
procedure were employed
CBCL

to determine the relationships existing

between

behaviour problems scores and envi ronmental predictor var iables for

of children. All variables

into the anaìysis with
the exception of sex of child and marital status of parents. Time elapsed

each group

were entered

since parentaì split and custody type were variables also omitted from the
anaìysis of the intact groups' data. Group mean raw scores
environmental variabìes are shown

in Table 3.

on

Regression results,

incìuding multiple regression coefficients, beta weights, and tests of

significance are

shown

for the significant predictor variables for

each

group in Tables 4 to 7.

l.Jithin the group of male chiìdren of divorced parents, custody type,
Fami

ly

Environment Scale dimensions

l'loraì-Rel igious Emphasis were found
problems

score.

of

Cohesion, Control, 0rganization,

to be predictive of

CBCL

and

behaviour

igiousity and control were directìy related to

Reì

behaviour problems ratings, whi ìe Cohesion and 0rganization were inverseìy

correlated with

CBCL

score. Joint custody was associated with

fewer

behaviour problems than singìe parent custody. Table 4 summarizes these

findings.
Behaviour probìems

associated with fami

I

in female chi ldren of divorce

iaì Expressiveness, Control,

and the socioeconomic status
Hol I ingshead Two

were primari ly

Achievement 0rientation

of the family as evaluated using the

Factor lndex of Sociaì Posítion. lnverse relationships

indicated that, as expressiveness, press for achievement, and socioeconomic
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TABLE

Hean Env i ronmenta

I

Var i ab

Variable

ì

3

e

Raw

Scores by Group

l,la I e

Di

vorced

Female

I

ntact

Divorced lntact

F

ES-Cohes i on

5.15

7.t+6

6.30

7.38

F

ES-Express i veness

\ .46

5.93

5.57

5.92

\.62

3.\2

4. oo

3.ìl

5.32

5.33

5.27

5.33

t+.57

5.96

5. t0

5.98

FES- I ndependent

5.75

7

.27

5.90

6

FES-Rel igious

4.3i

5.54

4.ì6

5.73

FES-Conf I i ct
F

ES-Ach i evement

FES- | ntel

I

ectua

I

.48

F

ES-Recreat i on

5.t+6

6

.t9

5.67

5.72

F

ES-organ i zat i on

5.16

6.t5

5.26

6.zo

5.1+3

\.73

\.91

5.il

5.91

5.53

5.7\

5.89

sEs

49.80

56 .15

52.38

5t.08

Time since separation (months)

25.03

Att i tudes Towards

3\.23

FES-Control
Seì

f

Range

Esteem

of

scores:

Women

FES

Sel
sEs
AWS

status

i

f

Esteem

28.25

3\ .15

35.35

3\.85

ì - t0
0-12
il -77
0-45

ncreased, behaviour problems decreased. A

direct relationship
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TABLE 4

Regression

of Environmental Predictors Against Child
Scores - Hale Divorced

Variabìe

FES-Cohes

Sig

on

i

FES-Controì

igious

Custody

Type

Be

F

ta

.56\9

35.16

.OoO

-.56t+9

.6t+22

t7.08

.ooo

.22\4

14.84

.OOO

-.2506

13.23

.OOO

.2OO9

22.1\

.OOO

-.2505

FES-organization .6722
FES-Rel

Behaviour Checklist

.6945
.6t

l8

between increasing levels of control and behaviour problems was observed.

Table ! summarizes the results of regression analysis for this group of

TABLE 5

Regression

of Environmental Predictors Against Chi ìd Behaviour Checkì ist
Scores - Female Divorced

Variable

Sis

FES-Express iveness
F

ES-Contro

I

FES-Ach i evement
sEs

.73\o
.8084
.82\5
. 8370

89.94
7i.61
53.07
t+3.21

F

Beta

.oooo

- .7 3\o

.oooo

.\176

.oooo

-.1664

oooo

- .1t+56

.
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ch i

I

dren.

Three

factors, cohesion, control,

maternal sex role att itudes

and

traditionality/ I iberal ism in

, were f ound to be pred ict ive of level of
behaviour probìems for male chi ldren of intact fami I ies. As may be
(A|.JS)

TABLE 6

Regression

of

Environmentaì Predictors Against Chiìd Behaviour Checklist
Scores - iïa le lntact

Sig

Var i abl e

.3780
.5781
.5269

FES-Cohesion

FES-Control
AWS

t3.ot
12.72
1t+.79

Beta

F

.ool

-.3780

.OOo

.24ì0

. ooo

-.3670

inferred from Tabìe 6, high Ievels of cohesion and liberaìism predicted

better adjustment,
i

whi

le high leveìs of control

were associated wi th

ncreased behaviour problems.

Finally,

degree

of intact families

of Conflict in the

home environments

of femaìe chiìdren

directìy related to incidence of behaviour
in these chiìdren while lntellectual 0rientation and presence of
was

problems

non-traditionaì sex role attitudes were inversely predictive of behaviour
problems. Tabìe 7 summarizes these results.
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TABLE

Regression

7

of Environmental Predictors Against Chi ld
Scores - Female lntact

Variable

FESF

Sig

Behaviour Checklist

Beta

F

lntel lectual

.r87t

17

.96

.000

-.t+326

ict

.3315

12.56

.000

.2795

.2622

ì3.68

.000

- .27 59

ES-Conf

I

AWS

Discriminant analyses yielded three canonical discriminant functions
which differentiated among the four groups

of children. All

Environment Scale scores, Attitudes Towards

refìecting maternaì self esteem

VJomen

Family

scores, and a score

(SELF) were entered

into the analysis.

level was 1.00 and the discriminant method invoìved
stepwise entry of each variable with minimization of Wilks' Lambda as the

llinimum tolerance

entry cr i ter i on. The f i rst funct i on generated accounted for 82.68? of the
variance in predictor scores, while Function 2 accounted for 11.572 of the
variance, and Function 3 accounted for j.752. Factors included in the
discriminant functions were cohesion, Expressiveness, lndependence,
l'loral-Rel igious Emphasis, Recreation 0rientation, maternal

self

esteem

score, and Al'lS score, listed in decreasing order of importance for group

classification.

Standard discriminant

coefficients are

The discriminant functions were found

to

have an

shown

in Tabìe

overaìl accuracy of

\2.282 in correctly classifying chi ldren into their actuaì groups.

8.
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TABLE

8

Standardized Discriminant Coefficients for Function Discriminating Chi ldren
by Sex and Parenta I l'lar i ta I Status

Pred i c tor

Standardized Discriminant Coeff icient

on

F

ES-Cohes

F

ES-Express

i

i

.7598

veness

.2055

FEs-lndependence

..1904

igious

.\319

FES-Reì
F

ES-Recreat

Sel

ion

- .21+17

f Esteem

-.2\19

AwS

.z2hz

Proportion of children correctìy cìassified ranged from a high of 51.)?e for
male children

Tabìe

I

shows

of divorce to a low of 34.62 for femaìe children of divorce.
a summary of actual versus predicted group membership. As

can be discerned from Table

9, the discriminant function tended to cìuster
children together on the basis of parentaì marital status. That is, when
it misclassified a child, it tended to put him or her in the group of the
opposite sex, but the same fami ìy structure. Consequently, male chi ldren

of divorce \¡Jere most of ten mistaken for femaìe children of divorce
versa, whi le maìe chi ldren from intact fami I ies were most often
miscìassified as females from the

same

Furthermore, detai led examination

of group and variable

indicates that children from intact

family structure

homes experience

and

and vice

vice versa.

means

(ra¡le

higher levels of

3)

100

TABLE 9
D

Ac

i

scr imi nant Class i f i cat i on Resu

ts

(percent)

Pred i cted Group

tua l

Group

Female

l'la I e

l,lale - Divorced
I

Female

l

lntact

.9

13.6

2t+.7

9.9

12.3

39.5

2t.0

27.2

29.6

t

9.8

3\.6

16.0

13.6

29.6

13.6

\3.2

51

ntact

- Divorced
I

Divorced

ntact

Divorced

cohesion, Expressiveness, lndependence, lloral-Rel igious Emphasís,

ly Recreation than do their peers from divorced homes.
trends were observed for seìf esteem and AWS scores.
fami

lntact

and

No consistent

Discriminant anaìyses appl ied to only the sampìe of chi ldren of divorced
parents yielded a single discriminant function with an overal

ì

classification accuracy of 65.0'¿. Discriminant factors u/ere, in order of
weight, Cohesion, Expressiveness, lndependence,0rganization, maternaì self
esteem, and custody

Table 10. A

in Table ll.

type.

summary

Standard

di

scr imi nant coeff

of actual versus predicted groups

Examination

of

means

ici

ents are shown i n

membership

is

given

indicates that famiìies of femaìes

were

rated higher on Cohesion, Expressiveness, lndependence, and 0rganization.
Parents

of

maìe children tended

to score higher on the self

esteem scaìe

t0ì
TABLE

Standardi zed

i

D

O

scr imi nant Coeff i c i ents for Functi on
from Female Chi ìdren of Divorce

Pred i ctor

F

I

-.5135

FES- | ndependence

.3384

ES-0rgan i zat i on

.4 143

f

scr imi nat i ng l4al

-.865\

ES-cohes i on

Sel

i

Standard Discriminant Coeff icient

FES-Express iveness

F

D

Esteem

.287t+

Custody Type

.3907

TABLE I I
D

Actuaì

i

scr imi nant

Cl ass i f i

cat ion Resuì

ts

Predicted

(percent)

Group

Group

Haìe

Hale

6\.6

35

Femaìe

3\.6

6s.tr

Female

.\

and, on average' males were found to be in joint custody more often than
fema I es

.

e

DISCUSSION

Prior to detailed discussion of the results of the present study, it is
necessary to briefìy consider the methodological I imitations of the study
in light of which aì1 subsequently discussed results

and conclusions must

be considered. Within the present context, many of the criticisms directed

at earìier work have been circumvented.

of a large

sample and

standardized and rel iable assessment instruments el iminated

statistical

problems which impaired the val

The use

idity of earl ier results.

simi I arly,

out individuaìs beìonging to systematical ìy 'different' groups
(eS. remarried or widowed families or families with chronicalìy iì I
members), and including an intact family comparison group matched with the
screening

chi ldren

of divorce on age, sex,

and socioeconomic status avoided

methodoìogical confounds. The issue

of

respondent bias was, however, only

tangential ìy addressed; whi ìe sex of parental respondent was maintained
constant across all groups, the work of Santrock and Tracy (1978) suggested

that divorced mothers

may be more

ìikeìy than women from intact

marriages

to attribute negative behavioural characteristics to their chi ìdren.
lndeed' ¡f this was the case, then it is possible that this factor could
have introduced a source

of systematic between-groups variation aside from

parental marital status. However, Beck, Rush, Shaw, and Emery (lgA¡)

that negatíve attributions I ike those under consideration are
functional ly related to depressed mood states (particularly, low self
suggested

esteem) on the

part of the respondent.

The present study

did address this

issue by assessing respondents' feel ings about self, and it was found that

- t02 -

t03

self

esteem was

not predictive of child behaviour problems, did not

differentiate groups,

and

did not covary with respondent's marítal status.

Extrapolation of this finding wouìd suggest that respondents¡ idiosyncratic

to negative or positive attribution did not introduce systematic
extraneous variation into the parentaì marital status/chi ld behaviour
tendencies

relationship under examination. However, the fact remains that evaluation

of child behaviour

and

of the environmental factors

operated were taken from single, potentíal

under which the child

ly biased respondents,

and were

unverified by either the chi ldren themselves or by objective observers.
Consequentìy, any conclusions made on the basis

account

that they were

of this data must take into

based on maternal perception and, as such, may not

reflected the chiìdrens', teachersr, or other parentrs views of the
situation. To some extent, however, the use of maternaì report has some
have

clinical validity

inasmuch as maternal

report is often a primary source of

information about presenting problems when a child is first seen for
treatment of behaviouraì problems, especial ly in divorced fami I ies (Fuìton

et at., tg86).
The present study successful

that latency aged

ly repl icated previously reported findings
chi ldren of divorce exhibit more behaviouraì aberrations

than do thei r counterparts from intact fami I ies.
methodologicaì flaws affecting many of the

Despi

te

the

earlier studies, it

seems that

their results accurateìy refìected a systematic phenomenon wherein parental
divorce is related to subsequent behaviour probìems with chi ldren. The
fact that the effect
confounds and

was observed even

statistical

its robustness. Not only

ínadequacies

i

n the presence of the many

of earìier research is testament to

does the current

finding corroborate previous

r04

empir¡caì investigations of the impact of parental divorce

it also provides empirical support for the
observations of

Wal

excel

ì

ent

qua I

i

on

children, but

tat ive

ìerstein and Kel ly.

that the present subjects' average elapsed time since
parentaì split was just over two years, the study has some implications for
Furthermore, given

the issue of long term effects of divorce. Specifical ly, the continued
discrepancy between chi ldren
even

at

more than two years

of intact

fami I

ies and chi ldren of divorce,

after the parental

spl

it, is indicative of

the

relatively long term persistence of the adverse effects of parentaì divorce
on chi ìdren. Since regression anaìysis indicated that time eìapsed since
parental split had no signif icant predictive pou,er vis a vis child
behaviour problems,

littìe

change

in chiìd behaviour

problems could

be

after parental split to at least two years
later. Theoretical explanations for the apparently consistent, robust,

expected from the earìy days

and

persistent adverse effects of parental divorce will be discussed in the
context of the existence and salience of various predictor variables.

llain effects for gender of chiìd

of

group means displayed

exhibit

approached

in Table 2 indicates that

more behaviour problems than

structure.

whi

significance and examination
male children tended to

did femaìes, regardless of family

ìe one obvious explanation of this finding

may imply

a

biological ly mediated male predisposition to behavioural disturbance, ¡t

justifiably be argued that the sex differences were a function of
different social ization patterns between male and femaìe chi ldren. The
can

overrepresentation of boys in cl inicaì popuìations is wel I documented,

is the general

tendency

for greater

male

vuìnerability to physicaì

as

and

psychoìogical i I ìs. This research, especial ìy those studies demonstrating

ì05

higher prevalance of infant mortal ity and childhood diseases in males, is

strongìy supportive of a gender mediated developmental vulnerabi I ity
hypothesis. However, the child rearing studies of Biìler (.|969) and Biller
and Bahm (.l97.l) point to the notion that higher levels of aggressiveness

andracting out'behaviour in boys are functionally reìated to differing
roìe expectations taught to boys and girls during sociaì ization. Girls are
traditional ly expected to display less overtly aggressive types of 'acting
outrand more gender prevalent problems such as somatic compìaints or
psychological disturbance reflecting an internal izing style of coping.

l,/ithin the present context, the nature versus nurture dichotomy is
paraì leled by wal ìerstein and Keì lyrs developmental vulnerabi l íty
hypothesis versus Hetherington's environmentaì stress modeì. As shal

I

be

at a Iater point, it is the present author's contention that
neither model fully accounts for chi ldrensr reactions to parental divorce

discussed

or for the sex differences in adjustment observed in previous studies.
lndeed, it wouìd be naive to argue that a chiìdts reaction to his parents'
marital breakup is mediated only by his or her specific
deveìopmental/physiological vulnerabi I ities or only by the prevai ì ing
environmentaì factors present

in the

home

at the time of the divorce.

An

ecological perspective, that is, the conceptuaì ization of the individual

actively participating in an ongoing reciprocaì relationship with the
environment may be more appropriate. This argument, which wi I I be

fuìly as results are discussed, holds that parental divorce
represents ongoing environmental stress for the chiìd and that the manner
in which the chiìd responds to any given aspect of that stress is a

developed more

function of his or her own physiologicaì or psychological strengths
weaknesses. Hore succinctìy,
and developmental

it

and

ì be argued that environmental stress
vulnerabi I ities interact to produce behaviour.
wí I

t06

Environmentaì Predictors
The expectation

that degree of reported chi ìd behaviour

be associated with high levels
and low levels

of negative

of supportive influences

fami I

probìems would

ial/environmental stressors

was generaììy

fulfilled.

Specificaìly, high levels of authoritarian control were found to be reìated
to greater numbers of behaviour problems, regardless of parentaì marital
status' whiìe high levels of cohesiveness in the nuclear household were
inversely predictive of behaviour probìems only in male chi ldren.
Simi I arly, tradi

problems

tional maternal sex roìe atti tudes predicted behaviour
only in chiìdren from intact families. No consistent patterns

were observed across groups

for the other environmental factors examined,

but rather each group of chiìdren

to have its

appeared

own idiosyncratic

set of predictors. The environmentaì predictor variabìes found to

be

relevant shal I each be discussed separateìy.

control. Hultipìe regression analysis indicated that the Fami ly
Envi ronment Scale dimension of control was di rectly predictive of
behaviouraì probìems in all groups of chiìdren except females from intact
famì ì

i

es.

Exami

nation of i tem content for th i s scaìe suggests that i t

reflects a rigid' rule bound, authoritarian

fami

ly structure.

Baumrind

(1968,1972) identified three types of chiìd rearing practices including i)
the authoritarian style emphasizing obedience, discipì ine and rules, i i)
the permissive styìe emphasizing democratic fami ly process, nonconformity,
and independence, and ¡ i i) the authoritative
development

of

chi

ld

autonomy

Control dimension of the

FES

style

emphasizing the

within the confines of parentaì rules.

appears

to be most similar to

authoritarian process. Util¡zing the

CBCL

Baumrindrs

as a criterion measure and

The

107

Baumrindrs categories

of

chi

ld rearing practice as predictors, Guidubaldi,

Perry, and Nastasi (1987) reported systematic differences in chi ld rearing

styles used by parents of boys as compared to girls

and

variations in

childrens' reactions to differing chiìd rearing styles. They found that
parents of male children tended to use an authoritarian approach, while
parents of girls tended more towards the permissive styìe. Further, it
reported that' with respect to the issue of post divorce adjustment
assessed by the CBCL' the

was

as

authoritarian style was associated with greater

behavioural disturbance in boys; no consistent relationship between

authoritarianism and female chi ldren was observed. Permissive parenting
was inversely related

to

male adjustment, but

directìy related to

female

adjustment. The present study i s supportive of the Guidubaldi et al .
resuìts particularly as they relate to differential styles of parenting

as

a function of gender of child and to the impact or authoritarian versus
authoritative parenting processes. with respect to the former issue,
examination

of the set of predictors for

that boysrbehaviour

was predicted

system l'laintenance dimension

each group

of chiìdren reveaìs

primarily by factors contributing to

of the

FES,

while girls' behaviour

the

was

associated with factors comprising the Personal Growth and Reìationship

dimensions. The malesrgreater responsiveness to factors such as Control
and 0rganization suggest

that the

degree and type

of structure

imposed by

parents is an important mediator of their behaviour and is a saìient factor

in their I ives. According to

Baumrind,

of the authoritarian parenting styìe,

structure is a critical

and the present

component

results support

et al.'s assertion that authoritarian structure is a major
infìuence in the I ives of male chi ldren. The femaìest responsiveness

Guidubaldi

Relationship factors I ike Expressiveness and Confl ict and to Personal

to

t08

Growth

factors ì ike

Achievement

0rientation and lntel lectual 0rientation

indicates greater impact and sal ience of a permissive or authoritative
sty I e as def i ned by

Baumr i nd.

As regards the impact

of different parenting styles, both Guidubaldi's

and the present author's research indicate

that the use of an authoritarian

style is an issue in famiìies with male children,
extends the Guidubaldi

controì

may have

and the present study

et aì. finding by suggesting that authoritarian

detrimental effects on the behaviour of male children,

regardless of parental marital status. As w¡th Guidubaldi and associatesl

study, the present group of female chi ldren

showed mixed

results with

respect to the issue of authoritarian parenting as reflected by high levels

of Control in the home. Girìs from divorced
males from

either

girls from intact

fami

homes appeared

to react,

ly structure, with increased behaviour

fami ì ies appeared

ì ike

probìems;

relatively unaffected by authoritarian

parenting styles inasmuch as Controì was not a significant predictor of

their behaviour. lnterestingly, scores in the Expressiveness,
lntelìectual,

and

may be construed

traditionality/ ìiberaìism

(AI.JS)

dimensions,

Achievement,

all of

which

as reflecting encouragement of non-conformity and chi ìd

autonomy, were inversely

predictive of femaìes'behaviour problems scores.

Similarìy, Reìigious-l'loraì

Emphasis which may tend

to tap into a more

conforming orientation was associated with high levels

of

behaviour

in male chi ldren from broken homes. This set of results
tentatively supports the Guidubaìdi et al. conclusions about the relative

problems

impact of differenting parenting styles on chi ldrens' behaviour.
The resuìts

of the Guidubaldi study were corroborated and extended

the present investigation and, collectively, the two studies have a

by

number
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of theoretical

and cl

inical

impì

ications. Foremost, it appears that

when

authoritarian parenting styles are used with male children, they are
associated with high risk of behaviour probìems, regardless of home

structure.

However,

the Guidubaldi et al. results suggest that permissive

parenting may be equal ìy detrimental with boys from divorced

homes.

a fine balance between firm structure and encouragement of autonomy
as reflected by the authoritative parenting style is most appropriate. The
Perhaps

assertion that firm structure without control is important to positive
adjustment is supported by the present finding that the

FES

dimension of

0rganization was inverseìy predictive of number of behaviour problems for

of divorce. Clearly, future research is needed to address
this issue more ful ly. For female chi ìdren of divorce, permissive or

male chi ldren

authoritatíve parenting appears most desirable, as indicated by Guidubaìdi
et al.rs finding of a relationship between ìess structured parenting and
positive chiìd adjustment

and by

the current finding indicating that a

more

authoritarian style is associated with higher levels of behaviour problems.

At a theoreticaì level, the Guidubaldi et al. results that indicated a
tendency towards the use of different styles of parenting with boys and
girls, together with the present assertion that maìe behaviour problems are
associated with high levels

of Controì, might be taken as support for
Hetheringtonrs hypothesis that male chiìdren of divorce are exposed to

more

stress than are their femaìe counterparts. Specificalìy, it can be argued
that the authoritarian style with its emphasis on ruìes and forcible
conformity may be construed as an aversive environmental stressor.

The

findings that males experience more authoritarianism than do girls and that
Controì may be a negative stressor (as indicated by its relationship to

I

behaviour problems across chi
d i vorce

l0

ld gender) suggest that male chi ìdren of

do i ndeed exper i ence more

env i ronmenta

ì stress than do fema ì es .

Furthermore, ¡t is possibìe to account for observed sex differences in
behaviour problems by incorporating the concept

of a type of

negative

reaction formation with findings of greater levels and sal ience of
authoritarianism and Control in the

homes

of

children. lt

maìe

may be

postulated that the Pressure to conform and to accede to parental control
provokes the oppositional racting outt reaction as a means of coping with

that pressure.

Because boys appear

to experience

more authoritarian

parenting than girls, there is greater opportunity for the'acting out'to

occur.

Hence, the apparent male/femaìe differences on behaviour probìems

may be accounted

for by a difference in an identified

environmental

stressor as opposed to gender mediated discrepancies in developmentaì
vulnerabi I ity.

Finally' a question

remains as

to

why

only the group of girls

from

intact families in the present study appeared unaffected by the issue of
Control in the nuclear househoìd. lf the environmental stressor hypothesis
is espoused, it couìd be specuìated that either there exists less Control
in the homes of female children of intact families, thereby making response
to this factor a moot point, or that there exists in the intact

home some

other environmental eìement which mediates the effect of authoritarianism
on the chiìd. Since the discriminant anaìyses to be discussed ìater did

not

impl

icate control as a differentiating factor

between groups, the

former hypothesis is contraindicated. Furthermore, since there is
reason

to suspect that female chiìdren from intact

developmentally vulnerable than other chiìdren,

homes

are

no

ìess

it is reasonable to

argue

lìt
that their apparent invulnerability to Control is functionally related to
env i ronmenta

Custody

I rather than i nterna I

factors

.

Tvpe. Consistent with the f indings of Shilìer (.l986),

and Santrock (197Ð and others, custody type was found

behaviour problems

l.Jarshak

to be predictive of

in male chi ldren of divorce. Specifical ìy, it

was found

that joint custody was associated with ìower behaviour probìems scores,
whiìe singìe parent maternal custody was related to higher scores on the
CBCL. No relationship between custody type and behaviour problems score

for girls from divorced homes. Previous research into the
sal ient characteristics differentiating joint from singìe parent custody

was evident

may

heìp to account for the observation that boys reportedly do better

under

joint custody arrangements.

parents who successful

et al. (lgg¡) found that
ly negotiated and maintained joint custody
steinman

ity and confl ict directed at the
ex-spouse, whíle parents who failed with joint custody and reverted to
experienced and expressed minimal hosti

I

singìe parent arrangements exhibited high levels of overt hosti I ity, lack

of trust,

and anger

at their former partners.

Steinman and associatest

findings would suggest that the more positive adjustment of children in

joint custody is not related to custody type per se, but rather is a
function of ìower levels of interparentaì conflict and more frequent
positive contact

between ex-partners than

is experienced by

chi ldren in

singìe parent custody situations. This hypothesis was supported by Block

et al.'s (.l986, 1988) investigations of the relationship between parental
conflict and child adjustment, and by Woìchik, Braver and Sandlerrs (lgA¡)
work demonstrating more frequent and better qual

child

and the absent

ity contacts

father in joint custody famiìies.

The

between the

fact that
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fami I ies which succeed

with joint custody arrangements appeared to

have

higher levels of cohesiveness, lower levels of confìict, and better overall
emotionaì adjustment may be no

accident.

et al. (lgB¡) pointed
out, it is possibìe that the group of successful joint custody families
As wolchik

forms through a process of self selection and, further, that the self

seìection is based on precisely those factors invoìving degree of conflict,
cohesiveness, and general ìevel

of emotional welì beìng of aìl famiìy

members. lt can be argued that famiìies which interact welì after the

divorce and who have minimal intrapersonal disturbance are more I ikely to

tolerate or

even make the best

of the increased contact and co-operation

necessitated by the joint custody arrangement. Higher confl icted fami I ies

with

more disturbed members may be less able

process and

it

may

to

cope

with the joint

custody

possibly exacerbate family tensions. For the latter

of families, joint custody may not be a viabìe option in the first
place. lf this is the case, these families tend not to be incìuded in the
studies of joint custody because the self selection process eliminates them
group

from the subject pool. The point of this argument is that many of the

studies which have found joint custody to be facil itative of post divorce

child adjustment may have examined a highly biased sampìe of inherently
well-functioning families. I,lithout research to support it, the assumption
that joint custody and single parent custody famil ies comprise a homogenous
prior to divorce is falìacious; the apparent facilitative effect of
joint custody may be an artifact of families which succeed at joint custody
group

having aìways had and continuing

to

have more adaptive interpersonal

functioning than those which eventualìy resort to single parent custody.
ln this case, the differentiating factor is family dynamics, not custody
type.

il3
The foregoing argument

is largely speculative, but it raises cri ticaì

questions for further research into chi ld custody. Longitudinal studies of

the type performed by Bìock et al. (1986; .l988) would be ideally suited ro
answer the question

of

whether

joint custody versus single parent

custody

families are inherentìy different, prior to divorce, on factors of
confl ict, cohesion, and individuals' emotional adjustment. A second
question to be addressed in future research concerns the fact that, as
discussed

earìier, joint custody is a legaì rather than a pragmatic

and the label

itseìf

does not necessariìy

parenting, visiting arrangement, etc.

lt

was

concept

reflect a particuìar style of
may wel

I be the case that

families who have a formal ized singìe parent custody arrangement,

as

stipulated by the court, are spontaneousìy functioni ng i n accordance

wi th

the ideals of joint custody, that is, co-operating with minimal overt
interparental confl ict and acting in the best interests of the child.

lf

this is the case, the population of divorced families would fall into four
their Iegal and functional custody status.
Groups would include i) legal ìy and functionaì ly joint custody (successful
joint custody as defined by steinman et al.), ii) legally joint custody,
subcategories defined by both

but functional ìy singìe parent custody (unsuccessful joint custody

as

defined by Steinman et al.), i i i) ìegal ly singìe parent custody,
functional ìy joint custody, and iv) legal ìy and functional ly single parent

custody. 0f course, in order to study these proposed groups, it will

be

to develop objective operational criteria for determining exactly
what constitutes legaì and functional joint versus single parent custody.
necessary

0nce the

four groups can be differentiated on the basis of a set of

hard

behavioural criteria, it will be possibìe to make expìicit the salient
environmentaì and interpersonal factors which create the impression that

joint custody is superior to single parent

custody.

r ì4

final question reìating to the custody issue concerns the fact that
custody type h,as found to be unrelated to the behaviour of femaìe children
A

of divorce. This may be an artifact of the design of the present
inasmuch as

study

the subject pool consisted exclusively of maternal custody

singìe parent custody families and joint custody famiìies where the chiìdrs
primary caretaker was the mother. The social ization hypotheses summarized

by Serbin (.l980) and research by Santrock and t,Jarshak (lg7Ð, tJarshak

and

Santrock (lg8;), and Santrock et al. (1982) predicts that same sex pairings

of child

and primary caretaker are

ìikely to be associated with

lower

levels of behaviour problems than situations in which there is a cross

match. ln the present study, female chiìdren
access

sex

had consistently reliabìe

to the same sex parent and, thus, wouìd not

have experienced the

emotional disturbance which Santrock and associates have argued is

of the same sex role model. Boys in this
sample, on the other hand, all experienced the mother as the primary
consequent upon the absence

caretaker and, as indicated by mothers' answers to a guestionnaire item
asking about time spent with father, had ìesser contact with their fathers
than

with their mothers.

joint custody situations

However,

if as wolchik et al. suggest, boys in

have more frequent and

better quality contact with

their fathers than do boys in singìe parent maternaì custody, then the
postulated adverse effects of ì iving with the opposite sex parent should
amel

iorated to

some

be

extent for the joint custody group. The ìower level of

behaviour problems observed in male children

in joint custody supports this

concìusion. I t might be speculated, on the basis of the foregoing
argument'

that custody type might

femaìe chiìdren

have been

predictive of the behaviour of

of divorce if, in the present study, it

had been possible

to completely cross sex of child with custody type and to utilize
parents as respondents.

both

I ì5

Conflict.

of previous literature which indicates that
fami I ial confl ict was associated with chi ìd adjustment problems in chi ìdren
Given the mass

of divorce, it

was surprising

that the present study found conflict to

be

predictive of behaviour probìems only in femaìe chi ldren of intact

families.

cìoser examination of the parameters of "conflict'r as
examîned in the present investigation and other studies, an explanation for
Upon

the current lack of predictive power of conflict in divorced families
becomes

apparent. llany of the previ ous stud i es

of

mediator

hostility.

chi

impl i cat i ng conf I

i

ct as a

ld adjustment I imited the construct to interparental

ltem content anaìysis

of the

FES

Conflict scale used in

the

present study reveals that assessed confl ict seemed to target ongoing
confl ictual reìationships in the immediate household which, in the case of

the children of divorce groups, did not incìude both parents. Therefore,

the interparental hosti I ity and confì ict

impì

icated in previous research

at least for children from broken homes, in the present
study. Differences in definition of rtconflict'may account for the

was not assessed,

apparent discrepancy between the resuìts

of previous studies and the

present research. Furthermore, comparing past and present findings about

the impact of I'conflict" on children of divorce in light of the present
results and the foregoing argument suggests that parent/child or sibl ing

conflict

may have minimal impact on

fami I ies.

lf, as Steinman et al.

the behaviour of children in divorced

and others have argued, interparental

conflict is the differentiating factor in predicting whether or not a
family wiìl succeed with joint custody or resort to single parent custody,
custody type may be considered as an index

of interparental confìict within

the present context. lt fol lows that singìe parent custody

may

reflect

high interparentaì confl ict, whiìe joint custody refìects lower leveìs of

ì

confl

ict and, perhaps, higher leveìs of interparental accord. ln I ight

l6

of

this argument, the present finding that single parent custody is associated
with high behaviour probìems scores and joint custody is related to lower
CBCL scores in boys from divorced homes may be rephrased in terms of a
di

rect relationship

between interparental confl

ict

and behaviour problems.

lncidental ly' equating custody type and interparental confl ict in the
manner described makes

Custody type

the present findings relating

to behaviour

problems consistent

ict

FES Confl

and

with previous research on the

of confl ict on chi ldrens¡ behaviour. Furthermore, for the group of
male children of divorce, the predictive power of interparentaì conflict as
impact

reflected by custody type and the lack of predictive power of familial

conflict as represented by the FES Conflict score wouìd suggest i) that
functional ly distinct types of confl ict exist, and i i) that the sal ient
factor is interparentaì rather than parent/child or sibìing confìict.
conclusion would be consistent with by the fact that the FES Conflict

two

This
score

to be predictive of of behaviour problems in one of the
intact fami ly groups. By definition, the structure of the intact fami ìy

was indeed found

necessitates the inclusion of interparental conflict into the aggregate
score representing overaìì conflict in the nuclear famiìy. The.conclusion
about the existence

of qualitatively different types of confìict would have

been stronger had the custody

(interparental confl ict) effect

consistent across both groups of children of divorce and the
(fami

ly confì ict) effect

been consistent across both groups

been

FES

of

Confìict

chi ldren

from intact fami I ies. ln any case, the argument provides one plausible

basis for future research attempting to differentiate the existance
impact

of interparental versus fami I ial types of confl ict.

and

I t7

An attempt was made

within the present study to directly

assess

interparental confl ict prior to the divorce with the intent to determine if

a relationsip existed between long term process conflict and childrenrs
post divorce adjustment. Given Rutter's (1979a) and Hetheringtonts

(.|979)

contention that the stresses engendered by parental divorce are cumuìative,

it would have been expected that a strong relationship should
found between aggregate levels

have been

of stressful confl ictual relationsh

between

parents and high levels of child behaviour problems. Had such an effect

it would have provided significant support for the notion that
divorce should be conceptualized as a long term process stressor, rather
been found,

than as a time delimited crisis event. Unfortunately, the wording of the
question evaluating the degree of pre-divorce overt confl ict between
parents was such that parents tended to answer in a dichotomous manner

(either there was or there was not overt confl ict prior to separation) and
exact length of time during which such conflict existed was not specified
exact

1

y

.

Cohesiveness. Cohesiveness was found to be predictive of lower leveìs

of behaviour

in male chi ldren, regardless of parental marital
status, but was unrelated to the behaviour of female chi ìdren. The
probìems

author's conclusion was that there exists a systematic gender mediated
difference in the chiìd's response to famiìy cohesiveness and that

maìes

tend to benefit from high levels of famiìy support and accord. Guidubaìdi

et al. (lg8Z) discovered that

qual

ity of

fami

ly relationships, particularly

the chi ld¡s reìationship with both parents, faci I itated adjustment to
divorce, and that this

ef

fect

l^/as

especiatly evident for late Iatency

maìes. The present finding, in which interpersonaì support and fami ìy

aged

il8
accord were refìected by the

FES Cohesion

score, extends Guidubaìdi

and

associates' conclusion by suggesting that high quaì ity reìationships in the

entire nuclear

particularly beneficial for

household are

male chi ldren.

to affect female chi ldren? lf
one accepts Wal lerstein and Kel ìy's argument that girìs are deveìopmental ly

Why, however, does cohesiveness not appear

less vuìnerable, then it could be speculated that the femaìers inherentìy

greater resistance to negative physical and ecological stress might also
reduce the impact

accord.

of positive environmentaì infìuences

Presumabìy,

internal resources

compr i se

such as family

a larger proportion of

the

femaìe's response to the environment, thus rendering her minimaì ly

vulnerable to environmentaì variations. However, the male child,
Wal

lerstein and Keì ìy

presume

to

whom

have greater deveìopmental vulnerabi ì ity,

should have less internal resources

for coping with the environment

and

would thus be more strongìy impacted by both detrimentaì and beneficial
environmental infìuences. Hetherington's environmentaì stress hypothesis
would use the present finding
problems scores as being the
fami ì ies

to explain boys'generalìy higher behaviour

resuìt of ìower levels of cohesiveness in

wÎth male chi ldren. As shal I be described later, discriminant

analysis indicated that there is no difference in Cohesiveness

between

sexes, but that Cohesiveness is a differentiating factor between groups
based upon parental

marital status. s¡nce there appears to be no

difference in degree of Cohesiveness between the sexes, but maìes appear
more affected by Cohesiveness than femaìes,

taken as support

for the Wallerstein

more vulnerable than females

and

the present finding can be

Kelly hypothesis that males

to environmental ínfluences.

are

il9
Traditional itvlLiberal ism. Respondentsr (mothers') score on the
Att i tudes Towards Women
found

Sca

le

(A|.JS)

, or

degree

to be inversely predictive of behaviour

of

materna

problems

ì

I ibera I ism was

for boys and girts

from intact families, but was unrelated to the behaviour of children from
divorced fami l ies. ln other words, for chi ldren from intact fami l ies,
ì

iberal maternaì attitudes towards sex roles were reported associated with

le more traditional stereotypic attitudes

fewer behavíour problems, whi

were

associated with higher ìevels

of behavioural disturbance. This finding is
not surprising in view of the argument that liberalism or non-conformity is

a

component

of the authori tative

and permissive parenting styìes outì ines

by Baumrind (ì968,1972) and was found by Guidubatdi et at. (1987) ro

relatively faci I itative of

chi

ld adjustment.

What

this author

be

considers

is the fact that the effect was found consistently for children
from intact famiìies, but not for chiìdren of divorce, particularly males.

unexpected

Bi ì

ler

and Bahm's (.l971) assertíon

stereotyped male behaviour

in their

that divorced

mothers encourage

sons would suggest

that these mothers

held traditional sex role attitudes, and would ìead to the further

that parental pressure towards traditionaì attitudes and
behaviours is associated with high leveìs of aggressiveness and acting out
hypothesis

in male children of divorce. consequently, it
inverse relationship between

AWS

score and

was expected

CBCL

that

score would be observed in

the present sample of boys from broken homes. The inconsistency

Bilìer

and Bahm's findings and the present

the

result

between

may be accounted

for

by

critical examination of the nature of the construct of "traditionaìityil
examined by each study. Recal I that Bi I ìer and Bahm observed maternal
behaviour (ie. encouragement of aggressiveness, etc.), whi le the present
study evaluated attitudes. The inconsistency between the findings of the

t20

two studies suggests that the assumption
encouraging

that the maternaì behaviour of

traditional behaviour in their sons is not necessariìy

correlated with traditional sex roìe attitudes on the part of the mother.
This conclusion is unl ikely, however, in I ight of the massive amount of

social psychology I iterature which indicates a highly interdependent
relationship between attitudes and behaviours. Perhaps the

Al,lS

is

too

narrowly focused on specific sex role attitudes relating to women to assess

or reflect the full

continuum

of traditional/ì iberal attitudes.

The use of

a more broad based instrument evaluating tradi tionality/ I iberal ism in

detail might

have produced the expected

result. ln

any case,

within

more

the

present context, a question remains as to why a systematic difference

exists

between chiìdren

of divorced and intact famil ies in the manner

which they respond to maternal sex

role attitudes, as measured by the

It might be speculated that traditional sex role attitudes reflect
certain degree of conformity which, in turn, is a

component

of

in
AV/S.

a

Baumrind's

authoritarian parenting styìe. Recalì that the authoritarian parenting

styìe was found by Guidubaldi et al. (ig8Z) to be detrimental to childrens'
behaviour regardless

social psychology

of

chi

ìd gender of parentaì marital status. Since

I i terature

asserts that peopìe marry people

the

wi th

attitudes simiìar to their own, it is reasonable to conclude that a woman
with traditional sex role attitudes will marry a man with a similar
viewpoint and that a

woman

with a more feminist or liberal perspective will

liberally biased man. lt might further be speculated that,
intact fami I ies, the sex role attitudes and associated conforming or

marry a more

non-conformíng parenting styìes

of

one parent are reinforced by the other

parent, so the chi ld receives a consistent

traditional/liberal attitudes

message about

and behaviours from both

of his major adult

in

t2ì

authority figures and role modeìs. lntuitively, then, it wouìd make sense
that parental sex role attitudes wouìd have greater impact on the child
from an

intact

home

than on the chiìd from a divorced

home who experiences

the sex role attitudes and behaviours of primarily one parent. lt folìows
that sex role attitudes would be more likely to be predictive of child

for children from intact homes than for children from broken
famiìies. lt must be reiterated that the foregoing argument is speculative
and, as such, has no empirical basis at present. However, this line of
behavíour

reasoning does integrate existing findings

the

somewhat unexpected

in

relationship between

such a way as

AWS

score and

to account for

CBCL

score for

of intact fami I ies in the present study. The cornerstone
assumption which needs to be empiricalìy tested is the notion that
traditionaì sex role attitudes are associated, uniformìy across sexes, with
conformity and authoritarian parenting styìes, whi le more ì iberal attitudes
are related to non-conformity and either the authoritative or permissive
chi ìdren

style of

chi

ìd rearing.

of the expected inverse relationship between ì iberaì
maternaì attitudes and behaviour probìems in maìe chiìdren of divorce may
The absence

aìso be explained in terms of the child's need for structure. Recall that
Pìunkett and Katter (t984) and Watìerstein and Keìty (l9gO) found thar mate

children of divorce tended to use disorganized or ineffective strategies

for coping with stress. lt follows that these children might cope better
if they were assisted by some external ly imposed structure. Assuming that
traditionaì attitudes are associated with authoritarian parentíng
styles which, in turn, invoìe high degrees of famiìy structure, it may be

more

argued

that the maìe child of divorce could benefit from the

increased
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structure.

However, as Guidubaldi and associates (.l987) and the present

study have demonstrated, excessive ìevels of structure and controì are
associated wi th higher numbers
moderate

of behaviour

probìems i n male chi

ldren.

A

level of parentally imposed structure without an eìement of

over-control

may be

beneficial in helping maìe children to

cope with

parental divorce. lndeed, this hypothesis is corroborated by the present

finding which indicated that degree of

fami

ly organization was inverseìy

predictive of behaviour problems for male chi ldren of divorce.
Uniqueness

of Predictors.

As may be

inferred from the foregoing

discussion, behaviour of each of the four groups of children was found to
be associated with a unique constel

variabìes.

Recaì

lation of environmental predictor

I that predictors of behaviour for

each group were

as

fol lows: maìe chi ìdren of divorce - cohesion, control, 0rganization,

igious, and Custody Type; femaìe chi ldren of divorce - Expressiveness,
Control, Achievement, and SES; male children of intact famlies - Cohesion,

Rel

Control, and Attitude Towards l./omen; f emale chiìdren of intact f amilies -

lntellectual, Conflict,
appeared

to exist

and Attitudes Towards VJomen. Little commonality

between the

groups'predictors except on the factor of

control which was inversely related to behaviour problems and thought to
have an overaì

I detrimental influence on chi ld

behaviour.

lnterestingly, there did not appear to be any consistent exclusive
pattern across sets of predictors as associated with either gender of child
or marital status of parents. As has been discussed, Cohesiveness stood
out as a predictor of the behaviour of males versus femaìes, while
appeared

to be relevant for chiìdren of intact

homes

Al.lS

as opposed to children

of divorce. 0therwise, neither the male/fenale nor the intact/divorced
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entirely reflected by a specific defining set of predictors.
l'/al lerstein and Kel lyrs developmentaì vulnerabi I ity hypotheses cannot
dichotomy was

adeguately account

for this finding. s¡nce wal lerstein and Kel ly

postulated that behaviour is entirely a function of gender mediated
inherent deveìopmentaì strengths and weaknesses, their hypothesis would

predict that environmental factors should be unrelated to behaviour. The
findings that environmental influences were indeed predictive of behaviour
probìems, and

that there existed differences

between sexes and between

family structures in environmentaì predictors are cìearly inconsistent with
the Wal lerstein and Kel ly modeì. Hetherington's environmental stress model

to provide arrbetter fitrrinasmuch as it predicts both
commonal ities and differences in the sets of environmental predictors for
appears

the four groups of chi ldren. Hetherington's model suggests that as a
grouP' chi ldren of divorce experience different env¡ronmental infìuences
from chi Idren

of intact fami I ies, and that

males experience

different

stressors than do females. Consequently, it would be expected that there

exist similarities in the sets of environmental predictors of
behavíour for children of divorce versus chíldren of intact famil ies

would

(col lapsed across gender) and

for

male versus female chi

ldren

(col lapsed

across parental maritaì

status). Within the present context, where design
completely crossed sex of child with parentaì marital status, each of the
four groups of children would be expected to have a unique set of
predictors with

some commonality

across groups based on child gender

and

ìy structure. lndeed, this result was observed in the present study;
each group of children was found to have predictors unique to that group,
fami

but Control
common

was common across

aìl children of divorce,

AWS

score was

predictor across all chiìdren from intact homes, and Cohesion

a

was
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predictor for male chi ldren regardìess of parentaì marital status. lt
be concluded

different

that the behaviour of chi ldren of different

fami

ly structures is associated with different

may

sexes and from
environmental

infìuences. This finding is strongìy supportive of Hetherington's
hypothesis but does not
inasmuch as

entirely rule out the Wallerstein

and Kelìy model

differences in predictors between sex groups could

be

functional ly reìated to inherent differences in developmental

vulnerabil¡ties to environmental stress.

A model predicated on an

interaction of environmentaì ínfluences and individual vuìnerabi ì ities

may

be more appropr i ate.

Environmental Factors Differentiatinq Groups

all qroups. Results of the discriminant anaìysis
of environmental factors data, for alì four groups of children, supports
Discrimination

amonq

the hypothesis that children of divorce differ from chiìdren from intact
fami I

ies with regards to interpersonal factors existing in the

home

environment. The discriminant functions generated tended to differentiate
the groups in such a manner that chiìdren of divorce and children of intact

families were cìustered into two d¡stinct groups regardìess of gender of

chiìd; minimaì discrimination

was observed between sexes

in

each

of

these

groups. This finding suggests the existance of systematic differences
between

children from divorced versus intact

homes

factors comprising the discriminant function.
Expressiveness

tap into the

FES

with respect to

Recal

I that

the

Cohesion and

Relationship dimension, and lndependence,

lloraì-Reì igious Emphasis, and Recreation represent the FES Personal Growth

dimension. The

FES

system l'laintenance dimension and demographic
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characteristics of the fami Iy did not discriminate between groups,

whi le

the remaining discriminant factors seemingly reflected maternal attitudes
towards seì f or women i n general

.

I

nteresti ngly,

th respect to

wi

weightings of discriminant coefficients, the Reìationship factors took
precedence over

the Personal Growth factors which, in turn, took precedence

over maternal attitude factors.

Coì

ìectiveìy, these resuìts suggest that

the major differences between the environments of chiìdren of divorce

and

children of intact famiìies are reflected primarily by variations in the
qual

ity of interpersonal relationships existing within the

househoìd and secondari

Furthermore, recal

nuclear

ly by the attitudes of the caretaking

I that reported scores on the

FES

parents.

factors comprising the

Reìationship and Personal Growth dimensions tended to be higher for intact
fmai I ies, thereby suggesting
quaì

that interpersonal relationships

itatively better in two-parent homes.

appeared

fami

qual

ity

of divorced

to be at a disadvantage with respect to Relationship

Growth dimensions inasmuch as

of

The chi ìdren

their mothers reported

are

general

homes

and Personaì

ìy lower levels

ly cohesiveness, etc. This finding suggests a deterioration in
and quantity

of interpersonaì interactions

chi ìdren and between sibì ings

in divorced

the

between parents and

fami ì ies.

Longitudinal studies

like those of Bìock et al. (.l986, ì988) are necessary in attempting to
trace the development of apparent deficits in the quality of relationships

existing in families which eventually

undergo

divorce. It is possible that

high levels of Cohesion, Expressiveness, etc. were never present in
families which divorce and that the post-divorce deficits found in the
present investigation refìect ongoing, long term dysfunctional

interactional patterns. lndeed, such ingrained deficits might
predispose a fami

even

ly to divorce. Alternatively, interactional deficits

may
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be phenomena occurring

reìativeìy recently in the famiìy history

and to

which the divorce may have been a contributing or causal factor.

Because

the present study evaluated fami I ies only during the post-divorce time

period, it cannot make predictions as to which if either, of
hypotheses

is correct.

However, on the basis

these

of the present results,

a

relationship between interpersonal reìationship def icits in divorced

families and the tendency for children from divorced
behaviour problems than chiìdren from
Since both appear

different

home

home

to

show more

intact famil ies may be postulated.

to be differentiating factors

between

children

from

structures, it wouìd be a mistake to disregard the

possibiìity that they might be functionally related in

some

way.

lndeed,

they may exist independentìy as the outcomes of some third factor such

as

divorce or pre-existing family pathology, but it is reasonabìe to speculate
upon the existence
have worked

of an interactive relationship. l,lost clinicians who

with famiìies and children have seen that chiìdren ract outt

order to obtain attention from parents or other fami ly
Furthermore, the gual

ity of parent/chi ld

and sibì ing

relationships is often seen to deteriorate

when one

in

members.

to sibl ing

or more chiìdren

consistently misbehave. Anecdotal observations of this sort clearly

refìect the existence of an interactive relationship

between interpersonal

family interactions and child behaviour. The existance of such

a

reciprocal relationship would predict that, in the absence of intervention,
dysfunctional fami ìy interactions and chi ld misbehaviour would each I ikeìy
exacerbate the other

in an ever increasing spiral of conflict,

interpersonaì withdrawal, and misbehaviour. lnterestingìy, the System
I'laintenance dimension
impl

factors such as Controì and 0rganization were not

icated as differentiating factors between intact and divorced fami I ies.
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One

might wonder, if the scenario just described is correct, whether

dysfunctional fami ì ies sacrifice system maintenance to the recurrent cycle

of maladaptive interactions

and misbehaviour;

the postuìated cycìe of

interpersonal dysfunction suggests that the 'normal¡ amount of
maintenance present

a stable style

and

in the divorced families may be

quality of Iife.

organized might contribute

inadequate

system

to maintain

Alternatively, an inability to

get

to the inabiìity to break the cycle without

externaì intervention.
Discrimination between male and femaìe chi ldren of divorce. With
respect to Hetheringtonrs hypothesis that male chi ldren in divorced
fami I

ies

exper ience more envi ronmentaì

stress than do thei r

femaìe

counterparts, the findings generated by discriminant analysis yielded
disconcerting results. Given the findings of Emery (1982),

somewhat

Hetherington
Guidubaìdi

et al. (1978, 1979, 1982, ì985),

et aì. (1987), it

was expected

Hess and Camara (ì978) and

that male children wouìd be

differentiated from females on the basis of higher scores on scales

reflecting negative environmental stress. ln other words, it was thought
that discriminant anaìysis wouìd yield a function wherein the male,/femaìe
differentiation

was made on

the basis of between groups differences in

ìevels of Confl ict, Control, and traditional ity.
paraì ìeìed the chi ldren
dichotomy

0n the contrary, results

of divorce versus chi ìdren of intact

fami ì ies

just discussed; the majority of the salient differentiating

factors appeared to be those relating to positive environmental influences

reflecting
It

seems

qual

ity of interpersonal relationships within the nuclear

that maìe children of divorce do not experience

more

home.

directly

negatively stressful environmental influences than do girls, but rather
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that they experience less positive, supportive influences. This conclusion
is supported by an interesting pattern in the resuìts which becomes
apparent upon examination

of the relationship

between gender

discriminant factor coefficient weights, and group
discriminant factors. Girls scored higher on

FES

of

on the

mean scores

dimensions of

Cohesiveness, Expressiveness, lndependence, and 0rganization, al

reflect supportively structured interpersonal

chi ld,

ì of

which

and fami I ial dynamics

invoìving the child. Boys, on the other hand, had higher scores on the
maternal self esteem scale which represents a more intrapersonal dimension

specific to mothers, rather than to the chi ld or

fami

ìy.

Furthermore,

of the discriminant coefficient weightings indicates that the
primary differentiatíng factors between the two groups are those which
examination

reflect

qual i ty

of interpersonaì relationships.

The

girls, therefore,

can

be said to be at a significant advantage over boys with respect to the
experience

of supportive

fami I ial interpersonaì dynamics.

Clearly' the present finding necessitates a reconceptual ization of
Hetherington's environmental stress hypothesis in terms of a deficit model.
Hetherington postulated

that

maìe chi ldren

of divorce experience more

direct environmentaì stress than do females,

and she implied

that

the

nature of this stress invoìved an excess of aversive environmental
i nf I uences.

I

ndeed, santrock and

rracy's

(ì

978) f

i nd i

ngs that

ma I e

children of divorce experience higher levels of criticism from parents

and

teachers, and Guidubaìdi et aì.rs (ì987) finding that males are subject to

the potentiaì ly aversive authoritarian parenting style would tend to
support Hetherington's position. The present findings do not impì icate

levels of Control or famiìial Conflict as differentiating between male

and
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female chi ldren
earl

ier

of divorce, aìthough the regression analysis

does suggest

that the nature of behavioural

response

discussed

to

these

factors is mediated by child gender. However, the lack of support for

one

specific facet of Hetheringtonrs hypothesis does not justify'throwing

the

baby out

with the bath waterr.

deficit in supportive

fami

The argument can be made that a general

ly relationships constitutes

environmental

stress, albeit a stress of omission rather than commission, for

male

children of divorce. Accordingìy, Hetheringtonrs hypothesis is supported

with respect to the issue of differentiaì leveìs of environmental stress
between boys and

girls from divorced

homes,

but the conceptual ization of

the nature of the stressor may need to be altered to reflect a deficit in
support rather than an excess of turmoi ì.

Theoretical

lmpl ications

The foregoing discussion has aìluded

findings in
models
seems

of

Waì

lerstein and Kel ly's

chi ldrensr reactions

to the

impact

and Hetherington's

of the current
existing theoretical

to parental divorce. At this point, it

appropriate to reiterate that causaì modeling containing specific

predictions about the nature and direction of causality between two or

more

variables is impossible within the present context. The quasi-experimental
nature of the research area makes it ìogistically and ethicaììy impossibìe

to manipulate relevant variables in
inference.

Fami ì

such a manner as

to permit causal

ies cannot be made to divorce and existing environmental

and/or developmental factors cannot be varied in the traditional sense of
empi

rical hypothesis testing.

Such lack

of controì over the variables

under investigation necessitates that any conclusions or hypotheses arising
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from the data be functionaììy based on observed patterns of

interrelationships or associations between those variables. l'luch of the
previous research has been criticized for drawing causaì inferences on the

basis of such correlational data.

l

t is imperative that the foì

ìowing

discussion be considered in ìight of the fact that the data upon which the
modeìs are based

is correlational in nature. Reìational inference is

possibìe; causa'l

model

Perhaps

ing is not.

the issue most basic to a discusion of theoretical

models

pertains to conceptual ization of the divorce event. Kurdek (lg8¡)
argued

that the existing research lacks control led

val idated theoreticaì models; the earl
weaknesses

of the Walìerstein

has

and empiricaì ly

ier discussion of the strengths and

and Keììy and Hetherington models

of

observed

in the behaviour of children of divorce seems to support
this contention. Kurdek has also stated that the research needs to relate
to some empiricalìy valid existing theory about behaviour, and that
sex differences

parentaì divorce needs to be viewed as a ìong term, multi-level process
which may have

differential impact depending on the stage of the famiìy

life cycìe extant

when

divorce occurs and which had reciprocaì effects

parents and chi ldren. To this time, however, parental divorce

has

generaìly been regarded from a crisis perspective wherein the divorce
assumed

to

have

parameters and

on

was

discrete and cìearìy defined temporal and situatíonaì

ramifications.

The assumption

that the chi ld

experiences

parental divorce as a discrete crisis is intuitively untenable. lt may be

inferred from crisis theory that the stressful event (divorce) is time
deì imited

with

is that stress

some readi

ly identifiabìe beginning

must be coped

and end;

with and then things return to

the

impl

ication

some semblance

t3l

of their previous normaìity.

Hol^rever,

divorce cannot be equated with other

catastrophic stressors such as sudden death of a family

illness

because,

member

or

severe

unlike these stressors, divorce is a process which has no

clearìy identifiable beginning and end.

As Kurdek and others have argued,

the beginning of the divorce process cannot be identified at a specific

point in time.

One

of the major reasons for divorce and one of the major

predictors of poor post-divorce adjustment ¡s inter-parental confìict.
most cases, such

conflict exists for

months

or

even years

prior to

ln

the

decision to divorce. Duríng that time, although the divorce per se has not

yet occurred, the conflict which will ultimateìy be considered part of the
divorce has the opportunity to begin disrupting chi ld behaviour. ln this
wãy, the effects of divorce begin before divorce actual ly happens.
process continues during the actual divorce

takes place.
may never

l.Jhen

socioeconomic
subsequent

and

after the split

parents actuaìly separate or divorce, the chiìd's life

truly return to or

parentaì split.

crisis

The

Even

even approximate the way

it

was before

in the unìikeìy event that the childrs

status, and general

qual

ity of 1 ife

home, schooì,

remain unchanged

to the divorce, the formal signing of a divorce decree does not

by any means denote the end of the crisis.

One

parent has

been

functional ìy removed from the chi ld's dai ly I ife and, unless

custody/visitation issues are very cìearly and equitably specified, that
parent may remain in some form of limbo where he or she is neither in nor

out of the childrs life.

Ambiguity in the status of the non-custodial

parent leaves the child with a relatively unpredictable relationship with

that parent; the stress or anxiety potentially

engendered by such

uncertainty may continue indefiniteìy if the ambiguity is not resolved.
Furthermore, the grim reaì

ity of the situation is that

many aspects

of

the
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chiìdrs social support systems and physicaì environment

for the worse, after divorce.

The

give up contact with valued family
parent, change

homes and

friends,

may change, often

child may be forced to
members

change schools,

on the side of the non-custodial

and adapt

to a decreased family

income as

the resuìt of divorce. These changes do not begin with the ìegaì fiìing

for divorce and end with the granting of the decree. 0n the contrary, they
may start even before the parental spl it and continue for an unknown period
of time after the divorce is final. Again, divorce must be seen as a
process. By adhering to the notions that divorce has a ongoing impact both
before and after the actual ìegalities are completed and that divorce

results in

widespread environmental changes

in the chiìd's I ife,

the

present study' like those of Block et al. and Guidubaìdi et al. is unique

in its ecoìogical perspective.

Hence, Kurdekts requirement

that

an

ecologicaì perspective be used is satisfied.

It is dífficuìt to attempt to integrate current findings into existing
theoretical models. Waì ìerstein and Kel ìy and Hetherington have been
roundly criticized for attempting to do so without benef¡t of empirical

support.

The present study was

originalìy

conceived as an empirical test

of Hetherington's environmental stress hypothesis; quite simply stated,

the

present findings are not unequivocal ly supportive of either

lersteín

and

Kelly's or Hetheringtonrs model, particularly as those models reìate to

the

i

ssue

of

gender

di

fferences i n observed

A model analogous

to Hetheringtonrs

finding that chi ìdren of divorce

behav

i

our

prob I ems

can be used

showed higher

Wal

.

to account for

the

levels of behaviour

probìems

than children of intact families. Presumably, chi ldren of divorce should
be no more developmental

ly vulnerable than chi I dren of i ntact

fam

i I i es, at
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least in a physiological sense, and it can, therefore, be concìuded that
the observed differences in behaviour problems are functionaì ìy related to
environmental factors associated with

divorce. This hypothesis

was clearìy

supported by the discriminant analyses which showed divorced families

deficient in supportive reìationship

to

be

and personaì growth factors.

With regard to the issue of sex differences in levels of observed
behaviour probìems, the confl

ict

between Wal

lerstein and Kel ìy,s

and

Hetheringtonrs models has focused primari ly in the population of chi ldren

of divorce. First of al ì, the present investigation reveaìed that
effects for sex only approached but did not achieve statistical

main

significance, thereby deaì ing a serious blow to the idea that boys are more
disturbed because they are more vulnerabìe; boys did not show that
more behaviour problems than

boys

to

slightìy

show

girìs.

many

Secondìy, the observed tendency for

more behaviour probìems than

girìs

was not found to

to the population of children of divorce. lndeed boys tended to
slightly higher CBCL scores than did girls regardless of parental

be unique
show

maritaì status. Whiìe the effect

bras

not statisticalìy significant, the

expectation that males would exhibit higher
each fami

ly structure

supportive of

hypothesis.

l'Jal

group was met;

lerstein

CBCL

scores than females within

this finding

appears tentatively

and Kelìyrs developmental

However, such

vulnerability

a conclusion is logicaìly fìawed

inasmuch

as it

fai ls to recognize, as Hetherington argues, that different environmentaì
factors may impinge on chi ldren of different gender. Hence, nature
confounded

analyses

confl ict.

remains

with nurture, and the regression anaìyses and discriminant

of the present data unfortunately do littìe to resolve the
The

factor of

FES

Control was found to be equalìy detrimentaì to
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three of the four groups of chiìdren, thereby suggesting no gender mediated

difference in deveìopmentaì vulnerabi I ity to this type of stress.

However,

Control was not found to be present for one sex more than the other,
thereby suggesting that there was no environmentaì difference between sexes
on this factor. Single parent custody appeared to be associated with

higher levels of behaviour problems for male children of divorce and,

on

the basis of the argument that single parent custody refìects greater

interparentaì confl ict, this finding supports the hypothesis that higher
ìevels of environmentaì stress are related to behaviour probìems.

However,

since this effect was apparent only for male children of divorce who still

ì higher levels of behaviour problems than their female
counterparts, the impl ication is that joint custody amel iorates onìy part
showed overaì

of whatever is responsibìe for the apparent sex difference. lt can be
argued that the rleftover' is a function of either other environmental
factors differentiating boys from girls or of a general ized predisposition

for

to

be more vulnerabìe

to stress. Simiìarly, the finding that

male children from both parentaì

marital status groups brere impacted by

maìes

family cohesiveness while girìs urerenrt affected argues for the notion that
boys are inherently more reactive than

girls on this dimension. Sti ì l,

discriminant analysis showed greater levels of cohesion in the families of
female children
disadvantage

of divorce, thus indicating that the maìes are at

with respect to one of the factors which is apparently

critical to their emotional adjustment.

The

very fact that discriminant

anaìyses reveaìed specific environmental differences between male
femaìe children
chi ìdren

of divorce was supportive of the hypothesis that

of different

conditions.

a

genders operate under

However, the

different

and

the

environmental

fact that regression anaìyses showed few of

these
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factors to be predictive of behaviour problems suggests that

sex

differences in behaviour are not directly due to gender associated

variations in those differential factors.

of unequivocaì support for either the environmental stress or
the developmental vulnerabi I ity models of sex differences in chi ldrens'
The lack

behaviour implies that neither hypothesis is fully correct in its

of the issue. This is not to say, however, that these
models are definitiveìy incorrect; current and previous research provide
conceptual ization

partial support for

each

viewpoint. ln

keeping

with Kurdek's assertion

that an ecoìogical perspective is the most appropriate vantage point for

of the behaviour of chiìdren of divorce, the present author
that the variations in the emotional adjustment of children of

examination
proposes

divorce may be accounted for by an individual differences model which
incorporates concepts of both developmental vulnerabíìity and environmental

stress.

The present study strongìy demonstrates

that

environmental

differences exist between chi ìdren of intact fami I ies and chi ldren of
divorce and, within the group of children of divorce, between male

and

children. lt has also indicated a tendency for males to exhibit
higher levels of behaviour problems than femaìes. The former finding is
femaìe

supportive of the hypothesis that differences in environmental stress exist
between

different

fami

ìy structur"=

supports the conclusion that

girìs.

different genders,

"nO
boys are more deveìopmentaì

The two models need not be considered mutual

whi

le the latter

ly vuìnerabìe

than

Iy exclusive; an

ecologicaì perspective would suggest that, for any individual chi ìd, level

of behaviour problems is a function of both that child's

inherent

physiological and psychoìogical strengths and weaknesses, and the
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environmental infìuences impacting on the chi ld. Behaviour in generaì
be construed as the

result of an interaction of

developmental

may

vuìnerability

factors. This hypothesis is supported not only by the
results of the statistical analyses previousìy discussed, but aìso by basic

and environmental

characteristícs of the raw data itself.
groups

of

chi ldren were normal ìy

Behaviour problems scores

for

al

I

distributed with approximately the same

range, but some differences in means as reflected by the

earìier. lt follows that, despite the differences in
tendency, there were individuaì cases in which a

ANOVA

measures

discussed

of centraì

child of divorce

showed

less behaviour problems than a child from an intact family, and where

maìe

children showed less behaviour problems than did female chi ldren. lf it
were the case

that either the

deveìopmental vulnerabil

environmental stress hypothesis was
models were mutually

entirely correct

ity

and

modeì

or

that the

the

two

exclusive, then it would be expected that there

wou'l d

be no overìap whatsoever between the male versus female distributions of
CBCL

scores

or

between

the intact

fami

ly versus divorced

fami ìy

distributions. Since al I distributions showed a significant

degree of

overlap, it foììows that that overlap must be accounted for by individual
differences in characterological, physioìogical, or environmental factors
idiosyncratic to each chi ìd. Add¡tional ly, examination of the chi ldrens'
CBCL

subscale profi les revealed no consistent pattern

areas across

child

gender

unique subscaìe profi

le.

or parental marital status;

of specific
each

chiìd

had

a

Hence, an ecological model wherein environmental

stress interacts with unique characteristics to the chi ìd to
behaviour is supported.

probìem

produce
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Cl

inical

lmpl ications

A number

of

ications for cl inicaì practice arise from examinations

impl

of the present results¡ they range from general considerations for child
therapy to specific issues relating to dealing with children of divorce.

At the most basic level, the issue of conceptualization of the etioìogy

and

treatment of chi 1d behaviour problems is at issue. The present study

clearly contraindicates an 'individual
and

psychopathoìogyr model

intervention. To the contrary, the fact that specific

in evaluation

environmental

factors were predictive of behaviour probìems in all groups of children
studied suggests the use of a systemic perspective, thereby indicating the
necessity for formalized evaluation of family environment including family
dynamics and demographic characteristics whenever a chi

psychotherapy.

Whi

ìe

many cl

ld presents for

inicians routinely incìude

fami ly

assessment/intervention as part of ini tial evaluation and treatment
planning or as a component of ongoing therapy, the present results suggest

that particular attention be paid to

assessi ng qual i ty

of interpersonaì

relationships and levels of supportive structure versus authoritarian

controì in the home.

Use

the

ly suited for this purpose. Furthermore, evaluations

FES

would be ideaì

of standardized

should be made on the basis
members and

of

assessment instruments such as

independent reports by nucìear household

by significant others such as teachers in order that a compìete

and minimaìly biased

picture of family and chiìd functioning can be

constructed.
Several broad based axioms

the present resu I ts:

for child

psychotherapy may be derived from
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t. Authoritarian parenting styles

may be associated

behaviour problems; encouragement

of

autonomy

with chi ld

within I imits of

parental rules and development of parentaì rules based

on

organization rather than control may be a more effective parenting

style.
Level of chi ld behaviour probìems examined in the present study
appears,
quaì

at least in part, functionally related to the quantity

and

ity of interpersonal reìationships in the nucìear household,

thus suggesting improvement in related factors as a focus for
psychotherapy.
3.

Sínce fami I ial dynamics appear

critical to

chi

ld behaviour,

fami ly

therapy is indicated as an alternative or adjunctive to individual
therapy with the identified chiìd patient.
I+.

An ecologicaì context for problem conceptual ization, assessment, and

treatment is preferabìe to a crisis or individuaì pathology model.
The use

of a process oriented ecological model, as opposed to a crisis

model, is of particu'l ar importance in treating children of divorce. As the
stud i es

of

Gu i

duba I d i

and assoc i ates have demonstrated, the

effects of

divorce appear to persist for prolonged periods of time, and the present
study has clearly demonstrated the sal ience of environmental factors ín
mediating those effects. Since the present study has identified ìeveìs of
fami I ial supportiveness and closeness, assertive expression
encouragement

group fami

of

autonomy, non-traditional vaìues, and

of feeì

ings,

participation

ly activities as being important predictors of behaviour

in

in

children of divorce, it is suggested that these factors be considered
primary goaìs for assessment and treatment. Furthermore, since aì I of

as

ì39

these constructs reflect some form of family dynamic, family therapy is
recommended.

Simiìarly, within the group of children of divorce, families of
apPear

to be deficient in

fami

boys

ly cohesiveness, expressiveness, independence

and organization without authoritarian

control.

Fami

ly therapy aimed at

increasing these factors is indicated. Furthermore, it is appropriate to

reiterate at this point that a heavily controìling, authoritarian parenting
style is contraindicated with
may

male children

of divorce, so parent training

be indicated if an ídentified patient child is subject to

an

authoritarian caretaker. Joint custody shouìd also be considered for

such

childrenr providing that it does not invoìve high levels of interparental

conflict.

Finaììy, for boys in singìe parent custody, increasing the
frequency and quality of contacts with the non-custodiaì parent is ìikely
to be associated with an improvement in

behavîour.

Future Directions
The aim

of the present study \"Jas to systematicaìly

and environmental differences between chi ìdren

intact families,

examine behavioural

of divorce and chi ldren of

and between maìe and female chiìdren from divorced homes.

ln achieving its goal, the investigation

appears

to

have raised

considerably more questions than it answered. The need for future research

to address these issues is critical to the understanding and treatment of
chi Id behavioural disturbance, part¡cularly for chi ldren of divorced
parents. Longitudinal research appears to be the key to understanding the
development and long term consequences

of divorce related chi ld

probìems and famiìy dysfunction; sampling

child

behavior

and family behaviour

at

a

r40

specific

moment

in time is useful for describing behaviour

and

at that time, but has Iittle functional utility
extending understanding of how those behaviours and conditions came into
environmental conditions

being. The landmark studies of Block and associates in evaluating

fami I ies

over time and of the Guidubaldi research group's long term studies of the
impact

of divorce on children

answer

theoretical and cl inical questions posed throughout the course of

must be repl icated and extended

in order to

this discussion. At a theoretical ìeveì, the ecological perspective
espoused by Kurdek, Guidubaldi

et al., and the present author

an appropriate theoretical,/causal model

may provide

for understanding not only

of divorce on children, but also the behaviour of children
general. Finally, treatment outcome studies are necessary to the
impact

deveìopment

of effective intervention strategies

aimed

quaìity of life for chiìdren and families of divorce.

in

the

in

at improving

the
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Append i x
QUEST I 0NNA I

A

RE PACKAcE

Juìy,1987
Dear Parent:

I

a graduate student in Psychology at the University of l'lanitoba and,
th your ped iatr ic ian at l'lan i toba C I in ic, I am complet ing
the final research project for my degree. lrve aìways enjoyed working with
children and I spent last year working as a psychological consultant to the
doctors at the l'lanitoba Clinic. During that time, I became interested in
the effects of different home environments on children's behaviour, and
have decided to follow up on this interest with this research project.

in

am

cooperat ion wi

I

All parents with chiìdren between the ages of 6 and l2 are being given
this package of questionnaires which ask for information about that chiìd's
behaviour and the environmental conditions existing in the home. The
information which you provide will not only help me to obtain my degree,
but may also prove valuabìe in helping us to understand the ways in which
children and parents may obtain a better quality of life. I would greatly
appreciate your compìeting these questionnaires and returning them to me in
the stamped addressed envelope as soon as possible. Please note that you
are under no obligation to complete these questionnaires; if you agree to
participate in the study by fiìling in the enclosed forms, please do not
put any personaì ídentifying information (ug. name, return address, etc.)
on either the forms or the enveìope. This procedure is a safeguard
designed to protect your privacy. lf you have any questions about the
study, please donrt hesitate to write to me at the following address, and
will get back to you by letter or by phone:
I

Joan Lawrence
Department of Psychology
Un i ver s i
i

l,li nn

ty of

l'lan i toba

peg, lilani toba

R3T lN2

lf you are interested in knowing the outcome of the study, summaries of
research results and conclusions will be distributed at llanitoba Clinic
starting in fall of 1988. If you are unable to pick up a copy at that
time, please write to me and I will be happy to send one to you.
Thanking you

in

advance

for your help and cooperation.
Yours sincerely,
Joan Lawrence

-156-
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I

NSTRUCT I ONS

The following questionnaires are
chi

to be filled out by the mother of

ld brought into Hanitoba Cì inic on this visit.

the

Several of the

questionnaires ask for general information about your home environment,

while another asks for information about your own thoughts and feeìings
about

yourself. Finally, the Chiìd Behaviour Checklist

behaviour
CBC,

of

one

(CBC), looks

at

specific target child. For the purpose of answering

think of the target child as the child

Clinic on the visit

when you were given

whom

you brought

this survey. lf

into

the

the

Hanitoba

you brought

children on that visit, the target child is the one who is at least

in

two

6

years, but not yet ì2 years oìd. lf both children were in that age range,

the target chi ld is the younger of the two.
Each questionnaire has

its

own

instructions. Please read them carefully

and answer the questions as best you

can. Finally, although ¡t

is

important that you answer as many of the items as possible, pìease do not

feel obìigated to complete those which you are not comfortable answering.

t58
Chi

ld

Demographic Sheet

This questionnaire asks for specific information about your chiìd. Sex of

child you brought into l'lanitoba Cìinic on this occasion. lf

you brought in

2 children, answer for the chiìd between the ages of 6 and 12, or, if both

are in that age range, for the younger of the
l,lale
Your relationship

to this

two.

Femaìe

chi

ìd (please specify)

This chi ld's birthdate. day_/month_/year

day_/month_/year

Todayrs date.

ls this chiìd learning disabìed, or mentalty or physically

handicapped, or

adopted?
YES

How many

that

NO

chiìdren permanentìy ìive in your household (including the child

you brought

in today)?

Pìease

fill

in a number for both

boys

and

gírls.
girìs

boys

ls any child in your family ìearning disabled, mentaìly or physically
hand i capped,

or

adopted?
YES

NO
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Famí

ìy

Envi ronment Scaìe

The statements ìisted below describe situations which couìd happen in a
fami ìy. For each statement below, pìease circle T if the statement
describes your family most of the time, or F is the statement does not
describe your fami ly most of the time.

.

Fami

I

2.

Fami

ly

3.
\.

We

fight a lot in our

We

don't do things on our own very often in our family.

TF

We

feel it is important to be the best at whatever you do.

TF

We

often talk about

TF

I

5.
6.
7.
8.

y

members real
members

We spend

I

y

hel

p and support one another.

often keep their feel ings to themselves.
fami

poì

and

social

most weekends and evenings

Fami ìy members attend church,
fairly often.

at

problems.

TF

home.

synagogue,

or

Sunday school

9. Activities in our fami ly are pretty careful ìy
.l0. Fami ìy members are rarely ordered around.
We

often

12.

We

say anything we want

13.

Fami

ly

seem

to be kiììing time at

members

ì4. ln our fami ìy,

rarely

to

around

become

TF
TF

ly.

iticaì

ll.

TF

planned.

TF
TF
TF

home.

TF

home.

TF

openly angry.

we are strongìy encouraged

TF

to be independent.

TF

15. Getting ahead in life is very important in our family.

TF

16. lJe rareìy go to lectures, plays, or concerts.

TF

17. Friends often come over for dinner or to visit.
.l8. We don't say prayers
in our fami ìy.

TF

y very neat

TF

ì

9.

We

are

genera I

ì

and order ì y.

20. There are very few rules to folìow in our famiìy.

TF
TF

t60

21.

We

put a lot of energy into what we do at

22, ltrs hard to'rbìow off steamrrat

home

upsett i ng somebody.

ly

23.

Fami

24.

We

25.

How much money

members sometimes

TF

home.

without

TF

get so angry they throw things.

think things out for ourselves in our fami Iy.

26. Learning about
in our famiìy.

TF

a person makes is not very important to us.
new and

different things is very

We

often talk about the reì igious
or other holidays.

Passover,

29. ltrs often hard to find things

meanings

of

League,

Christmas,

when you need them

househoìd.

30. There is one famiìy

member who makes

most

in

our

of the decisions.

31. There is a feeìing of togetherness in our family.
32.

We

members

J4.

We come

35.

We

bel ieve

in competition

TF
TF
TF

hardly ever lose their tempers.

and go as we want

T

TF

tel l each other about our personal problems.

33. Family

TF

important

27. Nobody in our family is active in sports, Little
bowl ing, etc.
28.

TF

TF

to in our family.

TF

and rrmay the best man win".

TF

36. l./e are not that interested in cultural activities.

TF

37.

We

often go to movies, sports events, camping, etc.

TF

38.

We

don't believe in

TF

heaven

or hell.

39. Being on time is very important in our family.

TF

40. There are set ways of doing things at

TF

41.

We

\2. lf
we

\3.

rareìy voìunteer
we

home.

when something has

feel ìike doing

to be done at

something on the spur

often just pick up and go.

Fami

ìy

members

often criticize each other.

44. There is very little

privacy in our family.

home.

of the moment

TF

TF
TF
TF

F

r6l

45.

strive to do things just a l¡ttle better
the next time.

We

always

rarely have intel lectual discussions.

46.

We

\7.

Everyone

in our family

has a hobby

or two.

I+8. Famiìy members have

strict ideas about what is right

\9.

minds

Peopìe change

their

often in our

fami

and

ly

members real

Fami

52.

Someone

53. Family

ly

back each other

ly.

up.

usually gets upset if you compìain in our family.

members sometimes

hit

each

other.

Famí'l

y

members

almost always rely on themselves when a problem comes up.

5\.

Fami

ìy

members

rarely worry about job promotions,

T

F

T

F

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

ly plays a musical instrument.

TF

55.

Someone

56.

Fami ly members are not very involved in recreational activities
outside work or school.
TF

fami

57. We believe there are some things you have to take on faith.

ly

TF

sure their rooms are neat.

TF

59. Everyone has an equal say in fami ly decisions.

TF

60. There is very ìittle group spirit in our famiìy.

TF

6ì.

TF

58.

Fami

members make

Honey and paying

bilìs is openly taìked about in our family.

62. lf there's a disagreement in our famiìyr we try hard to
things over and keep the peace.
61.

ly members strongly
for their rights.

Fami

up

encourage each

other to stand

6l+. ln our fami ly, we don't try hard to succeed.

65.
66.

ly

Fami

ìy members somet¡mes attend courses or take ìessons
some hobby or interest (outside of school).

for

members

TF
TF

often go to the I ibrary.

61. ln our famiìy, each person has different ideas
what is right and wrong.

smooth

TF

Fami

about

F

T

TF

school grades, etc.

in our

F

wrong.T

50. There is a strong emphasis on following rules in our family.
51.

T

162

68. Each personrs duties are cìearly defined in our family.

to in our famiìy.

TF
TF

69.

We

can do whatever we want

/0.

We

reaììy get aìong welì wíth each other.

TF

71.

VJe

are usually careful about what we say to each other.

TF

often try to one-up or outdo each other.

TF

72, Family

members

73. lt's hard to be by yourself without hurting

someone's

feeì i ngs i n our househol d.

7\.

"Work before

pìay" is the ruìe in our fami ìy.

TF
TF

75. Watching TV is more important than reading in our famiìy.

TF

76. Fami ly

TF

members go

out a ìot.

77. The Bible is a very important book in our

home.

TF

78. lloney is not handled very careful ly in our fami ly.

TF

79. Rules are pretty infìexibìe in our househoìd.

TF

80. There is plenty of time and attention for everyone
in our fami ìy.

TF

8,l. There are a lot of spontaneous discussions in our famiìy.

TF

82. ln our family, we beìieve you don't ever get
by raising your voice.
83.

We

anywhere

are not reaìly encouraged to speak up for ourselves in our
ly.

fami

84.

Fami

ly

how wel

85. Fami ìy

are often compared with others as to
I they are doing at work or schooì.

members

members real

ly I ike music, art, and I iterature.

86. Our main form of entertainment is watching TV or
I istening to the radio.
81. Famiìy

members

believe that if you sin you wiìl be punished.

TF
TF
TF
TF

88. Dishes are usual ly done immediateìy after eating.

TF

89. You can't get

TF

away

with much in our fami ly.
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Att i tudes Toward

The statements

listed

below describe

Women Sca I e

attitudes toward the role of

women in

society that different peopìe have. There are no right or wrong answers,
onìy opinions. You are asked to express your feeling about each statement

by indicating whether you (A) agree strongìy, (B) agree

mi

ldìy,

(C)

ldly, or (D) disagree strongly. Please indicate your opinion by
circling either A, B, C or D after each item.

disagree

mi

A-agree

C-disagree

l.

mi

B-agree mi ldìy

ìdly D-disagree strongìy

Swearing and obscenity are more repuìsive
speech

2.

strongly

in

the

of a woman than of a man.

A B C

Under modern econom i c cond i t i ons wi th
women

being active outside the home,

should share in household tasks such
washing dishes and doing

men

as

the laundry.

3. It is insuìting to women to

ABCD

have the'robeyil

cìause remain in the marriage service.

4.

A woman should be as

A B C

l,lomen

D

free as a man to

propose marr I age.

!.

D

ABCD

should worry I ess about the i r r ights

and more about becoming good wives and

mothers.

A B C

D

l6l+

6.

Women

should assume

ì the professions along with men.

business and aì

7.

their rightful place in

A woman should not expect

the

same pìaces

freedom

or to

A B C

D

A B C

D

to go to exactly

have

quite the same

of action as a man.

8. lt is ridicuìous for a woman to run a
locomotive and

for a man to darn socks.

ABCD

9. The inteì lectual leadership of a community
shouìd be largeìy in the hands of men.
ì0.

Women

men

ll.

D

A B C

D

A B C

D

should be given equal opportunity with

for apprenticeship in the various trades.

Women

A B C

earning as much as their dates shouìd

bear equaì ìy the expense when they go out

together.
12. Sons in a family should be given

more

encouragement to go to col ìege than daughters.
I

ABCD

3. I n genera ì , the father shou I d have greater
authority than the mother in the brínging up
of chiìdren.

ll+. Economic and social freedom is worth far
to

women

A B C

D

A B C

D

more

than acceptance of the ideal of femininity

that has been set

up by

men.

165

15. There are many jobs in which men should be given
preference over

r^/omen

in being hired or promoted.

A B C

D

166

Chi

Please answer
whom

ìd Behaviour Checkl ist

this questionnaire on the basis of the behaviour of the child

you brought

into l'lanitoba Clinic on this occasion. lf you brought

2 children, pìease answer the questions only for the chiìd in the 6 to

in

lZ

years age range. lf both children were in that age range, focus your
answers on the younger

Beìow

of the two chi ldren.

is a list of items that descríbe chiìdren. For each item that

describes your chiìd now or within the past ì2 months, please circle 2 if

the item is very true or often true of your child. Circle I if the item is
somewhat

or

sometimes

child, circìe the

true of your child.

lf the item is not true of

0.

0- not true
I -

somewhat

or

sometimes true

2 - very true or very often true

ì. Acts too

young for

2. Allergy

(describe)

hi

s/her

age

a ìot

0t
0ì

2

0

2

2

3.
4.

Argues
Asthma.

0

2

5.
6.

Behaves I i ke oppos i te sex

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

7

.

Boweì movements

outside toi let

Bragg i ng, boast i ng

8. Can't concentrate, can't pay attention for long

your

167

Can't get

o

hi

s/her

mi nd

off certain

thoughts:

obsess i ons (descr i be)

.l0. Can't sit still,

restless or hyperactive

0

12

or too

0

12

0

12

0

t2

14. Cries a lot

0

12

15. Cruel to animals

0

12

0

12

17. Day-dreams or gets lost in his/her thoughts

0

12

ì8.

0

12

19. Demands a ìot of attention

0

t2

20. Destroys

0

12

0

12

0

12

I i ngs

to

adu I ts

12.

Compl a i

ns

of

ì3.

Confused

II

I6

.

.

C

Cruel

Del

ty,

or

I

dependent

onel i ness

seems

bu I ì y i

ng

to be in a fog

or

meanness

to

others

iberately harms self or attempts suicide

hi

s/her own th i ngs

21. Destroys things beìonging to his/her fami ìy
or other

ch i I dren

22.

D

i sobed i ent

at

23.

D

i sobed i ent

at school

0

12

weì

0

12

0

12

0

12

0

12

2\. Doesnrt eat

home

ì

25. Doesnrt get along wi th other chi ldren
26. Doesn't seem
27.

to feeì gui lty after misbehaving

Easily jeaìous

28. Eats

or drinks things that are not

food

(descr i be)

0

2

29. Fears certain animaìs, situations, or pìaces

0

2

30. Fears going to

0

2

3.l. Fears helshe might think or do something bad

0

2

32. Feels helshe has to be perfect

0

2

schooì

t68

33. Feels

or

34. Feels

others are out to get him/her

compìains no one loves him/her

35. Feels worthìess

or inferior

36. Gets

hurt a lot, accident

37. Gets

in

many

38. Gets teased

prone

fights

a lot

39. Hangs around wi th chi ldren who
À0. Hears th i ngs

that aren't there

get in trouble

0

t2

0

12

0

12

0

12

0

l2

0

12

0

l2

(descr i be)
0

4.l. lmpuìsive or acts without thinking

0

t2

\2. Likes to be aìone

0

l2

cheat i ng

0

12

44. Bites fingernai ls

0

12

0

12

43.

Ly i ng

or

\5. Nervous, h i ghstrung,
46. Nervous

movements

or

tense
twi tch

i

ng

(descr i be)
0

\7.

Nightmares

48. Not

I i ked

0

by other

\9. Constipated,

ch i

I

dren

0

does not move bowels

50. Too fearful or anxious
51.

Feeì

0
0

s dizzy

0

52. Feels too gui lty

0

53. Overeat

0

5\.

i ng

Overt i red

0

55.Overweight

0

56. PhysicaI probIems without

a.

aches

or

b.

headaches

pa i ns

known

t2
t2
12
12
12
l2
t2
12
12

medical cause

0t2
012

t69

c. nausea,

feels sick

d. prob ì ems w i th eyes (descr i be)

e.

rashes

f.

stomachaches

g.

vom i

or other skin
or

0i2

probìems

012

cramps

t i ng, throwi ng

0t2

up

h. other (descr i be)
57. Physical ìy attacks people
58. Picks nose, skin or other parts of

body

(descr ibe)

0

59. Plays

with

own sex

parts in

60. Plays

with

own sex

parts too

0

l2

0

12

0

12

clumsy

0

12

with oìder chi ldren

0

t2

0

12

0

12

publ ic
much

6r. Poor schooì work

or

62. Poorly coordinated

65. Prefers pìaying

th

6\. Prefers

pl ay i ng wi

65. Refuses

to talk

66. Repeats

certain acts over and over:

younger

ch i

I

dren

compulsions (describe)

67.

Runs away from home

68.

Screams

0ì2

a lot

012

69. Secretive, keeps things to self

70. Sees

th i ngs

that aren't there

71. Self conscious or easi ly
72. Sets fires

0r2

(descr i be)

embarrassed

0ì2
012
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73. Sexuaì problems (describe)

7\.

Showing

off or

012

clowning

75. Shy or timid

012
0t2

76. Sleeps less than most chi dren
1

77. Sleeps

more

than most chi I dren dur i ng day

and/or

n i ght

78.

Smears

or

79.

Speech

problems (describe)

pì

(descr ibe)

ays

\^J

i

th

bowe

I

movements

80. Stares bìankly

0i2

81. Steals at

012

home

82. Steals outside the

012

home

8¡. Stores up things helshe doesn't

need

(descr ibe)
84

. Strange behav i our

(descr i be)

8¡. Strange i deas (descr i be)
0

86. Stubborn, sul len, irritabìe

0

t2

0

12

88. Sulks a ìot

0

t2

8g. Suspicious

0

l2

0

12

0

t2

81.

Sudden changes

in mood or feeling

90. Swearing or obscene

language

9.l. Taìks about ki ì I ing self
92. Talks or waìks in sleep (describe)

ì71

93. Talks too

0t2
0t2

much

a lot

!4.

Teases

!!.

Temper tantrums

or hot

temper

0

96. Thinks about sex too much

0

97. Threatens people

0

98.

0

Thumb suck i ng

99. Too concerned with

neatness

or cleanì iness

0

t2
l2
12
12
12

100. Trouble sìeeping (describe)

i0l. Truancy, skips

school

.l02. Underactive, sìow
103. Unhappy, sad

i04.

Unusual

ì05.

Uses aì cohoì

I

06.

ly

or

movi

ng, or lacks

energy

depressed

loud

or drugs

day

ì09. tJhining
1.l0. Wishes to be
III
ì

.

Wi

of the opposite

thdrawn, doesnr t

.l2. Worrying

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

0

2

(descr ibe)

Vanda I i sm

107. Wets seìf during
.l08. Wets the bed

0

get

i

sex

nvoìved wi th others
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Iì3.

PIease

write in any problems your child

that were not

has

I i sted above

a.

0

b.

0ì2
012

c.

I

2
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Thoughts About Self

Using the scale provided, please answer the foì lowing questions according

to

how each

best appl ies to you.

A-strongìy agree

B-mi

ldly

C-neutral or don't
D-mi

t- I feel that lrm
on an

equa

I

know

ldìy disagree E-strongly

person

a

bas i s wi

agree

disagree

of worth, at least

th others.

2. I feeì that I have a number of good qualities.

3. Alì in all, I
a failure.
4. I

am

able to

am

do

inclined to feel that I

things as wel I as

am

most

other people.

5.
6.
7.

I

I

on

feel I do not have much to be proud of.
take a positive attitude toward mysel f.
the

whol

8. wish I
r

am sat i sf i ed wi

th

mysel

f.

could have more respect for myself.

9. certainly
I

e, I

feel useless at times.

10. At times I think I

am no good

at al l.

t7/l.
Fami

ly

Demographic Sheet

This guestionnaire asks for information about your child's
environment. llost items reguire a

YES

home

or N0, but some ask for an estimate

of time. 0n the latter items, please be as specific as possibìe.
Your age.
Your

marital status (check one).
singìe, never married
marr i ed
I

iving together

separated

or

divorced

remarr i ed

lf married,

have you

or your partner ever been legally or informalìy

sepa r a ted?
Yes

Have you

or your partner
Yes

No

Not appl icabìe

been married more than once?
No

Not appì icable

Did you speak and use Engìish on a regular basis before you were ì2 years
old?
Yes

Do you

No

currentìy speak and use Engìish in your househoìd on a regular

bas i s?
Yes

No
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background (eg. Chinese, Ukrainian, etc.)

What

is your ethnic

What

is the highest level of education obtained by the primary

in your household? (Note:

The primary wage earner

the greatest amount of money into the

is the

?

wage earner

person who brings

home.)

graduate degree

bacheìor's degree or technical diploma
some un i vers i ty
hi

gh

some

schoo
hi

or techn

i ca

l

co I I ege

ì graduate

gh schoo I

junior high school
less than J years of formal schooìing
What

is the type of occupation currentìy held by the primary wage earner

your househol

d?

executive or professionaì
upper level

management

middle or lower level

management

clerical, sales, or technical
ski I ìed trade

semi-skilled trade
unskilled trade
unemp'l oyed

maintains a household

work

in
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DIVORCED OR SEPARATED PARENTS ONLY

How many

months has

it

been since your

Are you currentìy invoìved

you are

ITET4S.

ìast separation with your ex-spouse?

in a new relationship?

Yes

lf

FILL IN THE RE¡1AINING

No

currently involved with

someone,

are you living together or

separate ì y?

apart

togethe r

Legally, do you have sole custody of the chiìd(ren), or do you and the
father share legal joint custody?

joint

sole custody

custody

Descr i be i f you wi sh

Are important child raising decisions
chi

ldrs father

by you alone, or by you and the

together?

both parents

me aìone
How many

made

hours per week does the child

whom

you brought

in today spend with

his or her father?

Prior to your separation or dìvorce,

r^/as

your relationship with the child's

father openìy difficuìt or disharmonious?
YES

NO

lf you answered YES to the question above, for

how long hras your

relationship openìy confl ictual prior to the spl it?
weeks

months

year

s
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I

n what ways was

i

t

apparent

were having marital problems?

Comments:

to your

ch i ì d

(ren) that you and your ex-spouse

Append i x
I

NSTRUCT I ONS

B

TO RECEPT

to

Please give the questionnaire package
who

is at least 6 years old, but not yet

D0 NOT

I ON I STS

each parent bringing

in a child

12.

give out the questionnaire package onìy if you

KNOW FOR SURE

that

the child or parent meets ONE 0R HORE of the following criteria:

l) child is learning disabìed or referred for

assessment

of ìearning

disabiìity
2) any family

member has

a physicaì, mental, or neuroìogicaì handicap

3) child is adopted
4) chi ìd is of single parent, never married
Ð chiìd is from a famiìy where there has been a widowhood
6) either parent had been married more than once
7) in a divorced famiìy, the custodial parent has a new ìive-in
rel at i onsh

ip

8) in a divorced
9)

fami

ly, custodial parent is male (father)

non-Caucas i an ethn i c background

lf there is

any doubt about whether one

or

more

of the exclusion

criteria described above are met, give out the questionnaire
anyway.

THANKS

-

!
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package

